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SUMMARY AND RECCMMENDATIONS 

1. Background and Project Purpose 

The problem to be addressed by this loan proposal is that of
 
stagnant agricultural production, particularly an insufficient rate
 
of increase ir. basic food output relative to the ever-growing needs
 
of Pakistan's population. In general, the major constraints to 
achieving an adequate rate of growth in food production can be 
summarized as the failure to optimize management of the country's
ample land and water resources, the absence of an effective seed 
multiplication and distribution system (especially in the case of high
yielding varieties of wheat), and a seriously inadequate use of chemical
 
fertilizer and other production inputs. 
 The focus of the assistance 
proposed herein is o.n the last of the above-mentioned constraints; the 
other two probicm areas are being or will soon be addressed separately, 
as described later in this paper. Proceeds of the loan would be used 
to assist Pakistan in procuring adequate amounts of agricultural inputs - 
primarily fertilizer - - required to ensure sufficient a-vailabilities 
throughout the country, especially to low-income farmers. 

2. Borrowei 

The Islani;,c Republic of Pakistan (Government); the importing 
agency will be the Federal Directorate of Agricultural Supplies (FDAS). 

3. loan Amount and Terms 

$40. 0 million, to be repaid within 40 years, including a 10-year 
grace period on the repayment of principal, with interest at Z% per 
annum during the grace period and 3 6 per annum thereafter. 

4. Total Cost of the l:roect 

Based on the data currently available (which are presented in 
Sections III, E and IV of this paper), it is estimated that Pakistan will
need to import a ;ninimum of $Z50 million in fertilizer and seeds over 
the next 2 years. The amount of phosphates alone (in the form of 
Diammonium Phosphate) that must be imported during this period is 
expected to cost at least $131 million, and could be as much as $194 
million if the higher usage targets are achieved. AID's contribution 
to this cost is planned to be $100 million over samethe time period. 
The initial portion of this loan is proposed to be $40 million. 



5. Summary of Findings 

It is concluded that the purpose of this project (i. e. increased 
and better balanced use of fertilizer and other agricultural producion
inputs by Pakistani farmers, especially low-income farmers) is likely
to be achieved, through a combination of (a) the significant policy and 
other measures undertaken and to be undertaken by the Government, and 
(b) the assured availabilities of the required inputs which will be made 
possible by this loan. There are no known impediments to the timely
implementation of the Froject, and the Project meets all applicable 
statutory criteria (see Annex I). 

6. It is r-commended that a loan to the Government of Fakistan in
the amount of $40 million be authorized for the purpose and on the terms 
and conditions set forth in the Draft Loan Authorization attached as 
Annex G. 
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Glossary of Terms 

CULRENCY EQUIVALENTS WEIGHTS AND NiEASURES 

Rs. 1.0 US$0. 101 1 Metric Ton (t) = 1,000 kilograms (Kg) 
Rs. 9. 9 US$1. 00 1 Metric Ton (t) = 2, 204.6 pounds 
Rs. Imillion = US$101, 010 IKilometer (kn)= 0.62 miles 

1 Hectare = 2.47 acres 
Bushel = 60. 0 pounds 

1 Maund = 82. 3 pounds 

P-INCIPAL ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS USED 

CAN Calciam Ammonium Nitrate (Z6-0-0, i. e. 26% Nitrogen)
 
DAP Diarrnonitim Phosphate(18-46-0, i. e. 18% Nitrogen, 467 PZC5)
 
.?ZC(abbrev. i.)Potassium Oxide, the Indicator of Potassium Content of Fertilizer
 
MIAP Mona-Ammonium Phosphate (11-'.,8-0, i. e. 11% Nitrogen, 48% 112 C5)
 
N Nitrogen, the Indicator of Nitrogen Content of Fertilizer 
NP Nitrophosphate (23-23-0) 
P 2 C 5 (abbrev. P) Phosphorus Pentoxide, the Indicator of Phosphorus Content of 

Fertiliz er 
TSP Triple Super Phosphate (0-46-0, i. e. 46% PC 5 )
 
DH Dawood Herculs Chemicals I imited (fertilizer producer)
 
DCL Dawood Corporation Limited (fertilizer distributor)
 
Fauji-Agrico Fauji Agrico Fertilizer I imited
 
GOP, Government - .slarric Republic of Pakistan, Th(; Borrower
 
IB.AD Internazional Bank for Reconstruction and Development
 
NFC National Fertilizer Corporation
 
PADSC Punjab Agricultural Development and Supplies Corporation
 
SASC Sind Agricultural Supplies Organization
 
ESSO ESS' Pakistan Fertilizer Company Limited
 

C.ACP YEAR 

Summer (iharif) - March to September 
V;intei- (Rabi) - October to February 

vi 



I. INTRODUCTIC N 

L 01. In its application dated April 1, 1975, the Government
 
of P kistan ("Government") requested AID loan assistance for a
 
"program that will increase its agricultural output substantially 
over the next few years. " The application noted that wheat and
other crop production targets had been raised, and the Government
 
was adopting new measures to achieve 
those targets. The measures 
included establishment of crop and production input price relation
ships favorable to increased use of fertilizer and other inputs;
steps to oxpanzi the amougt and efficiency in use of irrigation water;
and a number of specific policy and procedural actions directly
aimed at wider distribution of fertilizer. In the specific context
 
of these measures the Government of Pakistan requested AID

development loan financing of $100 
 million, over a 2-year period, to
 
assist in securing imported fertilizer and other inputs.
 

1. 02. The purpose of the project is to achieve increased and
better balanced use of fertilizer and other agricultural production

inputs by all farmers, especially low-income farmers. 
 The use of such
inputs in Pakistan is far below optimum levels or even the average use 
in comparable LDCs such ao Egypt. The more "progressive", more
 
advantageously located, 
 and usually richer farmers in Pakistan havemost ready access to thefe inputs. Low-income farmers (this 
group will be defined elsewhere in this paper) ha ve less access to
these inputs. It is the development hypothesis of this project that
the Government's efforts to assist small farmers with credit and

technical information will succeed 
in increasing their productivity
and thereby their income on a permanent basis only if the barriers 
to use of the required agricultural inputs that plague almost all
farmers are lowered. Thus the project, while focused small farmeron 
access to inputs, will help all farmers, while contributing to the sector 
goal of increasing overall agricultural output in Pakistan. 

1. 03. AID and predecessor agency financing of imports of
fertilizer extends back into the early 1950's, but the bulk of AID's 
assistance has been Dver the past 10 years, during which fertilizer 
use has expanded sharply. The total of AID financing for fertilizer 
imports stands %t $193.9 million. AID has also provided substantial 
funding for establishment of fertilizer manufacturing plants. A total
of $62. 8 million has been extended in dollar grants and loans, including
the FY 1975 $40 million loan for the Fauji-Agrico urea plant. In
addition, AID and he U ' Government have provided $25. 8 million in 
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grants and loans InPakistani rupees, $22. 1 million of which was in 
the form of Cooley Loan funds to finance the establishment of the 
ESSO Pakistan and Dawood Hercules urea plants. 

L 04. Experimental quantities of seed have been provided to 
Pakistan under the AID program with the assistance of the United 
States Department of Agriculture. These imports, which included 
cereal grains, oilseeds, forages, vegetables, and others, have 
enabled Pakistan to test new varieties throughout the country. Regular 
and systematic imports and testing of varietal and breeding material 
has continued. 

1.05. Other donor assistance to Pakistan for fertilizer imports 
in 1974-75 and planned for 1975-76 is as follows: 

Table 1. Other Donor Assistance for Fertilizer 

Quantity of fertilizer in product tonsCountry Type 	 in 1971-75 expected in 75-76 

West Germany 	 CAN 10,900 -
NP 700 2,000 
NPY 	 5,000 -

Japan 	 Urea 22,900 

Holland 	 Urea 11,500 -

DAP 10,000
 

Norway 	 NP 9,200 20,000
 

Canada 	 MAP 19,700 35,000
 

France 	 NP - 30,000
 

Food & Agriculture NP 14,000 -
Organization (FAO)U'-ea - 1,060 

1.06. In another area, the International Bank for Recons
truction and Development (IBID) is investigating a loan project to 
help Pakistan in the'development of a seed production, certification, 
and distribution system over a 5-year period. 
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IL AGRICULTURAL SECTOR 

A. Agricultural Production 

2.01. Although production of major crops in Pakistan increaseddramatically in the late 1960's with the introduction of new, high yielding varieties and expanded fertilizer use, agricultural output since1970 has not continued at a pace to meet the needs of a growing population. Between 1966 and 1970, wheat production in Pakistan (then WestPakistan) nearly doubled, increasing over that period from 3. 8 milliontons to 7.1 million tons. Production of rice increased by nearly 80% over that period, from 1. 29 to 2. 3 million tons. (See Table II-I in theAnnex. ) Since 1970, however, the record has been disappointing. Wheatproduction has yet to exceed 7. 5 million tons, and rice production hasbeen increasee only to 2. 4 million tons. Production of other key crops-- principally cotton and sugarcane -- has also stagnated over the past5 years. The annual growth rate of output in Pakistan's agricultural
sector was less than 1. 5% in the 1970-75 period, compared to a popu
lation growth rate of at least 3% per annum. 

been2.02. Causes of this stagnation haveLexamined by a number ofgroups. A recent high level Government of Pakistan Agricultural
Committee-/ identified the single most important cause of the stagnation as failure to develop an effective seed multiplication and distribution system. The import of 17, 000 tons of wheat seed from Mexicothis year, coupled with plans for a reproduction program intended tocover the entire wheat acreage with pure, high yielding seed by next year, is a responae to the Committee's concern. In the view of manyother experts, howvever, the pause in the growth of fertilizer use wasthe major reason Lhat productivity in agriculture stopped growing.The committee did identify inadequate fertilizer use as a key problem,
and recommended 1) mounting a massive promotional campaign toexpand fertilizer use and 2) reviewing the adequacy of the fertilizer 
distribution system. 

j/ Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Food and Agriculture,
Report of the Agricultural Enquiry Committee, June 1975. 



2.03. One consequence of this agricultural stagnation has been
 
a steady increase 
in wheat imports to meet food deficits in the country.
Wheat ir orta have risen from a level of about tons123, QOO in 1969-70 
to over U1 million tons in each of last three years. (See Annex Table
11-2). The %)74-75 wheat crop turned out much better than the first 
projections suggested. Early estimates of the crop were low asas
6. 5 to 6. 7 million tons. However, very favorable rains during the 
growing season, plus top dressings of nitrogen fertilizer induced by a
 
mid-season price discount, 
 brought production to a currently estimated
7. 5 million tons. Still, nearly 1. 7 million tons of wheat will need to
imported during the 1975-76 wheat year. 

be 
(A wheat year in Pakistan 

runs from May I to April 30,) The United States provided PL-480
 
Title I financing for 465, 000 tons 
of this in FY 1975, and so far this
 
fiscal year has formally agreed to provide another 300, 000 tons under

PL-480 Title i financing, 
 and about 133, 000 tons with CCC Credits.
 
The U.S. delegation at the May 1975 
Paris meeting of the Aid to Pakistan 
Consortium indicated that at least 500, 000 metric tons of wheat would be
available with PL-480 Title I help if the wheat, the funds, and the need
 
existed. U.S. PL-480, on cash,
wheat on on CCC, and on commercial 
credit terms has helped Pakistan over several years. Sizeable wheat

imports have also come from Australia, Western Europe, and Canada
 
under a simila: range of terms, including some grant arrangements. 

B. Structure of the Agricultural Sector 

2.04. Pakistan is climatically well suited to greatly expanded

agricultural production. 
 Crops can be grown throughout the year where
 
water is available. Rice, cotton, maize, 
 sorghum, and millet are
 
grown in the summer (or kharif) season, 
 which stretches roughly from

March through September. Monsoon rains 
come during part of this
 
period, principally In the months of June, 
 July and August. Wheat is 
the major crop grown during the winter (or rabi) period, here defined
 
to cover 
the months of October through February . l/ Sugarcane
stands in the fields during both winter and summer and therefore 
competes with other crops in both seasons. Approximately 41 million
 
acres 
are cropped annually in Pakistan, of which 18 million acres are 
in the summer and 23 million are in the winter. Nearly 80% of thi
cropped acreage (or 32 million acres) receives irrigation water. By 
season, 84% of the slmmer acreage and 75% of the winter acreage is 
cropped under irrigated conditions. 

1/ These month-wise definitions of winter (or rabi) and summer (or
kharif) seasons are only rough. The 5-month winter and 7-month 
summer periods correspond approximately to fertilization periods of
principal winter and summer season crops. Planting and harvest
ing of all crope do not fall neatly within these bounds. For example,
wheat is not harvested until March-April. 



2.05. Pakistan's agriculture is characterized by what on world 
standards would be considered small land holdings (Annex Table 11-3). 
Sixty-eight per cent of the farmers and 30% of the farm area are in 
holdings of less than 12. 5 acres each. Eighty-nine per cent of the 
holdings are less than 25 acres in size, and 97% are less than 50-acre 
holdings. Holdings of less than 50 acres each constitute 76% of the 
farm area. Th'. average farm size in Pakistan is 13 acres. Of the 
3. 7 million farms in Pakistan, 42% are operated by individuals who 
both own and rent acreage (Annex Table 11-4). Farmers who own their 
own land show the heaviest concentration in the very small (up to 7. 5 
acres) and very large (above 150 acres) categories. Farmers who 
operate only rented land constitute a large proportion (46%) of those 
in the 7. 5 - 12. 5 acre category. 

2.06. Cropping intensity, defined as the ratio of acres cropped 
in a year to acres croppable, is one measure of the intensity of agri
cultural resourze utilization. Since more than one crop per year can 
be grown in nearly all agricultural regions of Pakistan, where and when 
sufficient rainfall or irrigation water is available, the cropping inten
sity can exceed 100%. Annex Table 11-5 indicates an overall cropping 
intensity of 111% in Pakistan. The cropping intensity is highest (139%) 
on very small farms, and progressively declines with increasing farm 
size (88% for farms larger than 150 acres). Explanations for the over
all cropping intensity being so far below 200% are many, but far from 
definite. A lack of irrigation water is the usual and most emphasized 
explanation. However, Pakistan could clearly have a much greater 
cropping intensity even with existing water supplies. More efficient 
use of water supplies would make possible larger planted acreages 
within existing water-course command acres. 

207. More than 50% of Pakistan's rural households had annual 
incomes in 1971-72 of less than Rs. 2,400 (approximately $240). Less 
than 10% had incomes greater than Rs. 4,800 (approximately $480) per 
year (Annex Table 11-6). These data refer to all income of rural 
households, not just to farm income. Although it is not known how 
precise the correlation is between farm size and household income, 
it is probably safe to infer that the 89% of Pakistan's farmers who 
operate less than 25-acre holdings generally had incomes in 1971-72 
of less than $500. The 68% who farmed less than 12. 5 acres each pro
bably earned in most cases no more than $300 per household. 1/ 

1/ 	Both of these inferences are drawn from an examination 
of the data in Annex Tables 11-3 and 11-6. 
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It is 	 these low-income farmers -- who operate holdings ranging in 
size from a little as 2 or 3 acres up to about 25 acres -- -atwhom 
this Agricultural Inputs Loan and its associated policies are princi
pally aimed. 

C. Strategy for Agricultural Development 

2.08. Pakistan has the land and water resources to increase 
its agricultural production several fold. It could quickly move from 
a net importer of food to a net exporter. In general, yields of major 
crops average only 25-35% of averages for the same crops under 
similar rainfed and irrigated conditions in some other countries. 
Further, the amount of irrigation water available should be sufficient 
to irrigate twica as much crop area as is currently irrigated. Thus, 
with scientific ierming (as known and used elsewhere), with adequate 
fertilizer and other inputs, and good water management, it should be 
possible to increafe Pakistan's total crop output by 5 to 6-fold or even 
more, 

2.09. In the 28 years since the partition of India and Pakistan, 
population growth has absorbed most of the increases in production, 
and per capita food availability has improved very little. Given the 
resource base, it is assumed that a doubling of crop output over the 
next 15 years vould be a minimum target. Assuming continuation of 
a forceful population effort, this would permit a substantial increase 
in per capita food consumption in Pakistan to more optimal nutrition 
levels, as well as net exports to help meet world food shortages. 

2.10. Five of the major actions needed to achieve such agri
cultural growth which offer favorable benefits relative to costs are: 

1. 	 Getting assured, adequate supplies of fertilizers 
within the country; 

2. 	 Provision of an effective fertilizer distribution system; 

3. 	 Keeping the ratio of fertilizer prices to crop prices 
such that farmers are given a positive incentive to 
increase their use of fertilizers on both irrigated 
and non-irrigated (barani) lands; 

4. 	 Major investments in the control of waterlogging 
and salinity, reduction of water losses in irriga
tion ditches, and improvement in efficiency of water 
use on farms; 
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5. 	 Special efforts to get farmers in rainfed areas to 
use fertilizer, pesticides, improved crop varieties 
and improved small equipment. 

Some of the steps above are specifically among the 
inputs to this project supplied by the Government of Pakistan, either 
alone or with help from the U.S. and/or other donors. The other 
steps are also being taken, again by the Government of Pakistan and 
in some cases with the help of AID and other donors. 

2.11. Plans for several new, large fertilizer plants are 
currently underway which by the end of the decade should make 
Pakistan self-sufficient in nitrogen fertilizers. The major addi
tional need is assurance of adequate supplies during the interim 
period to permit an adequate growth in use by the time the new 
plants are on stream. This means a growth in use frcm about 
450, 	000 nutrie.t tons of nitrogen (N) and phosphate (P) fertilizers 
in 1974-75 to a million or more by 1979-80. In the interim before 
self-sufficiency in domestic production is reached, imports of more 
than one million nutrient tons of fertilizer will be required to permit 
this 	growth. 

2.12. Given the time required for planning and implementing 
a massive attack on the problem of water management practices, 
major investments for this purpose will not be possible until 4 to 5 
years from now. During this time period, projects for water develop
ment will be adequately detailed, some additional experience gained, 
cost/benefit studies completed, and personnel trained. waterA 
management program will be prepared to start initially on a modest 
scale, but rapidly increasing about 2 years hence. By that time, 
returns from increased fertilizer use will already be flowing. 

2.13. While fertilizer and improved water management are 
the two major input items in terms of total costs, other essential 
inputs are needed to maximize returns from large in-:o'-stmits in 
iertilizer and water. Most important of these are pesticides and 
higher yielding crop varieties (in some areas, new crops). In addi
tion, for small farmers, better small-scale equipment is needed to 
improve and accelerate cropping and harvesting practices. 

2.14. Since tha separation of Bangladesh from Pakistan in 1971, 
5-year plans have been replaced by a series of annual plans. No 5-year
plan has yet been adopted for the 1975-80 period, but 'Working Papers"I 

1/ Government of Pakistan, Planning Commission, Working Papers for 
the Development Perspective (1975-80). These papers are not offi
cial, but are indicative of Government thinking at high levels. 
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indicate that agricultural growth will be a central feature of Govern
nent development efforts in this period. More than 35% of Pakistan's 
GNP and the largest portion of its exports flow from the agricultural
sector, so c3ntinued growth in productivity and value added in this 
sector is vital to overall economic development. In addition, the
 
Government of Pakistan objectives of increasing employment and
 
total income-and more equitably distributing income among rural
 
people are dependent upon the growth of tfis sector.
 

2.15. The Government has settled on an official target of 8.4
 
million tons of wheat in its 1975-76 Annual Plan (Annex Table 11-7),

though it still hopes to achieve 9 million tons this year, which V'as
 
the goal at the time the Government applied for this Agricultural

Inputs Loan. Three crucial factors in achievement of wheat produc
tion targets over the next 5 years (Annex Table 1-8) are (1) the avail
ability and effective distribution of ample supplies of both nitrogen and
phosphate fertilizers, (2) effective utilization of Tarbela Dam and 
other irrigatio water supplies, and (3) a well implemented program

for disseminatin and multiplication of new, high yielding variety

seeds the Government has recently imported from Mexico.
 

2.16. Rice production targets of 2.7 million tons in 1975-76
 
and 3.9 million tons 
in 1979-80 have also been set, compared to the
 
1973-74 production of 2.4 million tons. 
 The Government hopes to 
see maize production increase from the 1973-74 level of 755 thousand
 
tons to 810 thousand and 1.05 
 million tons in 1975-76 and 1979-80,
respectively. Targets for sugarcane of 25 million tons in 1975-76 
and 30.4 million tons in 1979-80 (1973-74 production equalled 23, 5 
million tons) have been set. Achievement of the various targets will
depend on a combination of acreage and yield increases. (See Annex 
Tables 11-7 and I-8 for details of these targets and for targets of 
other major crops in Pakistan.) 

D. Agricultural Product Prices 

2.17. Wheat prices in Pakistan have historically been held 
artificially low by Government p:-ocurement prices and subsidized 
sales to consumers through ration shops, coupled with policies that 
have restricted the private sale and movement of food grains. How
ever, starting with the wheat crop harvested in 1975, the Pakistan 
Government indicated the procurement price viould serve as a floor 
price, and not as a ceiling. The overt pressure placed on farmers 
in past years to sell to procurement authorities was this year largely 
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avoided. There were, however, some restrictions on inter-district
 
movements of wheaE. 
 The more than doubling of wheat procurement

prices between the 1972 and 1975 crops (Annex Table 11-9) has now
 
brought the price to Rs. 37/maund, or $100/metric ton. At the time
 
the new price was announced, 
 the Chicago wheat price was falling,

and this did not seem unreasonable. Since then, however, world
 
market prices have risen again, 
 and in August 1975 the Chicago price 
was up to $143/metric ton ($3.90/bushel). The market price has 
varied among areas within Pakistan, but has averaged around Rs 41/
maund ($111/ton) in major Punjab markets from spring harvest through
late August of this year (Annex Table II-11). This compares to market 
prices in majcr north Indian markets of about $145/ton, using an 
exchange rate of $1.00 = Indian Rs 8. 50. However, the Indian rupee 
may be somewhat overvalued relative to the Pakistani rupee. At
 
parity between the two rupees, wheat prices have only been about
 
12% higher on the Indian 
side of the Punjab border this year. Wheat
 
sold for around $120/ton in Afghanistan in August, but had sold for
 
around $100/ton some months before that.
 

2.18. Prices paid to farmers for rice and cotton held downare 

both by export du'ties and by the prices paid by the Gnvernment export

monopolies for these crops. 
 The price paid to millers for coarse
 
milled rice under Government procurement is about Rs.40/maund

($108/metric ton), about half its current. falling export price. The
 
price 
received by farmers for paddy is probably half that amount. 
Milled basmati rice I/ is procured at Rs. 90/maund ($244/ton). 
(See Annex Table 11-10. ) The Government also has an export mono
poly on cotton. Last year (the cotton crop picked in the fall of 1974)
it purchased seed cotton and managed to support the domestic price
of seed cotton at about Ps. 80/maund, or approximately $0.10 /pound. 

Prices of sugarcane and sugar have been controlled, but at 
price 	levels at or near world 	market levels, until the abnormal 
increases in sugar prices that began in 1974. The minimum guaran
teed prices for sugarcane at mill gate for 1975-76 runs from Rs5. 50 
to Rs 5. 90/maund in the three sugarcane producing provinces. 
(However, only Z5% of the cane is procured for processing at the 
mills.) No support price program exists for other crops, though
current planning documents indicate such support is under considera
tion for oilseed and pulse :rops. (See Annex Tables 11-9, 10 and 11 for 
procurement/support and harvest prices of major crops.) 

I/ 	 A high quality, fine rice grown in Pakistan. Basmati rice is an 
important agricultural export commodity for Pakistan. 
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III. FERTILIZER 

A. History 

3.01. Historical data on nitrogen and phosphate fertilizer
sales in Pakistan are shown in Tables III-I and 111-2 of the Annex.Pakistan experienced very rapid growth in fertilizer use from 1965-66
 
to 1971-72. The increase in nitrogen sales 
over this 7-year period was

nearly 5000/6. Nitrogen fertilizers sales ldeclined in 1973-74, however,

and recovered only slightly in 1974-75.--L 

3.02. The imbalance between nitrogen (N) and phosphate
(P 2 05) fertilizer applications continues 
to be a major constraint to
increasing crop yields in Pakistan. The ratio of N to P Z 0 5 use in

1974-75 was 6:1 in Pakistan, cormpared 
 to about 2:1 in the United States

and 'about 1.5:1 in Japan at present. Agricultural planners realize
 a better balance between N and P 0 use must be achieved, and are
 
aiming for at least 3:1 ratio by 1979-80. The present practice of

selling diarrrrmonitim phosphate (18-46-0) to farmers at 
the same price
as urea (0-46-0) represents one aspect of atterrpts to induce greater
 
use of phosphates,
 

3.03. Several studies conducted since 1970 provide information 
on fertilizer use by farm size and tenurial status of farmers. Results

of these studies, including prelininary findings of study just now
a

being completed by economists at the University of Islamabad, 
 are
described ir Annex B. Data from the 1972 Agricultural Census, only

recently released in, preliminary form, 
 are also cited in that Annex. 

_I/ The decline in fertilizer use in 1973-74 has been attributed to a
number of factors, including: 
 (1) sharp increases in fertilizer prices
in August 1973 and April 1974; (2) the flood of August 1973, which
impeded sales in some areas; (3) disruption of sales at the tirre of
the Punjab's takeover of rruch of the fertilizer distribution system inthat province; and (4) a delay in initiation of the Government credit 
program for farm. input purchases during the surrmerseason. The
disappointing ove-all performance in 1974-75 is at least partially
attributable to the very poor rainfall and lack of irrigation water 
supplies in 1974. A poor monsoon resulted in 1974-75 river flows
that were only 70% of the mean, and lower than any since 1940.
Fall rains were also unusually late, 
with no rainfall fror, the middle of September until December 10. Much
of the wheat was planted nearly a month late. However, with the arrivalof exceptionally good winter rains in December-February, and a fertilizerprice discount in December and January, fertilizer sales shot up. Farmers
apparently did a good deal of top-dressing, which helped boost the wheatcrop above early expectations. Fowever, sorre of the fertilizer purchases
made during the Decen:ber-January discount period were carried over for sugarcane and other summer crops, causing sales in February, Mrch,
and April to be abnormally low. 
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Evidence frorr the several surveys is very mixed with regard to the
 
question 
of whether "small' or "large' farmers use more fertilizer,
 
but clear evidence -n that question may not be essential for policy
 
purposes. The evidence does clearly indicate 
that large numbers of 
farmers in all size categories are aware of, and use, fertilizer. At 
the same time, many in each size category do not use fertilizer or 
apply it in amounts thatwould be considered sub-optimal from a national 
economy standpoint. The more immediate policy question is how to
 
increase subsiantially the incidence and level of use in each size
 
category and in 
 the aggregate. This requires a bettr understanding
 
of the socio-oconoric 
factors which influence fertilizer purchase
 
decisions of farmers with differing resources at their conmmand. AID
 
is cooperating with the Government 
of Pakistan in several studies
 
to identify the points where interventions and actions will increase
 
farmers' use of fertilizer. Cne of these studius is -tdirect input to
 
this Agricultural Inputs Project, 
 and others are included in AID
 
project activities such as 
Barani and 'Water Management. Farm
 
surveys carried out in preparation for 
a proposed Water Management
 
Loan have bee,: on-going 
since June 1975, and some results will be
 
forthcoming by ,:arly 
1976. Field surveys conducted as part of the
 
Barani Project and this Agriculturnl Inputs Project are now being
 
planned, ::.nd initial surveys will be conducted during FY 1576. 

B. Domestic Production 

3. 34. Pakistan's domestic fvrtilizer industry produced
 
around 31C, 
 ..-) nutrient tons of nitrogen fertilizer and about 6, 000 
nutrient tons of phosphate fertilizer in 1974-75. The great bulk of 
the nitrogen production (85%) ca'me fror two private sector urea 
plants, owned by the firm D.wood Hercules Chemicals Ltd. in
 
Punjab Province 2nd by ESSO Pakist.n Fertilizer Co. Ltd. in Sind
 
Province. The2 remainder 
of th,. nitrogen fertilizer, and 71 of the 
phosphate fertilizer, produced domestically came from public sector 
plants opcrated by the government owned National Fertilizer 
Corporation (NFC) at Daud 1.hkl, Ntultnn, 7nd Lyallpur/J:ranwala. 
Production from each plant is shown in Table 111-5 of the Annex. 

3. 05. Although thu two private sector plants in Pnkistan 
have been producing in excess of rated capacity, and are expected 
to continue to do so, some of the existing public sector plants have 
not yet been able to reach rated capacity. The NFC single super
phosphate (SSP) pla.it has been producing at less than 60% of its 
rated capacity of IC', 000 nutrient tons of phosphate (PZ C5). An 
expansion of that plant's capacity -- from 10,350 to 18, 600 nutrient 
tons -- is to be completed in late 1975. The NFC fertilizer complex 
at Multan, with assistance from the IBRD, Asian Development Bank, 
and Abu Dhabi is being completely revamped and greatly expanded. 
This complex has a'lso been 9pera.ting below rated capacity (less
than 60% of rated capacity), An efficiently operated, enlarged Multan 
complex will make sizeable contribution to both the nitrogen and the 
phosphate fertilizer needs of Pakistan. 
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3.06. In addition to the NFC plant expansions now underway,
 
several new plants are being planned for construction and operation
 
before the end of the decade. A 1, 725 metric ton per day urea plant, 
to be owned by the Fauji Foundation of Pakistan, Agrico Chemical 
Company of the U.S., and other investors, will be built over the next 
4 years with financing from AID, I/IBRD, and Germany's KFV!. The
 
NFC is in the advanced planning stage for urea plant of about the
a 

same size as Fauji-Agrico, at Mirpur Mathelo, and will also build a
 
fertilizer con-.plex in Hazara District of N.W.F.P., 
which will
 
produce urea, UAP (urea-ammonium phosphate), and TSP (triple

superphosphate). These new plants are scheduled to corre on stream
 
in the 1977-79 period. If these plants perform well, Pakistan will 
be producing nearly 1 trillion nutrient tons of nitrogen by 1980-81, 
somewhat more than enough to meet domestic needs at that tin-e. 
Phosphate fertilizer production in country should be over 134 000 
nutrient tons by 1980-81. Since Pakistan should be using nearly 
300, 000 nutrient tons of P 2 05 by that time, the Government will 
need to continue exploration and feasibility studies at a rapid pace 
for additional phosiphate fertilizer production capacity. Some 
prelin inary exploration work has begun in the Hazara (Seearea. 

Tables 111-5 and 111-6 in tho Annex.
 

C. iAgronortnc 

3.07. Rerearch on crop response to fertilizer is carried on
 
at a nui-n-ber of Locations in Pakistan. 
 Some of this research is in 
cooperation with and partially supported by AID and the U.S. 
Departm-,ent of mgriculture. The AIr Loan in support of the Pakistan 
Agricultural Research Council is to be focused on crops research, 
with major er.:phais on fertilizer use, variety selection, and related 
agronortic practiceE. In addition, an AID institutional grant contract 
with Colorado State University, for on-farn: water ir-anage-ent 
research in Pakistan, has fostered studies on fertilizer -water 
interactions airred a producing yield increases while conserving 
water and fertilzer. Another -ID - supported pr.3ject, to 
derm-onstrate that increased a-ricultural output can be obtained on 
sr-all far.s in rainfed, unirrigated areas, is also producing data 
on crop respons2s to fertilizer applications. Systemmtic research 
on fertilizer - crop response is done at the provincial agricultural 
research institutes. These institutes are located at Lyallpur (wheat
and other rrajor irrigated crops), Kala Shah Kaku (rice, including 
arorr..atic type), Multan (cotton), Tandojam (sugarcane and other 
crops), Tarnab (multicrop), Pirsabak(maize), and -'uetta(multicrop). 
In addition to the ri ore precise research done at the experiment 
stations, each i ajor crop research program, includes extensive testing 
of fertilizer rates and varietal response on farr.ers' fields. The most 
widespread of these tests con..pare only two varietie., with and without 
fertilizer, and serve to link the research and extens.ion propra- r. 
if AID Loan 391-T464, authorized June 30, 1975, for $40, 000, 000. 
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3.08. Wheat yield response to fertilizer seems to range 
widely. In one study of nitrogen fertilizer applications under irrigated 
conditions, responses were found to range from 1:18 (18 pounds of 
grain per pound of nitrogen nutrient) at 50 lbs. of nitrogen (N) per 
acre to negative marginal responses at application levels above 150 
pounds of N. In the same study, the response to phosphate (P 2 0 5 ) was 
found to be 1:4.5 at 10 lbs. of P2O5 per acre. Another study on wheat 
grown under irrigated conditions found a yield response to N of 1:11. 
FAO/GOP so-l fertility trials run in Pakistan in 1969-71 indicated a 
yield response to N and P2050 combined, of 1: 14 on high 
yielding, Mexi-.Pak wheat. Results obtained in the AID Barani project 
have also ranged widely. At applications of N and Pz0 5 up toq20 lbs. 
per acre, many of the trials have shown responses of over 1:25. At 
higher fertilizer application levels, the response has been about 110. 
(See Annex Tables M11-7 and M1-8 for some of the trial results.) 

3.09. Similarly, wide ranging results have been found in 
studies on rice. One recent study found the response from fertilizer 
applied to rice to be 1:50 in terms of paddyL/ (1:32 in terms of rice), 
at up to 100 nutrient pounds of N per acre. By contrast, at levels of 
N application above 100 pounds per acre, the marginal response was 
very low or negative -- depending on the amount of P 2 0 5 also applied. 
(See Annex Tab'e 1I[-9.) The FAO - GOP soil fertility trials gave 
approximately 1:7 response rates (in terms of rice) for N and PZ0 5
combined, at fairly high application levels. The AID Barani project 
maize plots have shown responses to N and P 2 0 5 combined of 1:10 to 
1:15. The FAC/GCP trials, at much higher levels of fertilizer 
application, showed a response rate on maize of 1:7. The response 
of sugarcane to N and P20 5 in the FAO/GOP trials was 1:164. 

3.10. Although crop response to fertilizer in experiments 
is fairly high with applications up to 100 pounds or more of nutrients, 
actual application levels in Pakistan are far below that at the present 
time. N and lz 0 

5 sales per cultivated acre in Pakistan's Punjab in 
1974-75 were 19. 3 and 3. 3 nutrient pounds, respectively. In Sind 
Province, sales were 24. 3 and 5. 3 nutrient pounds of N and PZ05, 
respectively. Applications per acre seem to be the highest in Pakistan 
on sugarcane, at over 70 pounds of N per acre according to some 
studies. Vheat, rice, and cotton apparently receive 50 or more 
pounds of N per acre in some of the better irrigated areas of Pakistan. 
(See Annex B and Annex Table M1-10.) However, the general picture 
is one of fertilizer use far below its potential. This is particularly 
true in many barani areas, where fertilizer use is in its infancy. 

I/ Unmilled rice 



D. Factors Affecting Fertilizer Use 

Several, factors interact to influence farmers' decisions on
 
purchase and use of fertilizer, including (1) water availability,

(2) effectiveness of the fertilizer distribution system, (3) credit
 
availability, (4) adequacy of extension services, 
 and (5) price

relationships. Each of these is discussed in turn in the sections to
 
follow. 

Water availability 

3.11. Water availability is a key factor in the determination 
of fertilizer demand. The Tarbela Dam will add 9. 3 million acre 
feet of live storage capacity to Pakistan's irrigation system. This 
water is planned primarily for use on winter crops, principally wheat. 
About 4 million cropped acres should receive supplemental irrigation 
water and another 1. 25 million cropped acres can be brought under 
irrigation as Tarbela becomes fully operational. Since water and 
fertilizer tend to have positive interaction, as well as additive, yield 
response effects, the increase in irrigation water availability provides 
part of the basis for a projected significant increase in fertilizer demand 
and use over the next few years. In addition to Tarbela, irrigation 
water supplies will also be increased over the next 5 years by Hub and 
Khanpur Dams (0.17 MAF), by the Chasma Right Bank Canal (1. 80 MAF)
by canal remodeling (2. 00 MAF), and by small canal irrigation schemes 
of the four Provincial Irrigation Departments (0. 30 MAF). Some 7, 500 
additional public tubewells with an estimated yield of 4. 06 MAF are 
planned for SCARP (Salinity Control and Reclamation Project) areas 
by 1980, as well as 3, 000 additional public tubewells with an estimated 
yield of 1. 62 MAF in barani, non-perennial canal, and certain less 
developed areas areof Pakistan. Twenty thousand private tubewells 
expected to be installed over the next 5 years. In all, Tarbela and 
other storage projects, coupled with the additional tubewells, are 
expected to add supplemental irrigation supplies to 4. 28 million cropped 
acres (0. 28 million in the summer and 4. 00 million in the winter) and 
to bring under irrigation an additional 5. 93 million acres (2. 12 million 
in the summer and 3. 81 million in the winter). 

3.12. Better use of existing supplies of water is also essential. 
Much valuable fertilizer is probably leached out under existing water 
management practices. A large scale program of improved on-farm 
water management would increase the yield response from given
applications of fertilizer, as well as save water for application to 
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additional acres. The proposed AID On-Farm Water Management
Project, for which a development loan is planned during the current 
fiscal year, will help with a major initial effort. Over a 5-year
project period, it is planned that 1500 watercourses serving 60, 000

farmers will be improved, and 600, 000 acres of farm land which is
 
not level and is therefore wasteful of irrigation water will be scraped
and leveled. A cadre of professional, sub-professional, and exten
sion specialists will also be trained as an integral part of the project.

The AID assig;ed project will serve essentially as a pilot effort for
 
a greatly expanded on-farm water management program in the 1980's.
 

3. 13. Non-irrigated land also requires substantial amountsof fertilizer. Trials conducted over the past year under AID's barani 
area activities have shown the potential for increasing yields on

unirrigated fields 
.n Punjab and Northwest Frontier Provinces.
 
Results from demonstrations show that production of wheat and maize
 can be doubled or tripled in the barani areas 
by using improved
varieties, fertilizer, and, in the case of maize, an insecticide to
control the stem borer insect. At present, only 900, 000 tonr of
wheat are being produced annually on 3. 9 million barani acres because
of the negligible amounts of fertilizer and largely local seed varieties
being used. Use of high yielding varieties of wheat seed and application
of about 75 nutrient pounds of N and 50 nutrient pounds of P 2 0 5acre could raise wheat production 

per 
on this barani acreage to 3. 9 million 

tons. Thus, potential exists even in Pakistan's unirrigated areas for 
greatly expanded production. Exploitation of this potential, however,
depends on ample and readily available supplies of seeds and fertilizer. 
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Marketing and Distribution: 

3.14. Fertilizer is marketed in Pakistan through both 
public and private sector distribution systems. Prior to mid
1973, fertilizer sales expanded rapidly with the private distri
butors playing the major role in promotion and distribution. In 
1973, the authoi-ity to regulate fertilizer distribution was trans
ferred from the Central Government to the provinces. Soon 
thereafter, three of the four provinces proceeded to reorganize 
their distribution systems in such a way that public agencies in 
these provinces began to play a major role. Sind set up the Sind 
Agricultural Supplies Organization (SASO), which began operations 
in August 1973, Punjab followed suit, creating the Punjab Agri
cultural Development and Supply Corporation (PADSC). Both 
agencies were charged with responsibility for wholesale and retail 
trade and for operating fertilizer storage depots. In Baluchistan, 
fertilizer distribution was turned over to the Provincial Department 
of Agriculture. Only in the NWFP was the distribution system left 
unaltered. The table below shows the approximate, relative 
importance of the public and private sectors in the four provinces 
as of 1974. It also indicates that 90 percent of Pakistan's fertilizer 
supply was consumed in the Punjab and Sind (actually 93% in 1974-75). 
Therefore, the performance of disfribution agencies in Punjab 
and 2ind is obviously of critical importance to the movement of 
fertilizer in Pakistan. 

Table 2. Public and Private Sector Fertilizer Marketing 

(1974, approximate) 

% of National Share Marketed by!
Province Consumption Fublic Sector Private Sector 

Punjab 67. 0% 83% 17% 

Sind 22.5% 54% 46% 

NWFP 9.0% 23% 77% 

Baluchistan 1. 5% 55% 45% 

Pakistan 100.0% 70% 30% 

Source: "The Fertilizer Marketing System in Pakistan"; FAO 
Working Paper, JTune 1974, p. 6 . 



3.15. Prior to the partial "nationalization"- of the fertilizermarketing system in 1973, four large commercial companies known 
as "principal agents" operated throughout Pakistan, dealing in both

domestically produced and imported fertilizers. 
 Each principal

agent had its own distribution network; these private sector dealers
 
competed among themselves and with two public sector bodies-
the Rural Supply Cooperative Corporation (RSCC), which handled 
most of the public sector's production, and the Agricultural
Development Corporation (ADC), which confined itself primarily

to newer fertilizers or geographic areas 
where the private sector 
was not operating. The developments of 1973 put two of the principal 
agents [Jaffer Brothers Ltd. , and Pakistan National Oils Ltd.,
(PNO)J temporarily out of the fertilizer business in Punjab and Sind. 
The 1973 actions also required ESSO to withdraw to the southern 
part of the Punjab and concentrate its marketing efforts in the Sind.
Although Dawood-Hercules was prohibited from selling to Jaffer 
Brothers and PNO in Punjab, its own distribution subsidiary was
 
allowed tc continue to operate there and in NWFP.
 

3. 16. A definitive assessment of the performance of the

fertilizer dibtribution system, 
 since 1973, is difficult to arrive at.
Although fertilizer sales were disappointing in both 1973-74 and 
1974-75, the re:--:.K fertilizer market was buffeted by a number of 
events in additior to the market reorganization. A major flood
in August and September 1973 caused widespread damage to roads
and some railroads, destroyed crops, and disrupted normal farm 
operations. To offset this, a major winter season credit program 
was launched. In the Punjab alone, Rs. 146 million in fertilizer 
credit was distributc .2 T:-ic net e' t ec, of each of these separate
events is difficult to measure. Perhaps most important of all,
during this same period, the retail price of fertilizer vas abruptly
raised on two separate occasions, partly following world fertilizer 
price trends. In.August 1973, the price went from Rs. 840/ton toRs. 1100/ton, and it then went to Rs. 1500/,: in A ..il 1974 (prices
quoted for urea). Finally, an unusually dry 1974 summer and fall
reduced acreage and undoubtedly adversely affected fertilizer use
in 1974-75. So, while it is safe to conclude that the market reorga
nization was disruptive, how well the public sector portion of the
distribution system can perform in the long run remains to be seen. 

I/This term here refers to steps by the Sind and Punjab governments 
to restrict private sector distribution. 
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3.17. No reliable estinate of the number of fertilizer retail
 
agents operating just prior to the 1973 "nationalization" exists. How
ever, 
 by comparing the distribution system of 1970 with the post
nationalization market structures of 1974 and is
1975 it apparent that
 
the distribution system contracted. 
 Details of the "before" and

"after" market reorganization are summarized in Table 3 below.
 
The 1970 information undoubtedly understates the actual number of
 
agents operati,,g in 1973, as 
both the public and private sectors 
must have expanded during these years when total fertilizer consump
tion was rising steadily. The act-!al number of fertilizer agents
operating inthe Punjab fn mid-1973 was probably about 1800, with

another 700 (perhaps many more) sub-agents working alongside

the formal marketing channels. The present total of 1, 226 retail
 
agents in the Punjab represents a reduction in the size cf 
 the sales 
force by one third to one half, depending on whether the sub-agents

operating prior to the reorganization are counted. The dramatic
 
increase in the number of public sector 
agents in the Sind and NWFP
 
and in the private sector in NWFP between 1970 and 
1974 may be more 
apparent than real. The 197x data included licensed commission 
agents but it is unclear in"the 1970 survey whether commission agents
 
were counted among the retail agents. 
 Whatever definition of "retail
 
agents" is accepted, 
 the general pattern is unmistakable. The total
 
number of agents ;n Pakictan decreased between 1970 and 1974--by

at least 150. If the 505 commission agents counted in the 1974 data
 
were in fact excluded in the earlier count, the decline becomes
 
dramatic (a reduction of over one-fourth of the total number of 
agents). Within each province, except NWFP where no market
 
reorganization tc place, the pattern was the same; the public

sector increased 
the r.'-"- -' ij-s )itle between 1970 and 1974 
at the expense of the private sector. 

Table 3. Estimated Numbcr of Fertilizer Retail Agents
 
Operating in 1970, 1974 and 
 19751 / 

Private Public Total 
Pro- 1970 1974 1975 1970 1974 1975 1970 197,, 1975 
vince 

Punjab 928 
 .57 670 161 600 556 1089 1257 1226
 
Sind 403 204 476 53 359 94 456 570
563 

NWFP 101 300 315 36 105 159 137 405 454 
Baluchis 

-4
 
tan 4 36 36 15 36 36 

Pakistan 1443 n161 1461 254 1100 845 240'Z 261 2286 
I /Due to the length oi explanatory footnotes, this table is repeated with- footnotes as Annex Ta le III-ll. /The 1973 totalwas 1800 in Punjab.

Therefore, the column total (of 2iQ8) assumes 1800 in Punjab.
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3. 18; Over the past year, dealer numbers (retail outlets)appear to have increased slightly. Structurally, the Sind systemhas changed somewhat by a re-opening of distribution there toPakistan National Oils (PNO), a firm which had distributed fertilizer
in both Sind and Punjab until 1973. The number of private sector
outlets in Sind has thus expanded in the last year, though largely
at the expense of public 
sector outlets.!/ Dealer outlets have also
expanded in NWFP, where a rather diverse market organization
exists. The structural organizations of dealers in each of the threeprincipal provinces are depicted in Annex Figures 1, 2 and 3. 

3. 19. .mproving farmers' access to fertilizer supplieswas given as a major reason for the "nationalization&' of distri
bution, especially in the Punjab. 
 Greater geographic dispersionof fertilizer outlets was announced to be a "nationalization" objec
tive. Before reorganization, fertilizer outlets 
were concentrated
in mandi (merket) towns. A 1971 survey showed that 70% of allfertilizer consumed by farmers was purchased from mandi townagents, and only 30% was procured in villages. The actual number

of locations at which fertilizer was available 
before market reorganization is a point of some controversy. The PADSC stated thatprivate distributors operated at only 285 sites in the Punjab,
whereas the Dawood iistrilhutor maintained that it alone had distributors at 312 different locations. ESSO, JTaffer Brothers, and PNO 
were also operating in th- Funjab at this time, and it is certain thattheir distribution networks did not precisely duplicate Dawood's or
each other's networks. Whatever the location of these outlets,
PADSC states that 75% of its outlets are located in rural areas,
thus greatly increasing 
farmers' access to fertilizer supplies.
The actual number of PADSC sales points varies from 5 in JhelumDistrict to 82 in Multan -istrict. When all distributors are included,the range in number of dealers in each District is from 7 to 194 inPunjab, from 4 to 88 in Sind, and from 9 to 155 in NWFP2. Culti
vated acres per dealer averages 21, 000 in Punjab, 14, 000 in Sind,

and 7, 000 in N. W. F. P. 
 Punjab, Sind, and NWFP dealers sold,respectively, an average of 218, 194, and 55 nutrient tons of fert!ilizer in 1974-75. Thu,, Punjab and NWFP are at opposite extremes-wPunjab with ewer (per acre), higher volume dealers and NWFP
with more (pex acre), lower volume dealers. 
I/ Though PNO is now a nationalized firm, it has been categorized as"private sector" in the dat because of its traditional private sector 

orientation. 
2/ This does not include tribal 'Agencies" in NWFP. 
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3. 20. To a varying degree, the two private sector fertilizer 
producers market their own output, and will soon be marketing 
imported fert~lizer. ESSO of Pakistan markets all of the fertilizer 
(urea) it produces, through its own dealers in Sind and Punjab, while 
Dawood Corporation Ltd., (DCL) markets urea through private, 
licensed dealers, roughly one-half of Dawood Hercules' production. 
The remainder has been distributed by public sector outlets 
since 1973. During 1974, all imported fertilizers marketed in 
the Punjab and Sind were distributed by SASO and PADSC, the 
public sector distribution agencies. However, SASO in Sind 
started allocating some of its imported fertilizer to PNO in 
1975 (thereby allowing that corporation back into the fertilizer 
business), and also made a small allocation of phosphate fertilizers 
to ESSO in about June 1975. Very recently, on September 21, 1975, 
the Government announced that both ESSO and DCL would receive 
importd phosphates--on a regular basis and on a par with public 
sector distributors--starting with the next arrivals in November 
and December 1975.1/ This Government action will have the effect 
of making phosphate fertilizers much more widely available through
out Pakistau than has been the case over the past 2 years. It should 
contribute significantly to increasing phosphate fertilizer sales and 
thereby improving the balance of N and P2 05 use. Allocations 
of phosphates among the various public and private distributors will 
initially be on the basis of each distribution agency's share of the 
nitrogen fertilizer market. In addition to the decision to allocate 
phosphate imports to all existing distributors, the Government 
plans to allocate both imported nitrogen and phosphate fertilizers 
to Fauji-Agrico and NFC Z to 3 years prior to their new plants 
coming on stream. This will allow Fauji Agrico and NFC to 
develop "seeding" programs for the marketing organizations 
they intend to assemble. 

3.21. A significant marketing policy change was announced 
by the Government on October 5, 1975. All t- rrit. r i.l marketing 
restrictions were lifted, thus permitting private sector distributors 
to market their products in response to market demand, rather 
than on the basis of predetermined territorial allocations. Since 
1973, territorial sales quotas had been the basis for allocating 
domestic and imported fertilizers among the four provinces. This 
policy had been instituted when fertilizers were in short supply. 

1/ Private dealers in N. W. F. P. already have access to imported 
phosphate fertilizers. 
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Dawood Hercules was required of its ureato sell 12% in NWFP,
and the remainder was marketed in Punjab. ESSO was required
to market most of its product in Sind, but was allowed to sell some
in lower Punjab. NFC and imported fertilizers were then so
allocated to provide the remainder of targeted requirements of each 
province. The total N and P2 0 5 allocations to each province were
based upon the national fertilizer use targets and the assumed share
of each province in country-wide fertilizer use. Because each
province's actual fertilizer sales as a percentage of the national

total sometimes 
differed from that projected beforehand, relative
imbalance in regional stocks often occured, making it more difficult
for distributors to move fertilizer in one province than in another.

It was this problem which led to the Government's decision to lift

all territorial Inarketing restrictions. With the new policy now in

effect, ESSO and DCL will be able to market their products country
wide as they see fit. Dawood Hercules, however, will continue to

sell part of its urea to PADSC, and this product will of course be
 
marketed in Punjab. 
 PADSC and the other provincial public sector
distribution entities will continue to discharge their mandates,
 
marketing fertilizers in their scparate provinces. 
 Their supplies
from imports and domestically produced products will presumably

continue to be allocated on the basis of a 
formula of prcjected
requirements. Where actual domand differs from projected
requirements, adjustments will supposedly be made,at least annually,
in the shipments despatched from the port of Karachi and the public

sector fertilizer plants. The 
marketing flexibility associated with

the new policy sanctions is expected to more
result in efficient 
allocation of fertilizer stocks and larger total sales because supplies
will now flow to markets in response to actual consumer demands. 

3.22. Licensing of private sector retail fertilizer ag ents is

required in Punjab and also in theory in N. W. 
 F. P. , but no licensing
provision exists in Sind. The system, as it is designed iti Funjab,
is intended to prevent malpractices such as charging retail prices
in excess of those fixed by the Government, selling bags of less than
standard weight, or selling adulterated products. PADSC is the
Punjab regulatory agency charged with issuing licenses and dealing
with malpractices. Licensing by PADSC involves a transaction 
between private distributor companies and PADSC. The retail
dealers themselves have no contacts with PADSC. DCL, for instance,
informs PADSC when it wishes to open a new distributorship,
gives PADSC the necessary details regarding 

and 
name and location of

dealership. A nominal fee of Rs. 10 is charged in issuing the license. 
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3.23. Although the licensing system has been operating

smoothly in Punjab during 1975, 
 with no limitations on lie number

of dealerships, the Government has recently 
announced an even
 
more open dealership policy. 1 / 
 The Governr.reat has declared

that prospective 
retail agents applying for liuenses may receive
supplies from public, as well as private sector wholesalers. 
Upto now, private agents in Punjab could receive supplies only

from DCL or ESSO. Now, 
 private dealers throughout Pakistan
 
can also obtain fertilizer supplies directly from public distribution

agencies-- such as PADSC in Punjab and SASO in Sind. 1_/

official policy of open licensing and dealer access 

This
 
to both public


and private distribution agency fertilizer supplies is designed

increase in dealer numbers. 

tostimulate an Adjustments being madein the incidentals (marketing margins) allowed dealers will

complement this policy. 
 Both of these policy changes are direct
 
Government inputs to this 
project. 

3. 24. To maintain the uniform fertilizer price system, the
Government of Pakistan establishes 
 retail prices, ex-factory
prices, L/ and officially allowed incidentals (marketing margins)

on fertilizer. !./ The 
amount by which the standari retail price

(Rs. 1, 500/metric tons of urea) exceeds 
the sum of ex-factory
price plus incidentals is taken by the Government as a "development
surcharge" or tax. In those cases in which the costs of producingand distributing domestically produced fertilizer exceed the retail
price, a government subsidy to the producer or purchaser exists.

For a given retail fertilizer price, 
 an increase in allowed incidentals
 on fertilizer produced in Pakistan's private sector must 
come atthe expense of the development surcharge assessed by the Government. 
The same is true for an increase in the ex-factory price. Thus,
proposals to increase either the cx-factory price or the incidentals 
on domestic fertilizer have to be viewed by the Government in
budgetary as well as efficiency and market development terms. As consequence, adjustments 

a 
in the allowed marketing incidentals havesometimes lagged behind cost increases incurred by distribution 

agencies and their dealers. 
I/Press announcement in Pakistan Times, September 22, 1975.2/As previously noted, PNO had already been receiving supplies from

SASO in Sind. Also, some private dealers had already been receivingsupplies indirectly from the public distribution agency in NWFP (theAgricultural Development Authority).
3/The price allowed the manufacturer for costs incurred up to the point

the product leavs the factory gate.
4/The Ministries of Industry, Agriculture and Finance are involved inthe decision making process that leads to establishment of these 

allowed prices or costs. 
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3.25. To encourage more aggressive marketing and 
wider distribution of ESSO's and DH's urea products, the
 
Government announced an i.crease in their official marketing
 
incidentals in letters to the companies dated October 6, 1975.
 
Effective retroactively to January 1, 1975, ESSO's incidentals
 
were raised from Rs. 99/ton to Rs. 123/ton. DCL's incidentals
 
were also raised retroactively; Effective July 1, 1975, incidentals
 
were increased to Rs. 98/ton from Rs. 87/ton. As of October 1,
 
1975, the dealer commission portion of the incidentals allowance
 
was raised from Rs. 22 per ton to Rs. 28 per ton for both ESSC
 
and DCL. This is now the minimum commission that these
 
distribution companies can pass on to their sales agents. Thus,
 
ESSO's incidentals have been raised a total of Ps. 30, to Rs. 129
 
per ton, a 30% increase. DCL's incidentals have been raised
 
a total of Rs. 17, to Rs. 104 per ton, an increac.e of approximately
 
20%. This increase in incidentals, particularly in the dealer
 
commission portion, is expcctcd to have a positive impact on
 
the incentives of retail sales agents to stock and sell fertilizer.
 
The dealer commission of Rs.. 22 per ton had initially been
 
established in December 1964, when ESSO fertilizer entered into
 
its basic agreement with the Government of Pakistan. It had
 
not been revised since, despite very significant increases in
 
all of the operating expenses dealers must cover. (For example,

retail prices have risen from Rs. 280/ton to Rs. 1500/ton over
 
this 11-year period; obviolisly, the amount of capital tied up in
 
maintaining *nventories has increased greatly.) The increase in
 
incidentals should provide additional incentives for existing
 
dealers to market their products more aggressively and for more
 
people tc engage in ft: rtilizer market:ni. This could increase the
 
market area serve d and farmers' physical access to suppliesl/.
 

l_;or a view of the 'offici:l" incidentals allowed on all domestically
produced fertilizers as of early September, 1975, see Table 111-15. 
Note that the schedule of incidentals shown for FC r~d DCL 
does not reflect the increascs announced on Cctober 6, o975. The 
data reflect officially allowed incidentals, as distinguished from
 
actual cost incurred. It is important to note that neither line item
 
incidentals nor total incidentals for different products and different
 
distribution entities are directly comparable, due to differences 
in accounting procedures and the nature of markets served. That 
is to say, lower incidentals do not necessarily imply greater marketing 
efficiency. Since data sources on incidentals that were drawn upon

sometimes conflicted, c-utioh should be exercised in utilizing the
 
information contained in Table 111-15.
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Transportation and Storage 

3.26. Fertilizer competes for transportation with wheat and
 
other crops, industrial raw materials, and goods locally produced

and imported. 
 The Pakistan Railway (PB) estimates that 8% of its 
traffic is concerned with shipment of fertilizer. Shipment by rail 
of imported fertilizer from the port at I<arachi to points throughout
the country and from domestic fertilizer plants to markets is from 
time to time subject to delay due to the non-availability of freight 
cars. Despite the PR's fleet of 37, 000 freight cars, problems
 
periodically arise in scheduling 
rail shipments of fertilizer, when
 
harvested crops and fertilizer scheduled for new 
crop use coincide
 
in their freight car demands. As a general policy, movement of
 
fertilizer is given high priority in the allocation of freight cars, but
 
defense materials and wheat are usually given precedence. Domestic
 
producers of fertilizer have complained that not enough 
cars are
 
being assigned for their needs and that movement of imported fertili
zer is handled before their 
own product. The consequence for local
 
fertilizer producers is 
 that they must often ship by truck, which is 
relatively expensive when long distances are involved. Since ferti
lizer is sold at a 
uniform price throughout the country and distributors 
are allowed to retain only designated margins for specific expenses
and profit, cost of transportation can limit or influence the pattern 
of market distribution. 

3.27. In the future, low cost transport of fertilizer, as well 
as other commodities, will require careful planning. The PR 
must increase the precision of its traffic forecasting, adopt new 
systems to increase operational efficiency, and invest in new equip
ment and facilities. All of these activities have already begun. The 
Railway authorities are meeting with fertilizer and other shippers to 
review traffic forlecasts and discuss methods by which shippers 
can assist the Railway in meeting current and future demands. The 
IBRD is currently studying the Railway's operations with a view to 
possibly assisting in new investments in signalling, railway sidings, and 
marshalling yards. For the immediate future, a new syst3m which 
has just been introduced, involving rescheduling of the despatch of 
passenger trains, offers promise of increasing the Railways' freight
handling capacity by an estimated 15%. Current facility expansion
projects involving the marshalling yard near Karachi and the railway
bridge at Kotri should, when completed, also enable the PR to 
assemble freight trains and move them away from the congested
Karachi area with greater speed. 
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3. 28. Truck transport of fertilizer and other commodities 
is'used by shippers for shorter distances, up to 150 or 200 miles. 
All principal cites and many small towns and market centers in 
Pakistan are linked by roads suitable for truck movement. Beyond 
these cities and centers, fertilizer must often move by bullock 
cart and other primitive methods to reach remote villages and farms. 
Expansion of Pakistan's rural road network will have the effect of 
broadening fertilizer distribution and directly benefiting low income 
farmers. A program of rural road expansion is now included in 
Pakistan's development plans and AID loan assistance for this rural 
road effort is planned for FY 1977. 

3. 29. Adequate and well-located fertilizer storage facilities 
are essential in bringing the product close to the consumer, reducing 
transportation scheduling problems, and preventing losses due to ex
posure to weather and pilferage. Although systems for storing 
fertilizers in Pakistan may warrant improvement, storage facilities 
do exist at the factory, major distributor, and dealer stages of 
delivery. 

3. 30. Imported fertilizer enters Pakistan at the port of 
Karachi, where it is consigned to the Federal Directorate of Agricul
tural Supplies (FDAS), the central government's agency for receiving 
such imports. Unloading is accomplished directly from the holds of 
vessels to rail freight cars or trucks for despatch to provincial 
distributors. Warehousing at the port has not been felt to be needed. 
Some open space is reserved at the port for storage of damaged, 
bagged material. About S, 000 metric tons (MT) can be accommodated 
in that area. 

3.31. Domestic fertilizer producers have storage facilities 
at their plant sites. Dawood Hercules can store 30, 000 IMT under 
cover at ita plant , and ESSO can store 10, 000 MT. PrrIems have 
on occasion arisen at both plants when the demano for fertilizer 
slacked and unusally heavy rains damaged product not stored under 
cover.Additional ad hoc storage has been arranged by the producers 
at locations near distribution points when stocks accumulated 
at the plants. 
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3.32. The several public sector distributors -- SASO, 
PADSC, the Agricultural Development Authority (ADA) in NWFP, 
and the Agriculture Department in Baluchistan -- take delivery of 
fertilizer at the port (though the Government's FDAS pays inland 
freight), or at producing plants' sites and carry the cargo by rail or 
truck to their main warehouses. These main warehouses, generally 
known as "bulk depots, " are located at the district and sub-district 
levels of each province. There are 65 main warehouses operated 
by PADSC in all the 19 districts of Punjab; 18 warehouses operated 
by SASO in the IZ districts of Sind; and 5 main warehouses operat'ed 
by ADA in NWFP. The storage capacity of these warehouses differs 
from one place to another, depending on the requirements of the 
area being served by the warehouse. A warehouse in Jhelum district, 
for instance, is of 1, 500 tons, capacity, while another at Multan has 
a capacity of 20, 000 tons. The main warehouses serve as outlets 
for the 556 PADSC sale points in Punjab, 94 sales points in Sind, and 
159 sales points in NWFP. The number of sale points within each 
district or sub-district served by an individual main warehouse varies 
from 6 to 23, depending upon the requirements of the areas. 
Generally, the warehouses operated by the public sector agencies 
are rented rather than owned. They are not of a high standard, 
having been cheaply constructed. Storage facilities at sales depots 
are often informally arranged. Fertilizer dealers may use rooms 
of private homes, rural market shops, stables, or cattle sheds. 

3.33. The three largest 'private sector' wholesale distri
butors are DCL, ESSO, and PNOF!4 hjmake similar arrangements. 
Private wholesalars, after obtaining deliveries from the local producing 
plants and the FDAS (for imported product), despatch fertilizer to 
their distributing agentb and sub-agents located in sub-districts, 
market, towns, and villages. Responsibility for storing the fertilizer 
rests with the agents and sub-ageints. Currently, DCL and ESSO have 
670 sales points in Punjab. ESSO and PNO have 476 distribution pointo 
in Sind, while PNO, DCL, and other private dealers have 3.15 distri
bution points in NWFP. The private dealer warehouses "t the 1461 
sales points do not generally differ in size and physical condition from 
those used by the public sector distributors. (Figure 4 in the Annex 
shows "bulk depots" of the public sector distributing agencies.) 

I/ 	 DCL and-S30 are the dealers for their own principal manufac
turers; i. e.,Dawood Hercules and ESSO Pakistan Limited. PNO, 
as explainea elsewhere,is actually government owned and obtains 
imported fertilizer and local production from NFC for distribution 
in Sind and NWFP. 
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I
Credit 

3.34. Evidence gathered to date suggests that lack of credit
continues to be one of the 
reasons why fertilizer use is limited on the
majority of farms in Pakistan. 
 Survey results show that three;.fourths
of the non-fertilizer users mentioned lack of resources as the main reason for not using fertilizer. Among fertilizer users, the same
proportion cited lack of funds as the major reason for not pushingfertilizer use to the economic-optimum 
is 

level. The obvious consequence

that national averagc fertilizer consumption in relation to arable
land has stagnated at the very low level of 12 
 pounds per acre (2L 8 pounds
per farrn acre). Fertilizer users have attained the pr.sent use 
levelpartlyAsing their own savings and partly by borrowing from non-institu

tional lenders. The fertilizer credit contribution by institutional lendershas been quite meager. A recent study conducted in the irrigated area
of Punjab showed that 30% of the fertilizer purchases were financed
by farmers' 
 own savings, non-institutior.al credit cum personal savings
funded 56% of the fertilizer bought, and personal savings 
combined withboth institutional and non-institutional credit accounted for 13% of thefertilizer purchases by farmers. Non-institutional lenders are chargingover 20% per annum interest (often up to 40%), compared to the subsidized
10-13% charged by institutional lenders. The current pattern of financingfertilizer purchaaes has worked as'a deterrent to fertilizer use by smallor low-income farmers, who have had relatively little access to institutionalcredit facilities, and have thus been largely restricted to the
expensive sources 

more 
of credit. Mucii of the discussion that follows in this
section dwells on institutional credit, 
 but the significance of non-institu

tional credit should not be overlooked. 
 The results of a countrywide
survey conducted in th early '970':; dram&tize the significance of noninstitutional sources of rural credit. Over 90% of all rural credit came
from non-institutional sources. 

3.35. The Government is now making efforts to enlarge andoverhaul the operations of the institutional components of the rural creditmarket, and this effort is proceeding smoothly. There has uten asizeable expansion in commercial banks' participation in the field ofagricultural credit. The level of commercial banks' outstanding creditto the agricultural sector, both for production and development purposes,
increased by Rs. 110 million during the period July 1, 1974 throughMarch 28, 1975. This compar.es favorably with the expansion of Rs.119. 7 million diting the entire course of FY 1973-74. The AgriculturalDevelopment Bank of Pakistan (ADBP) also performed reasonablywell. It disbursed Rs. 381 million during FY 74-75 (provisional figures).
Total institutional credit available to the agricultural sector, net of
 

I/See Annex C for a more 
thorough discussion of fertilizer credit. 



taccavi loans- / , increased slightly, fr.-m Rs. 666.5 million in FY73-71 
to Rs. 677.7 million in FY 197.-75. For FY 75-76, the National 
Cre-lit Consultative Council has assigned the commercial banks

target of Rs. 600.5 million. 

a
 
Out of this total, P s. 520 million are 

to be disbursed as small loans (less than Rs. 5, 000) for agricultural
production, and the balance is to be loaned for tractors, tubewells,
land improvements, etc. In order to ensure that farmers of various
sizes are able to avail themselves of the institutional credit facilities,
broad guidelines are prescribe-] by the Consultative Council in itsAnnual Credit Plan. For instance, luring FY 1974-75, the commercial 
banks were required to split the assigned loan target of Rs. .50 million 
between large and small farmers! in the ratio of :Z. Whether actualdisbursements in conformity with the directiveswere is not known,because the necessary statistics are not yet available. Nevertheless,
several significant conclusions are possible: (1) substantial credit
allowances for the rural sector's fertilizer needs have been made.
(2) institutional lenders have been instructel to have mcre small
 
farmer loans in their portfolios, (3) more branch 
banks in rural areas have been opened, and (4) a number of innovative programs
 
have been initiated.
 

3.36. Deails are lacking on how rural credit loans were

used in 1971 -75, except for records of the Agricultural Development

Bank of Pakistan and the National FDank of Pakistan (NPP). For

those two, however, fertiliz,,r credit was the major production credit

item in their slhort term loazinp profiles. During the year 1971-75,

fertilizer credit disbursed by the ADPF 
 and by the NPP through itsSmall Farmers' Credit Program amounted to Rs. 69 million and
 
Rs. 18. 87 million respuctivcly, comparzd Rs.
to 112. 85 million andRs. 1-4. 17 million they disburselt fcr fertilizer in the year 1973-71.

The decline in the ADBP fertili7 i loans lue
was to t.,at institution's
discontinuation oi its spot l,_,Aing program, which it had expanded

rapidly during the winter of 1973 
 to rehabilitbte flnol-affected farming
communities. Low recovery rates constitute the Easic riascn for the

discontinuation of the spot lending 
program. As Pakistan has again
been affected by floods in 1975, the Government has directed theADBP to engage in spot lending. The ADFP's present policy on spot
credit is to extend it only in emergency situations. The ADBP
administration, accordingly, envisages opening 52 centers in flood
affected areas of Sind for the disbursement, interest free, of Fs.
34 million, the major part of which will go for fertilizer. However, 
1/Emergency loans , generally issued on a personal surety basis.2/ The definition of small farmer varies by province; in Punjab and
NWFP, a small farmer is one who farms 12-1/2 acres or less, inSind 16 acres or less, and in Baluchistan 32 acres or less. 
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the spot lending will now be against passbookir, and sureties will 
only be accepted in exceptional cases. This restriction may severely 
limit small farmers access to this int-rest-free credit. 

3.37. More important than the absolute levels of institutional
 
credit has been the change 
in policy which has shifted relatively

larger amounts of credit to small farmers. Under the influence of
 
the policy directives 
of t-e State Bank and the National Credit
 
Consultative Council, 
 the ADBP and the commercial banks are 
now channelling major components of their disbursements to small 
and medium sized farmers_ . Ninety percent of all agricultural credit,
extended by commercial banks is supposed to go to small and medium 
sized farmers. The National Bank of Pakistan has launched a
 
special program exclusively for small farmers. Whereas 
borrowers 
with holdings of more than 25 acres are still required to obtain loans 
through regular bank branches, small farmers are being served 
right at their door steps. The village level credit officer of the 
National Bank's new Agricultural Credit Program, who is required 
to have a Bachelor's degree in Agriculture, completes all the loan 
documents for production credit right in the village and later on 
arranges the disbursements of credit in kind at the door step of the
farmer. Because of the NBP loan officer's educational background,
he also functions as a kind of extension worker. Thus, under the 
NBP program, small farmer- have access to a program that delivers 
the three things they most need: credit, supplies, and knowledge.
Loans of up to Rs. 3, 000 are extended under this system against two 
personal sureties. For larger loans, a charge is created in the 
passbook.
 

3.38. To offset the effect of its declining spot lending 
program, the ADBP has approved a new scheme to facilitate disadvan
taged farmers' (disadvantaged with respect to size, household. income, 
or distance from ADBF branch banks) access to agricultural credit. 
The so-called "Village Panker "3cheme" seeks initially to serve 500 
villages. One hundred-sixty villages will be served byfhe branch 
bank managers of the 160 ADBP branch banks. Cne day a week the 

I/ The passbook is a government issued credit book, which describes 
a farmeras land holdings and assets. It is issued by a provincial 
revenue and land registration official (the Tehsildar--equivalent to 
an Assistant District Commissioner for these purposes). The pass
book thus is a ladd related paper, which contains a record of the 
farmers assets, liens, and repayment record. 

2 / The definition of small farmers is the same as found in. the footnote 
to paragraph 3. 35. areMedium farmers defined as those operating
12-1/2 to 50 acres in the Punjab and NWFP, 16 to 64 acres in Sind, 
and 32 to 64 acres in Baluchistan. 
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manager will visit a selected village in his territory. The effect of 
this scheme will be to extend rogular ADPP services to the selected 
villages on a weekly basis. The other 340 villages vxill be served by
"Village Bankers", who are residents of the selected villages and are 
appointed to serve as official representatives of the ADEP in the 
particular villages. The Village Pankers will accept, process,and make 
recommendations on loan applications and then for~xard applications 
to the ADBP branch bank in his area. The Village Banker will also 
assist in loan recoveries, but he will not handle money at any time. 
This scheme has recently been approved, but implementation had 
not commenced as of early September 1975. The scheme is new and 
without precedent, and is believed to have potential for extending 
credit facilities to farmers who do not presently enjoy access to 
institutional credit. However, it may prove difficult to effectively 
manage the scheme, particularly because the policy emphasizes 
reaching low income farmers. It is possible that village 'elites' 
will attempt to control or pre-empt the new service. However, 
this is a possibility in virtually any rural credit scheme. The scheme's 
success can eventually b& measured by the number and type of 
farmers served, the amount of credit extended, and the recovery rate 
on loans advanced. Undoubtedly, it will take several years to adequately 
test tha viability of this innovation. 

3. 39. It should also be pointed out that thc State TPank has 
made strides in taking services to the countryside. Today, there is 
no rural community with a population of more than 5, 000 that does not 
have a bank branch. 
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Extens ion 

3.40. The Agricultural Extension Service in Pakistan has beenactively engaged in fertilizer trials and demonstrations since 1954. Ex
tension Agents also sold fertilizers and other agricultural inputs
farmers up to 1962, 

to 
when the Agricultural Development Corporation


was established to handle fertilizer distribution in the country. 
 There 
are nearly 900 Agricultural Assistants (who are Agriculture Graduates)
in Pakistan's Extension Service. There are also an estimated 3,065
Field Assistants of the Agriculture Departments located in an equalnumber of Union Councils in Pakistan. Each Field Assistant is required
to conduct fertilizer trials on major crops (such as wheat, rice, cotton,
sugarcane, and maize) within his jurisdiction. These trials and demons
trations are conducted on farmers' fields. Each Field Assistant con
ducts as rnany as 20 trials 
a year. In spite of these activities, actual
Extension Service contact with small farmers is reportedly very limited. 

3.4). The Agriculture Extension Service has staff with special
communiation media skills. More than 30 persons were trained in the
United States in the early 1960's in the field of Agriculture Information. 
There are about 20-25 Assistant Publicity Officers in the Agricultural
Extension Service in Pakistan, who arrange to publish handbills, posters,
and agricultural bulletins for distribution to rural areas. One Agri
culture Graduate Extension Agent has 
been posted by the AgricultureDepartments at each radio station in the country'. These persons make
 
arrangements 
 for radio spot announcements. The Punjab Agriculture
Department has a program for the rural population every evening. It

also has Agricultural Information 
and Agricultural Publications Wings
attached to the Agricultu-al Secretariat. The Agricultural Information
 
Wing coordinates with radio and television stations on spot 
announce
ments, arranges interviews with specialists, and shows films and

slides in rural areas 
through local extension agents. The Agricultural
Publications Wing publishes periodicals and a fortnightly agricultural
bulletin which is distributed widely through-out Pakistan. The bulletin
contains articles and recommendations from the Agricultural Research 
Stations on the use of fertilizers. 

3.42. The Integrated Rural Development Program (IRDP), incollaboration with AID and CARE/Pakistan, initiated a wheat and maizedemonstration program during 1973-74 in selected rainfed (barani) areas
of Punjab and N. W. F. P. In order to have an extended trials and
demonstration program, AID has recently signed a Project Agreement
with the Government of Pakistan for a 3-year grant-funded project. 
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It is anticipated that a Dryland Agriculture ("Barani") Loan Project

will follow. 
 The grant project will be handled by the Extension Depart
ments. The AID-supported Barani efforts in Pakistan are focused on
adapting and extending known fertilizer, seed, and related technologies
 
to small farmers.
 

3.43. Pakistan's private sector entered into fertilizer distribu
tion in 1967 and played 
an important role in accelerating use of ferti
lizers. In order to motivate their dealers 
and keep them a!react ofagricultural developments, formal training sessions, sales contests,

and conventions are organized periodically by ESSO, DCL, and other

private distributors. 
 Each of the private sector firms maintains ateam of aggressive, professional sales personnel. These sales person
nel assist dealers in moving products by means of soil testing, arrang
ing for technical personnel to conduct farmer meetings, setting out farm
demonstrations, and organizing field days. Private companies are alsoengaged in fertilizer trials in collaboration with Agriculture Departments.
To date, more than 5, 000 trials have been conducted by private firms.

In general, 
 sales promotion and extension activities of private companies
 
can be categorized as follows:
 

1) Salesmen visit rural areas to advise farmers on cropproduction programs. Meetings are organized by their respective dealers,
with slides shown and discussion sessions held in local languages. The
 
economics of fertilizer use are highlighted.
 

2) Representatives of various companies explain soil
testing at farmer meetings. ESSO and PNO have small soil testing
laboratories where soil samples are tested at the farmer's request.Recommendations are then given on use of fertilizer. These labora
tories are geared to analyze 20, 000 samples annually and are headedby qualified chemists. Also, Dawood-Hercules has recently developed
a small soiling testing kit which the farmer or an extension agent can use. 

3) Farm demonstrations with recommended fertilizerapplications are laid out at selected sites where soils have been tested.
Demonstrations are conducted on 1/4-acre plots owned by farmers. The
objective is to highlight how yields can be incre..sed by judicious ferti
lizer use under local conditions. 

4) Field days are organized before the harvesting ofdemonstration plots. Farmers of the area are invited to observe 
fertilizer responses. 
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5) The recommendations that are made at farmer 
meetings are also presented in the form of crop production folders, 
wall charts, and fliers. These materials, in color and simple-to
read language, are distributed to farmers. Since 1967, more than 
8 million of these crop folders, wall charts, and fliers have been 
distributed by private companies. 

6) The companies also publicize through radio and 
television programs. More than 2 million television and radio spots 
have been presented since the private sector's entry into fertilizer 
distribution in 1967. 

3.44. The Punjab Agricultural Development and Supplies 
Corporation (PADSC) has, since its inception, taken various steps 
to persuade farmers to increase their use of fertilizer. Its promo
tional work has been in the following areas: 

1) Staff make contacts with farmers to persuade them 
to use fertilizers. 

Z) The PADSC arranges radio talks by its officers, 
which are broadcast from Lahore and Multan stations. Commercial 
spots are also being arranged on the availability of fertilizers. 

3) Pamphlets, leaflets, and wall charts are distri
buted to farmers, highlighting the importance of each type of fertilizer 
and recommended applications, 

4) Two -oc.irn.entary films have been produced for 
television, featuring interviews with progressive farmers. 

5) The PADSC also gives Incentives to farmers for 
increased use oi fertilizers. A Farm Delivery Service Scheme 
provides free transport of truck-load lots to the village. Groups of 
farmers may combine orders to form truck-load lots. 

6) Slides in movie houses and touring film shows in 
rural areas are being shown to emphasize fertilizer use. 

3.45. In the summer of 1975, the National Fertilizer Corpo
ration (NFC) began demonstrations of their fertilizers on farmers' 
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fields. A total of 95 demonstration plots for cotton, rice and maizewere established throughout Pakistan. The NFC staff also plans tohold farmers meetings and field days. Ih addition, the NFC sponsored 750 radio spot advertisements for their fertilizers during thesummer of 1975, and is now evaluating the success of this promo
tional medium. 
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Prices 

3.46. Retail prices of fertilizer in Pakistan underwent a 
series of increases in 1972 through 1974 (See Annex Table 111-16) 
after holding fairly steady from 1966 to 1972. Prices of urea more 
than doubled in the 1973-74 period -- from ls 35 ($3. 54) per I10 lb. 
bag in March 1973 to the present Rs 75 . ($7. 58) per bag which was set 
in April 1974. Over the same period, agricultural product prices 
did not rise proportionately (Annex Tables 111-17, 111-18, and 
III-19),which contributed substantially to the stagnation in fertilizer 
sales since 1972. It took more than 4 pounds of wheat (at Government 
procurement prices) to purchase a pound of nitrogen in 1973-74, as 
compared to around 2.4 to 2.8 pounds of wheat during the late 19601s 
and early 1970's when fertilizer use was increasing very rapidly. 
The pounds of coarse rice (at Government prices) required to pur
chase 1 pound of fertilizer increased from 1. 9 in 1969-70 to as high 
as 4. 5 in 1973-74. This has changed over the last 2 years. The 
procurement and harvest prices of major crops have increased (the 
Government procurement price of wheat, for example, was increased 
by 45% in 1974-75), while most fertilizer prices have not been 
increased since April 1974. This has improved fertilizer !crop price 
relationships, but not to the incentive levels of a few years ago. 
The Pakistan Government may find it necessary to allow market 
prices of major crops to rise and to further strengthen support prices 
before any additional fertilizer price increases take place. The 
current softening of world fertilizer prices might even allow a 
slight rollback of fertilizer prices, .though any future rollbacks may 
have to be left in place for at least 6 months or a year. The 12-1/2% 
price discount on fertilizer from December 20, 1974 through 
January 31, 1975 boosted sales dramatically; offtake of nitrogen ferti
lizer in January 1975 was 160% higher than January of the previous 
year. Although much of this fertilizer was carried over by traders 
and farmers for sale or use after the discount period, the discount 
apparently did cause an increase in fertilizer top-dressings on the 
wheat crop. However, because of administrative problems -- of 
inventorying stocks and compensating dealers for losses they incur 
on stocks carried into a discount period -- price reductions might 
achieve greater results if left in place much longer than was the 
case in December 1974- January 1975. 
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3.47. Fertilizer is cheaper in Pakistan than in neighboring
countries. Though the retail price of urea in Pakistan ($152/ton) isnearly the same as that in neighboring Afghanistan ($154/ton), it is
about 30% lower than that in I dia($217/ton.i.DAp is retailed in
Pakistan ($152/ton; for 
12% less than in Afghanistan ($173/ton)and

54% less than in India ($329/ton-I. While Iakistan's DAP price
appears low both in relation to its own urea 
price and in relation toDAP prices in neighboring countries, it is intended as a specialinducement to farmers to increase their use of phosphate absolutelyand in relation to nitrogen. V'ith world market prices for urea andDAP presently falling, pressures to increase retail prices of fertilizer
in Pakistan for budgetary reasons are expected to lessen. 
 Expected budgetsubsidies on fertilizer for the next two years, assuming C&F costs
in Karachi of $2 25/product ton 
for urea and DAP, are worked out inAnnex Tables 111-20, 111-2 1, and 111-22. Costs of producing and distribut
ing urea in Pakistan's private sector have been less than the retail 
salesprice. The diffncence -- Rs. 6 2 7/ton in the case of Dawood Hercules urea and Rs. 5 45 /ton In the case of ESSO urea -- is taxed by the Government in the form of a "development surcharge". This flows into a generalrevenue fund, rather than specifically into any price equalization pool.Urea and ammonium nitrate produced by the National Fertilizer Corporation (NFC) are also produced and distributed at costs lower thantheir respective retail prices. NFC - produced ammonium sulphate
and single superphosphate, however, cost more to produce and distribute than is captured in their sales prices. How the "excess profits"and "subsidies" on NFC's various products are handled within bothNFC and overall Government accounts and budgets is not readily apparent.From the standpoint of Governmental flows of funds as a wh.:e, theprivate and public sector domestically produced fertilizer should resultin net flows to the Governmcnt of about Is. 326 million ($33 million)in 1975-76 and Rs. 313 million ($32 million) in 1976-77 (Annex Table 
111-21). 

1/ The retail price of urea in India is $2 17/t..n if one values the Indian rupee at 8.5 to $1.00, or $18? if one values it at 9. 9 to $1.00 (the 
same as the Pakistan rupee).
2/ This assume:s Indian ;ks. 8.5 = $1. 00. Alternatively, at Indianis. 9. 9=$l. 00, the price of DAP equals $283/ton. 
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3.4-3. Imported fertilizer has been subsidized in Pakistan.
Using import costs for DAP and urea of $225/ton C&F, the apparent
subsidy on imported fertilizers would be about R s 424 millionl/
($43 million) in 1975-76 and Rs 700 million ($71 million ) in 1976-77
(Annex Table 111-22). The net effect of the fertilizer surcharges
(taxes) and subsidies is a Government outflow (net subsidy) of Rs 98million ($10 million) in 1975-76 and Rs 387 million ($39 million) in
1976-77 (Table 4). The increase in the net subsidy during 1975-76
is of course due to a projected increase in fertilizer use, to be made 
possible primarily by a larger flow of imports. 

Table 4 - Net Surcharges and Subsidies on Domestic 
and Imported Fertilizer 

1975-76 1976-77 
(Rs. million ) (R s. million) 

Subsidy on imported fertilizer 424 700 

Net development surcharge 
on domestic fertilizer 326 313 
Net cost to Government accounts 98 387 

3.49. The projected subsidy costs in the near future,C&F import costs of $225/ton for DAP and urea, are far lower 
at 

than
they would be at the prices which prevailed less than a year ago.
Prices of at least phosphate fertilizer are not expected to rise signi
ficantly over the next Z or 3 years, and may even further decline. 
Thus, Pakistan may wish to increase fertilizer prices only very
modestly, if at all, in the period before the several new fertilizer
plants come on stream. The subsidies on imported fertilizer during
this period are apparently within Pakistan's budgetary capacity, andwill pay high economic dividends if they lead to wheat self-sufficiency 
and expanded production of other crops. 

I/ The budgetary allocation in the 1975-76 Annual Development
Plan is quite close to this -- Rs 431 million. 
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Economics 

3.50. Pakistan's economy in predominantly agricultural, with 
over 57 percent of the working labor force employed directly in agricul
ture and many more workers in related activities with both forward and 
backward linkage to agriculture. Growth in agricultural productivity and 
output is therefore seen as an essential condition for the economy's 
continued development, for substantial improvement in the real standard 
of living of the population, and, as a minimum, to the maintenance of the 
present level of nutrition while population continues growing at current 
rates. 

3. 51. Even to preserve the current and inadequate per capita
foodgrain consumption level of about 11. 2 ounces, Pakistan will have to 
increase either its grain output or its grain imports. The latter 
alternative is not feasible unless it (1) finds large amounts of concessional 
financing, or increases(2) its exports far beyond any foreseeable short 
run possibility, or (3) sharply reduces other imports essential to general 
welfare and the continued growth of its economy. 

3. 52. The most direct means of achieving an improvement in 
Pakistan's economic growth rates and living standards is a sharp increase 
in agricultural output. Some modern, production-increasing technology 
is being used, but much more widespread use is planned, particularly 
on small farms. These improvements involve a more widespread use of 
fertilizer, pest control, high yielding seed, and, in some cases, new 
crops, as well as more efficient use of irrigation water. Early achieve
ment of success will require adequate, timely supplies of these essential 
inputs in all farm areas, 

3.53. Since one-half or more of the fertilizer to be imported
under this loan will likely be used on wheat crops, the economic impli
cations for the economy of importing fertilizer rather than food are 
best illustrated with wheat. One nutrient ton of fertilizer would cost 
$351, if imported in the form of DAP (18%0 N and 46% P 2 0 5 ), at a C&F 
cost in Karachi of $ZZ5.2/ This $351 worth of fertilizer could be expected 
to produce 7 to 10 tons of wheat, worth $1, 260 to $1, 800, with wheat 
coming into Karachi at $180/ton. The simple ratio of benefits to costs 
in terms of foreign exchange savings would therefore be 3. 5 or 5 to 1, 
depending on the fertilizer-wheat response assumed. Even though other 

1/ 1. 56 product tons DAP provides 072 nut. tons Pz0 5 and 0.28 nut. tons N; 
. 56 product tons x $225 tha= 4351, coct of 1. 0 nu'rient ton of fLrtilizer. 
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real costs are incurred in getting fertilizer from the port to farmers 
and in producing and harvesting the incremental wheat, the net benefits 
to the economy of importing fertilizer rather than wheat are clearly 
evident. 

3.54. Benefits of additional fertilizer applications exceed 
costs for farmers under a wide range of response assumptions. 
(Annex Table 111-23) However, the mere presence of positive benefit/ 
cost ratios for fertilizer use does not assure rapid expansion in its use 
in less developed countries. The FAO has stated that benefit/c st 
ratios below 2. 0:1 or 2. 5:1 are generally insufficient to foster rapid 
increase in fertilizer use. !J By this standard, the ratios for fertilizer 
use on wheat in Pakistan appear to be just adequate at present--- ranging 
from 2. 2:1 to 3. 0:1 when fertilizer response rates are between 4. 5 and 9. 
At the higher response rates obtained under some conditions, benefit/ 
cost ratios for wheat appear very favorable. However, where fertilizer 
use is only just beginning, as in Pakistan's barani areas, quite high 
ratios are necessary to induce fertilizer use. Clearly, Pakistan will 
wish to consider carefully any move to let fertilizer prices increase 
until market forces bring higher prices to farmers for their wheat. In 
fact, a support price on wheat slightly higher than the existing Rs. 37/ 
maund ($100/metric ton), coupled with continued freedom for farmers 
to sell their grain at the higher of support or market prices, would 
increase the likelihood of Pakistan achieving the fertilizer use and wheat 
production targets which have been established. Benefit/cost ratios 
for fertilizer use on Pakistan's maize crop also appear adequate by the 
FAO standard. However, as in the case of barani area wheat, maize 
is grown by small farmers with little experience in fertilizer use, there
by necessitating especially strong economic incentives. With respect 
to sugarcane, existing cane prices assure benefit/cost ratios in excess 
of 5:1 for fertilizer use. On rice, benefit/cost ratios for fertilizer 
use are less than 2. 5:1 except in cases of fertilizer response such as 
some of those obtained at experiment stations. Existing rice procure
ment prices of Rs. 40/maund- result in paddy prices of perhaps Rs. 20/ 
maund ($54/metric ton). This seems inadequate, given current 
fertilizer prices. A higher support price on rice, or perhaps a support 
on paddy itself, is necessary to promote greater fertilizer use on 
Pakistan's rice acreage. 

1 / Dalrymple, Dana, Evaluating Fertilizer Subsidies in Development 
Countries. AID Discussion Paper No. 30, Wash., D. C. Bureau for Program 
and Policy Coordination, U. S. Agency for International Development, 1975. 

2/ There are actually several different procurement prices for rice 
varieties of various qualities. 
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3.55. For most of Pakistan's major crops, the individual 
farmer, including the low-income farmer, will receive a very
substantial positive return from greater use of fertilizer and the
other inputs to be financed under this loan. Given the size distri
bution of Pakistan's operating farms (Annex Table H-3), small 
farmers will receive a large proportion of these benefits. From anational economic perspective also, the return to Pakistan's economy
from increased fertilizer use is substantial. As noted above, the
simple return in foreign exchange terms is over 3. 5 to 1, or 350%. 
It is clear that even after all the other costs involved in the activity
this loan is assisting (such as the improvement of the fertilizer 
distribution system) are taken into account, the returns to the economy
exceed those available on alternative uses of aid financing and 
Pakistan's own resources. 
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E. Projected Needp 

3.56. Projections of nitrogen and phosphate fertilizer
 
requiren-ents are 
shown below in Table 5..L/ Both sets of projections 
shown indicate I m-illion nutrient tonr of nitrogen (N) and phosphate
( PZ 0 1 will be required in 1979-80. This is consirte-t with the 
1979-80 target laid out in the Government of Pakistan's Working
Papers for the Fifth Plan Period. The high esti.- ates assume a 
9-million ton wheat crop in 1975-76 and a 10-ri illion ton crop in 
1976-77, whereas the "low" estirrates conforn: to requirem-ents of 
the official, revised 1975-76 wheat target of 8.4 n: illion tons. It is 
assumed that phosphate demand will grow r-:ore rapidly over the 
next 5 years than will nitrogen demand, since there is currently 
such an imbalance in the use of these two fertilizer nutrients in 
Pakistan and the Government has set as an objective rectifying this 
imbalance. Pakistan hopes to have at least a 3:1 ratio of N to 
P2 Oin use by 1980, in contrast to the current ratio of rrore than 
5:1. A ratio close to 2:1 is believed to be optima!. 
I/ See Annex 	Tables 111-24 and I1-25 for seasonal breakdowns. 

Table 5. Projected Nitrogen and Phosphate Fertilizer 
Requirements for Pakistan 

Low Estiy-ates 7:. High Estin;ates.v" 

YearI N P0 05 Combined N P? 05 Combined 

---I,000 nutrient tons 
1974-75- 379 67 446 379 67 446
 
1975-76 445 100 545 535 115 650 
197-77 540 670130 610 145 755 
1977-78 630 160 790 60 170 830 
1978-79 690 205 .95 705 210 915 
1979-80 750 250 1, 000 750 250 1, 000 

I/ 	 Y ar runs from October to So'ptm ber, i. e., 1974-5 covers 
C'etob:!r 1974 to September 1975. 

SEstimates basd up:.n data availabld through July 1975. 
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3.57. If the objective of I . iUion n itrient tonF of N 
and P 2 05 is to be achieved by 1979-80, to compare with the estirn ated 
446, 000 nutrient tonF ared in 1974-75, a 17. 5 50 compound annual growth 
rate will be necessary over the 5-year period. Although thir is a high 
rate of growth, it irattainable with a sound set of fertilizer and crop 
pricing, distribution, and credit pol.icies. A number of alternative 
projections of fertilizer dem.and have been made through 1980 in 
various official and non-official reports. An October 1974 study by 
ESSO Pakista-i Fertilizer Company presented "low", "medium", 
and "high" estirnates of fertilizer demand. I_/The a. ediun- estimate 
for calendar year 1980 was 692, 000 nutrierqt tons of nitrogen. A study 
by the Government of Pakistan's Ministry of Industries also Irojected 
fertilizer demand through 1980. 2/ Alt hough more than one set of 
estimates was presented in that report, the n.ore conservative 
estimates showed 1980 nitrogen and phosphate fertilizer der.ands of 
810, 000 and 240, 000 nutrient tons, respectively. Given this range of 
estimates, the 1979-80 targets of 750, 000 tons of N and 250, 000 tons 
of P2 0 5 used in the Government's Working Papers for the Fifth 
Plan Period( and used in this Project Paper) seers. reasonable. 

83.8 Since domestic production will not be able to meet 
Pakistan's full needs for N until 1979 or 1980 and P 2 0 5 until some 
later date, substantial in-ports will continue to be necessary. 
Estimating these needs has been undertaken by AIr and the 
Government of Pakistan under variol.s assur' ptions. Fertilizer 
inports received in 1974-75 and either received or -chedilled thus 
far in 1975-76 are shown in Tables 111-26 and 11127 of the Annex.--

I/ 	 ESSO Pakistan Fertilizer Co., Ltd., "Pakistan Nitrogen
 
Der. and Forecast Study." Karachi. October 1974.
 

Z/ 	 Ministry of Ind'- trie-, Governrnent or Paki'tan, "Reroire
:vent- and Prodiction of Nitvopenox, a-c Phop'patic Fertilizer" 
in t. e Year. 1974-75 and 197 -;0," Report of t'e Con r ittee 
-et ipby t:-e Fertilizer Eoard 0epte:, ber 1974. 

3/ 	 The only additional known in portF not 'hown in Annex
 
Table 111-27 are son e phosphateF which L,ay be ir. ported
 
this year tinder a possible $ 3 million European Econor.'ic
 
Cor.-munity Grant.
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The additional nitrogen and phosphate fertilizer in ports which

AID believes will be required over the next 2 years appear in
 
Annex Tables 111-28 through 111-31. A brief summary, however,
 
appears in:m ediately below. 

Table 6. Required Nitrogen and Phosphate Fertilizer Imports 

Tin e period in which to 
Nitr en 

(1, 000 nutrient tons) 
Phosphate 

(1, 000 nutrient tons) 
be imported 

September 1975 (deficit) . 8-26 

October 1975-February 1976 0-15 7-4 

March-Septermber 1976 75-172 72-90 

October 1976-February 1977 76-129 48-45 

March-Septen.ber 1977 183-178 85-103 

Total: 334-494 220-268 

3.,59. The government of Pakistan estiry ates that 250, 000
nutrient tons of nitrogen fertilizer were on hand in the country
July 1. It is believed that about 260, 000 nutrient tons were on hand 
October 1. If the low fertilizer offtake estimates are used, additional
nitrogen fertilizer imports need not to be brought into Pakistan 
until March-September 1976, to be used on the 1976-77 winter 
crops. Achievement of the higher 1975-76 sun.mer season fertilizer 
use targets would necessitate importation of 15, 000 nutrient tons 
of nitrogen, in addition to that already scheduled, between now and
February 1976. Major requirements for nitrogen fertilizer imports,
using either the high or low offtake estimates, begin in the summer 
of 1976. 

3.60. Phosphate fertilizer data in Annex Tables I1-30 
and 111-31 show Pakistan going into the 1975-76 winter (rabi) growing 
season with a deficit in phosphates (8, 000 to 26, 000 nutrient tons). 
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Some allowance for stocks tied up in the distribtition systen
ismade in each ret of projected in-port requiren-ent-. If
Pakistan is able to draw down its phosphate stocks completely
 
during the fall and winter of 1975-76, it could achieve the lower
 
offtake target of 55, 000 nutrient tons. There do not appear to be

sufficient stocks in the systerr:, however, to attain the higher 
target of 70, 000 nutrient tons. To replace the stocks that will be 
drawn down and also accurmulate the stocks necessary to move into 
the next surrimer (kharif) growing season, phosphate fertilizer 
imports must be undertaken this fall. The required phosphate
imports between now and about February 1976 thus range fro: 
about 15, 000 - 30, 000 nutrient tons (Table 6). Additional large
quantities of phosphates will need to be imported in the March-
September 1976 period, if they are to arrive in tirr e for the 
1976-77 wheat camr.paign. 

3.61 The balance of payments burden will be very
heavy. If imported urea and DAP were to cost Pakistan an average
of $ 2 2 5/product ton over the next 2 years, the fertilizer import
bill would be between $238 million and $324 million, depending 
on which set of fertilizer use targets is achieved. The an- ount ofDAP alone that m.ust be brought into the country during this period
is expected to cost $ 131-194 millionjL] Concessional financing
for these irrports is critical if Pakistan is to be in the kind of 
supply position neceseary for liberal dirtribution policies and
rapid expansion of fertilizer use, particularly by .nall farners 
Though Pakistan hopes to continue to be able tu arrange sorie 
grants and credits fron Canadian, Western European, and other. 
sources, other develop':;.ental finlancing will be needed to assa re
that adequate *uantitie.F of fertilizer, particularly pho.phates, 
are available for Pakistani far. ers.
 

I/ See Annex Tables 111-32 and 111-33. 
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F. The Low-inco,. e Far.%er 

3.62. This Agricultural Inputr Loan is aim'ed at increasing 
food production in Pakirtan and is intended to engage low-income 
farrrers actively in t'lat production process. Eighty-nine percent of the 
farn. holdings in Pakistan are less than 25 acres in size, and rr.mort 
of the farnmers operating those holdings Iarn what would be conEidered 
on world standards to be low-incon.es.-) Evidence cited elsewhere in 
this paper indicates that ,rr~all farners certainly have not been bypasFed 
by Pakistan's fertilizer-seed revolution. I-lowever, the percentage of 
farmers using fertilizer .nd the levels of application per acre are far 
below potential in all farn- size categories. Less than 60 o of farmers 
with holdings smaller than 25 acres used fertilizer in Pakistan in 
1971-72. Application rates on farrr-s where fertilizer is used range
from a few pounds to generally not more than 50 'r 60 pounds of N 
per acre. This loan, and the Government of Pakistan policies being 
implemented in association with it, can help boost the use of 
fertilizer - and thereby enhance production and incon-:es - on the 
holdings of low-income farrrers by : 

(1) Assuring the availability of fertilizer supplies 
in all regions and at all sales points. An abundant supply of fertilizer 
is the best a cans of assurinz t:at unofficial fertilizer prices rer, ain 
close to or below the official ceilina pricer and tlat low-ncor e 
farrm-ers have ready access to supplies. In tit. e-" of scarcity, lar'er 
bie.her-incor . e farr, er,, are best able to pay prer, iuc; pricer for 
fertilizer and to expend preater tir. e, ,"one,,and effort seeking oit 
supplies. This loan would provide part of t;,e foreign exchange 
necessary for Pakistan to purchase tt'e fertilizer inports r -. uired 
to mraintain fully adey-ate ,-uppliec. 

(2) Encourapin expanded dealer networkr. The 
pro'pec', fo- n a's red flow of fertilizer i.".po-t- in t; e next 
few years while new plants are being constructed tmakes it possible for 
Pakistan to encourage expansion of distribution networks and to provide 

_L/ Household incorr es in 1971-72 of about $ 40 or less per month. 
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supplies to F. larger nur.ber of dealers. Banking on this flow 
of in ports, the Government has decided to n ake dealer licensing 
virtually automatic (where licensing exists at all), to allow private 
dealers to obtain supplies from both public and private sector 
wholesalers, to remove territorial restrictions on fertilizer 
marketing, and to increase the incidentals (marketing margin) 
allowance. This set of policies should help encourage new and 
more active dealerships. A large and active fertilizer distribution 
systen--is essential if low-incon.e farmers -particularly those 
located some distance from mandi (market) towns or in rainfed 
areas (where fertilizer use thus far has been low) -- are to have 

ready access to supplies. 

(3) Making phosphate fertilizers available at all 

distribution points. The decision to make phosphate fertilizers 
available to private as well as public distributors should encourage 
a better balanced use of N and PZ 0 5. This is particularly true for 
small farrn'ers, who are less able than large farn ers to expend the 

time and effort required to contact rr ore than one dealer. Under the 
new policy, a farn er can purchase both nitro-en and phosphate 
fertilizer at one sales point. 

(4) Increasing. the access of srrall far: ers to 

institutional credit. No easy solutions exist for the credit problem F 
of low-incore farr, ers. -owever, the Cove,,nr e,:t is atte, pting 

to strearrline the procedures associated wit', adc: inirtration of 
agricultural credit. A directive has been isstied t* at all farn ers 
are to be riveni passbooks (the land ownerpship records used in 

securinY loa-s), within 4 years. The National 2ank of Pakistan'I 
special credit prograr, for rr-:alt far-; ers and the Agricultural 
Developrs ent F ack of Pakistan's "Villa-c 7anker Scheme" are 
atterpts to ci..ake credit . ore accessible to low-iaco-. e far, ere. 
The Agricultural Ceveloprr e:.t Eank, the Natiornal Bank of Pakistan, 
and the 3anking Council have been advised by the Governr:.eat to 
"extend their activities widely tc ensure availability of credit 
particularly to the sn-all fart--ers." -']These credit policies of the 
Government, if accompanied by high loan recovery rates, could 

be both financially viable and stin.uli to increased fertilizer use 
by low-incorie farn.ers. 

The supply conditions and distribution policies outlined above 
should assure that low-incorn:e farri ers benefit frot: the imported 
fertilizer financed by this loan. 

./Press release in Pakistan Tim.es, Sept. 22, 1975 
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IV. OTHER AGRICULTURAL INPUTS 

A. Wheat Seed 

4.01. During 1965-66, Pakistan imported 400 tons of wheat
seed from Mexico for wide-scale testing. 
 The tests proved success
ful and 42, 000 tons of wheat seed were purchased. After 1970, severallocal varieties of wheat were developed that were superior to the
original imports. 
 The new varieties however, were found to be some
what susceptible to leaf rust and black stem rust. 

4.02. Early in 1975, the Government appointed a high levelcommittee to look into reasons for low agricultural output. TheCommittee, known as the "Agricultural Enquiry Committee", preparedits report in June 1975 and concluded that an inadequate supply ofimproved seeds was a prime cause of low productivity. It also notedthat there was a lack of arrangements for multiplication and distributionof improved seed, particularly wheat. The Committee recommended
(1) tV.at immediate arrangements be made to import improved wheat
seed from Mexico, for multiplication; and (2) that the Government 
moveto establish the seed industry in Pakistan on a permanent footing. The
Government has began to implement both recommendations. 

4.03. On the basis of the Committee recommendation, the
Government proceeded, in the summer of 1975, to procure 17, 000
metric tons of seed for high yielding varieties of Mexican wheat.seeds arrived in the early fall. 
The 

Prior to the purchase, the Governmentasked AID to authorize rcl.'nbursement for the purchase under the
proposed Agricultural Inputs 
 Loan. Subject to later approval of the
loan and to observance of AID regulations governing informal bidding

procedures, 
 AID agreed to consider financing the purchase on an
"early eligibility date" (May 14, 1975). 

4.04. The cost of the imported wheat seed turned out to beapproximately $ 7. 7 millions at $ 451. 425 (Rs. 4,469.108) per metric
ton or Rs. 186. 940 per maund (82. 28 lbs). The seed is now being soldto registered growers for multiplic, tion purposes at Rs. 70. 00 permaund. The difference between the landed cost and the selling price isbeing subsidized in equal proportions by the Federal and Provincial
Governments. The Government allocated 12, 000 metric tons to PunjabProvince, 4, 000 metric tons to Sind Province, 500 metric tons to
NWFP, and 500 metric tons to Baluchistan. 
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4.05. To implement the second of the Committee's recommen
dations, the Government is now negotiating a World Bank group credit
of over $ 20 million which will provide part of the financing needed to
 
establish a multiplication and distribution system for certified, 
 improved
seeds. It is the Government's estimate that if the seed multiplied from
imported stock, and that produced locally from the forthcoming winter
 
crop, are procured and kept in reserve, 
 it will be possible to make
available improved seed to meet 100% of the requirements for the
 
1976-77 wheat crop.
 

B. Other Seeds 

4.06. To establish a full-spectrum, permanent seed industry,

as the 1975 Agricultural Enquiry Committee recommended 
 (above),

imports of potato, vegetable, oil, forage, and fodder seeds may be
 
undertaken soon with financing requested under the proposed loan. 
 All
of these crops nave major potential for expansion and are particularly

well-suited for small farm agriculture. It is estimated that imports of

these seeds over a 
1 to 2 year period might amount to $ 2 million for 
potato seed; $ 200, 000 for vegetable seed; $100, 000 for oilseed; and 
$1. 0 - $1. 5 million for forage and fodder seed. 

C. Equipment Suited for 3mall Farms 

4.07. To date, imports of farm tractors and equipment have
been limited mainly to large wheel and crawler-type tractors and related 
equipment, suitable mainly for large farms. Under this project, some
small, 2- and 4-wheel tractors, small implements, small threshers,
and small scale tubewell pumps may be imported for sale to 
small farm operators or for testing purposes. Not more than $500, 000 
will likely be allocated for this purpose, since the objective is to test
for suitability and adaptation to Pakistani conditions. 
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V. ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. PolicyActions: 

5.01. The small farmer, receiving a minimal return fromcultivation of his land, is disadvantaged from a number of standpoints.
Lack of both personal capital and credit, lack of knowledge about

markets and new technology, 
 distance from market centers, and thenon-availability of convenient transport, all serve to place limitations 
on his participation in Pakistan's agricultural and economic growth.
One constraint -- the quantity of fertilizer, seed, and other inputs
conveniently available to him in the market -- will be removed, orreduced, by this project. In times of fertilizer shortage, especially,
it is the small, low-income farmer who is most likely to have to go
without. 

5.02. The Government, in its Loan Application Letter,
indicated its intention to review and implement policies necessary forwidespread use of key agricultural inputs. Recent policy actions ofthe Government are designed to facilitate and encourage the distribution 
and use of fertilizer. These actions should result in greater smallfarmer participation in the country's agricultural growth. The critical
policy actions taken by the Government can be summarized as follows: 

1) Price policies of the Government over the past
year and a half have improved crop/input price relationships; fertilizer
prices have becn kept low by the Government while official Government 
procurement prices for wheat and ether crops have been raised. The
system of Government procurement of crops was itself changed in the 
summer of 1975, farmers being given the option of selling to the 
Government or on the open market. 

2) The marketing environment for fertilizer
distributors and dealers has been improved. Increased numbers of
dealers and more aggresive marketing are expected to result from -

a) simpler, almost automatic licensing of dealerapplicants in some areas (and the absence of all licensing requirements 
in other areas); 

b) private sector distributors have been given
access to imported phosphates to enable them to offer farmers a full 
range of N and P products; 

c) private dealers are being given the right to 
obtain fertilizer from both public and private wholesalers; 

d) marketing margins have been increased; 
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e) and, finally, territorial restrictions on 
marketing of fertilizer by private producers have beon removed. 

3) Attempts to reach low-income farmers with 
loans, through special programs of the Agricultural Development Bank 
and the National Bank, are being made. 

The above policy actions will assure that inputs financed by
this project will benefit low-income farmers. (See the section on 
"the low-income farmer. I) 

5.03. In addition, technical problems -- of stock accumulations 
and insufficient rail transport -- are now attracting Government concern 
and attention. The Government, through the National Fertilizer Corpora
tion, is joining AID in a study of fertilizer distribution and credit to gain 
a better understanding of constraints to increased fertilizer use. The 
study is described in the "evaluation plan" section and in an annex of 
this Loan Paper. 

B. Recommendations: 

5.04. It is recommended that: 

1) AID and the Government periodically consult on the 
progress of studies to identify and measure the problems of low-income 
farmers; 

2) the Government be asked to periodically advise 
AID, during the course of implementation of this project, on steps 
taken to: 

Agriculture and On-Farm 

a) strengthen credit programs for low-income 
farmers; 

other inputs use, 
b) expand guidance programs on fertilizer and 

such as in connection with the AID-supported Dryland 
Water vanagement projects; 

c) maintain favorable crop/fertilizer price
relationships; and 

d) promote increased input availability in the 
more remote areas of Pakistan. 

3) the Government be asked to periodically advise AID, 
during the course of implementation of this project, of its evaluation of 
the environment for distribution of fertilizer in both the public and 
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private sectors. 
 This would include evaluations of:
 

a) the adequacy of marketing margins for
 
distributors and dealers;
 

b) procedures and policies governing the
 
expansion of distribution/dealer networks; and
 

c) access of all distributors/dealers to the
 
full range of fertilizer products available in Pakistan.
 

C. Loan Agreement Covenants
 

5.05 The Loan Agreement will include covenants appropriate to
 

the policy actions and recommendations described above (see Annex G,
 

Draft Loan Authorization).
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VI. IMPLE1k ENTATICN 

Loan funds will be mad.) available for the importation of
 
particular commodities after the initial conditions 
precedent are
 
met and the AID procurement procedures governing each 
case
 
are followed. AID Aegulation I procedures will be applied unless
 
AID in Washington agrees to modifications. Procurement docu
ments, IFB's, contracts, evaluations, and recommendations for
 
award will be submitted to A. I. D./Washington for approval.
 

VII. HlST CCUNTAY CONT&IBUTION 

7.01. Pakistan's import bill for fertilizer is expected to
 
run in the neighborhood of $150-200 million p ,.r year until domestic
 
production of nitrogenous fertilizers closes the supply-demand gap
in 1979 or 1980. Phosphatic fertilizers will continue to be imported
in substantial amounts even after those years. While some of the
 
foreign exchange needed to meet these requirements can be expected
 
to come from international assistance agencies besides AE, it is
 
estimated that at leazt 25% of the fertilizer, other inputs,and related 
project costs v,ill be financed from Pakiatan's -. rn resourcvs. 

7.02. In the effort to reach small farmers v'ith agricultural
inputs, Fakistan is adopting a series of new policies, described 
elsewhere in this paper, to broaden fertilizer .istribution geographi
cally and auantitatively, increase farm profitability, expand credit 
facilities, and provide guidance to farmers in oFtimum fertilirer use.
 
In sum, this loan is 
 only part of a much larger Government of Pakistan 
effort to revolutioniz;e agriculture in Pakistan :nd spread the benefits 
of improved prcductizn tLchnology to low-inccrne farmers throughout 
the country. 

VIII. EVALUATICN PLAN 

8.01. A joint AID-Government of Pakistan input into this 
project is a set of three closely intertwined surveys: one of farmers, 
one of credit sources, and on~e of retail fertili-er dealers. (See
Annex E. ) The first is to obtain baseline data on farmer use, purchase, 
and knowledge of fertilizer. All three are intended to examine hypo
theses about barriers to greater farmer use of fertilizer and to design
further steps to eliminate these barriers. Because of the timing of 
this study (winter of 1975-76), it will already reflectsome impact
of the significant changes in Pakistan's administrative practices regard
ing fertilizer that are Government inputs to the project. However, it 
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will still provide a baseline for the measurement of increased and 
better balanced use of fertilizer by low-income farmers, which is 
part of the project's purpose. 

8.02. It is anticipated that the sample survey of farmers 
will be partially replicated in 1976-77 and 1977-78 in order to 
measure the extaict to which low-income farmers have in fact increased 
and better balanced their use of fertilizer. These surveys will also be 
diagnostic -- i. e., they will help identify rerraining barriers to achieve
ment of the project purpose. These surveys may in part be carried out 
in conjunction with similar work on the AID-assisted Dryland Agricultural 
Development (Earani) Project. There will also be smaller and simpler 
surveys of the retailerc in the distribution system. 

8.03. During the life of this activity, AID and the Government 
of Pakistan officials will hold semi-annual reviews,which in addition to 
examining the adequacy of the price ratios between agricultural inputs
and outputs for this project's purpose, will also examine progress
toward other output targets and the project purpose. The numbers of 
sales points, the adequacy of stocks, and the operation of the price 
support mechanism will be among the factors to !e examined. 

8.04. The scheadule for these evaluation activities is as follows. 

Viinter of 1975-76: Baseline survey of farmers 
carried out. 

VWinter of 1975-76 and Summer of 19?6: Dealer and 
cr.Bdit source surveys executed. 

April 1976: First joint, s.emi-annual review meetina 
held. 

Winter of 1976-77: Sample survey of farmers carried 
out. 

C.ctober 1976: Second semi-annual review meeting held. 

February 1977: Second survey of dealers carried out. 

Apiil 1977: Third semi-annual review meeting held. 
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October 1977: Fourth semi-annual review meeting held.
 

Winter of 1977-78: Sample survey of farmers carried out.
 

February 1978: Sample survey of distributors carried out.
 

April 1978: Fifth semi-annual review meeting held.
 

April 1980: Final evaluation of progress toward purpose
 
and goal.
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IX. ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 

A. -L.a.rod ,ctio
 

The borrower will use the fuuda frocfertilizer, seeds, 	
thi' loan to purchaseand possibly son e farm-" rrachinery. This chapterdiscusses the potential effects of thepe inputs on the environment 

of Pakistan. 

B. 	 Fertilizer
 

Pakiftan ba, a land 
area of 	196.7 r illion acres of whichabout 48 	rrillion acres are cultivated. The application of fertilizerwill increase the yieldr per acre, which are an-ong the lowest inthe world. Thus the use of fertilizer will have a significantbeneficial effect in helping Pakistan increase food production. 

The potential adverse 	effects of fertilizers occur whennitrates 	and phosphates released into surface and groundare 
waters. There are no adverse effects on the soil 	or air fron'm the use of these fertilizers. 

In surface waters, such as lakes and other standingbodies of 	water, nitrates and phosphates contribute to theovergrowth of algae and other objectionable plant forms.can 	 Thisbe a serious probler. in lakes that are used 	for recreationalpurposes. However, the few 	lakes that are used for 	recre,tionin Pakistan are in mountainous regions and do not receive
 
significant runoff from 
 cultivated land.
 

.aa lew parts of the world, 
 ground waters containinghigh concentrations of nitrates have caused her.-oglobiner;.ia
in infants. The United States Drinikirg Water Standards havetherefore set a nitrate lin it of 10 r-.,illiprat. s per liter(determined as nitrogen) 	. Data are not available on the nitratecontent of drinking waters in Pakistan nor is there any evidenceof the incidei-ice of herr olobine 
is 	

ia. TIis condition, if it exists,unlikely 	to be ag.ravated by the so all a-ount - of fertilizer norn ally 	applied in Pakistan and by the even s-r 	aller aij'ountsthat would enter tC=e pround water if the fertilizer ic-properly
applied. 
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C, Seeds 

The in port of higi-yieldin., disease-resistant seeds 
presents no environmental risk. 

D. farm Machinery 

The small ary..ount of farn machinery to be inported will 
be distributed widely throughout rural areas of the country. The air 
and noise pollution generated will be inconsequential. 
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X. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND REPAYMENT CAPACITY 

10. Ul. An important part of the justification for this loan arises 
from Pakistan's international trade, payments, and reserve positions.

The activity which this loan will in part finance has 
as its goal an in
crease in Pakistan's agricultural production. Such an increase is
 
absolutely required if Pakistan is to continue to feed its people because,
 
as noted elsewhere in this paper, despite sharp increases in wheat 
and other agricultural production in the late 1960's, Pakistan has had 
to import large quantities of wheat since 1971 to maintain the already
inadeqLte nutritional standard of its population. During Fisc,'1 Year 
1974-75, wheat impor'- accounted for 14% of the country's total Anport 
bill. 

10.02. This loan was requested by Pakistan to finance the ferti
lizer and other agricultural inputs needed as part of the Government's 
program to build on the country's natural resource endowment and 
reduce its dependence on imported wheat. The country cannot 
finance the fertilizer without foreign aid, unless it is willing to cut 
other essential imports, including capital in.,?orts that are also 
part of the same development strategy. 

10.03. In Fiscal Year 1975-76 Pakistan will find itself in a 
particularly narrow international payments position. We estimate the 
economy will have to make about $1,432 million of foreign payments
from a combination of foreign assistance, short term credits, and 
international reserves, because ito normal foreign exchange inflows 
will fall short cf its payment needs by that amount. This large foreign 
exchange gap arises from a combination of factors, including the 
continued impact of the rise in petroleum prices, a sharp drop in the 
world price of rice (one of Pakistan's principal exports), and the need 
to repay short term credits obtained largely to finance wheat imports. 

10.04. The impact of the increase in petroleum prices has fallen 
upon Pakistan's international payments position both directly, in the 
form of a sharply increased bill for POL imports (this payment item 
increased from $50 million in FY 1972-73 to a projected $390 million 
in FY 1975-76) and fertilizer imports, and a cut in its export receipts
from yarn and textiles, due to the recession in the developed countries. 
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Table 7. Pakistan's Balance of Payments in millions of U.S. Dollars, 

by I 1scal Years 

1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 
Prelirinary USAID USAID 
Actuals Prejections Projections 

Exports (FOB) 1039 1050 1335 

Cotton 155 100 150 
Yarn 86 127 250 
Textiles 220 198 250 
Rice Z33 245 245 

Other 345 380 440 

Imports (FOB) (2139) (Z073) (2398) 
(Freight for Imports) (193) (151) (170) 
Imports (C&F) Z332 2224 2568 

Wheat 320 16(' 80 
POL 349 390 410 
Fertilizers 102 90 163 
Edible Oil 131 85 80 
Tea 65 70 75 
Iron and Steel 103 35 60 
Capital Goods 568 700 900 
Other 694 694 800 

Trade Balance -1293 -1174 -1283 

Invisibles (net) 176 106 144 

Remittances 203 Z 13 234 
Investment - -5 35 
Freight, Insurance 12 -28 -25 

Government nie -39 -74 -100 

Debt Service 27 1 364 359 

Gap -1388 -.1432 -1498 

Foreign Aid 1023 981 1081 
Short term credits 124 100 100 
IMF 210 200 150 
E&O 124 -
Reserves -93 151 167 

(Overall Balance) (117) (351) (317) 
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10.05. As a result of these combined payment factors, Pakis
tan's debt service to export earnings (including remittances from
 
service exports in the form of emigrant laborers, principally to the
 
Islamic oil exporting states) in FY 1975-76 is a high 29%. Fortunately,
 
the combination of a set of debt rescheduling and relief agreements
 
with the members of the Aid to Pakistan Consortium and other creditors,
 
the anticipated growth of export earnings, and a reduced need for
 
foreign borrowing resulting from the import substitution plan of which
 
this proposed loan is an integral part will reduce this ratio to accept
able levels. In FY 1976-77, we anticipage that the ratio will drop to
 
23%, and in the following years go even lower. Aa a result, the repay
ment prospects for this loan are reasonable.
 

XI. THE ROLE OF WOMEN
 

Agriculture is the largest single sector in Pakistan's economy.
 
Economic growth requires optimum utilization of agricultural resources,
 
both human and physical.
 

The purpose of this loan project is to assist Pakistan in in
creasing agricultural production by making available adequate agricultural
 
inputs, with emphasis on increased benefits for low-income farmers.
 
Women form almost half (47%) of the total population of Pakistan, 75%
 
of which is rural. Women play a significant role in agricultural pro
duction, which is in addition to their usual responsibilities of looking
 
after the household and family. Therefore, their contributions in the
 
agricultural sector cannot be ignored.
 

"Purdah" traditionally has been considered a major constraint to
 
women's involvement in certain activities. However, current socio
economic conditions have weakened the institution of purdah in urban
 
areas, and the majority of women in rural areas who are active in farm
 
activities seldom observe purdah. Purdah mainly exists in middle class
 
families as a symbol of prestige.
 

Women of certain castes, such as Baluch, Jats, Arians and Gujars,
 
are traditionally involved in farm activities, whereas Rajput women
 
often remain confined to the house because of family prestige.
 

The average size of farm holding in Pakistan is less than 15
 
acres. Since most farm households with holdings smaller than 25 acres
 
have quite low incomes, all family members, including women, are ac
tively involved in farm operations in order to save expenditures on
 
farm labor. Women on low income farms work side by side with their
 
men in the fields.
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There may be great diversity in the farm activities performed by
 
women, however, depending on the size of holdings, tenancy status, and
 
nature of the particular community. For example, their participation
 
in ploughing and leveling fields is not great, but they do participate
 
in seeding and fodder-cutting operations. Their busiest time is at the
 
harvest season, as it is for all family members. Approximately 40% of
 
Pakistan's women are involved in wheat cutting and about 65% help in
 
wheat threshing. Cotton picking, sugar cane processing, and fodder
cutting are mainly female responsibilities. Women are also extensively in
volved in cleaning and storing grain in the village. Also, women have
 
primary responsibility for feeding and care of farm animals, including
 
milking of cows and water buffaloes and cleaning of cattle sheds. They
 
are involved in marketing milk products (such as ghee or yoghurt), eggs,
 
and vegetables.
 

In addition to their above-mentioned responsibilities, women carry
 
food for male members working in the fields. They also spin, 'ieave,
 
sew, knit, and do other handwork.
 

Although this project will not result in any major social change,
 
attention can be given to the role of women in assessing the likely
 
effectiveness of the project. Women are not only capable of harnessing
 
their own talents, but guiding those of their children and other family
 
members.
 

In the realization of higher farm incomes, women and men will, of
 
course, benefit equally from this project. Moreover, rural women could
 
utilize part of the incremental household earnings for investments in
 
further development of cottage industries, which provide sustenance to
 
many a rural household, and thereby further improve their family's
 
well-being.
 

XII. SOCIAL EFFECTS
 

12.01. The socio-cultu I characteristics of the four provinces
 
(Baluchistan, Sind, Eanjab anj the Northwest Frontier) significantly

differ. Even within provinces there are large differences, particularly
 
in Punjab and the Northwest Frontier.
 

12.02. Baluchistan represents one extreme of the spectrum in that
 
this province reflets a typically feudal system. The pressure on land
 
is low and is couplid with low productivity. In Baluchistan, even with
 
the low population density of 24 persons per square mile, there are at
 
leas four distinct linguistic groups--Barohi, Baluchi, Pashtoon, and
 
Persian. Allegiances are based primarily on tribal and ethnic ties.
 
These feudal ties and tribal relations are strong. They have not been
 
disturbed by the pre- and the post-independence economic and political
 
changes.
 

12.03. The province of Sind has a feudalistic background, but
 
not to the extent still visible in Baluchistan. A larger proportion of
 
the r ral population consists of tenants (haris), whose families have
 
been tied to the same land over long periods of time. The irrigation
 
networks introduced i.,the 19th and 20th centuries ld to irrigation
 
and the cultivation of cash crops (primarily cotton) in an otherwise
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desert climate. The largely hari rural population has limited access 
to inputs such as ftrtilizer and seeds, which could significantly increase 
yields. A typical haridep :ids on the landlord for his supply of inputs. 
Despite such vulnerability, -, small Sindhi farmer is aware of the advan
tages of high yielding seed varieties and fertilizer, partly because of the 
leadership of big landlords who are receptive to improvements in 
agricultural technology. However, complete knowledge and the actual 
use of the improved inputs has not fully filtered down to the small hari, 
who continues to be a fatalistic subsistence farmer. Although many 
gains have accrued to individual small farmers over the last 50 or 
more years in the form of irrigation, improved seed varieties, and fert
lizerp, in the mass these have been largely offset by population growth 
and waterlogging (as a consequence of canal irrigation). 

lZ. 04. Punjab is the most populous province of Pakistan. It 
has the world's largest single canal irrigation network, built during 
the last part of the 19th century. Socio-cultural variance within the 
province is considerable, in that the southern Punjab is semi-feudal 
desert country consisting of large land holdings, coextensive with the 
Sind, while the northern Punjab is a densely populated irrigated area 
without any significant incidence of feudalism. There the land owner
ship pattern is not skewed in favor of large land holders. Throughout 
the province, only one language (Punjabi) is spoken, but with significant 
regional variations. The extreme northern areas of Punjab bordering 
the Indus River are primarily rainfed mountainous areas with very 
low productivity. The tribal affinities so visible in the 19th century 
have now become history. At most, the family alliances in the 
middle and northern Punjab extend to the village headman as a 
mark of respect. Only rarely are there signs of a tribal or feudal 
chief commanding subser-"encz. 

lZ. 05. The socic-cultural break between Punjab and the 
Northwest Frontier Province, even though the two provinces adjoin, 
is distinct. Except for the rr.ountainous regions of Kohistan and 
Hazara Districts, the socie-cultural scene changes suddenly from 
the left (Punjab) bank of the Indus River to the right (Northwest 
Frontier) bank. The language changes abruptly, and signs of 
strong, traditional feudal ties emerge in the Northwest Frontier. 
Here tribal affiliations emerge as a binding force, despite the 
fact that there are proportionately far fewer big landlords in 
NortO 'est Frontier than in Sind and Baluchistan. It is of interest 
to not, that, unlike Punjab and Sind, where to some extent socio
cultural patterns interact with land holding size and climate con
ditions, the tribal bonds in the Frontier are strong regardless of 
climatic, terrain, demographic, and soil variations. 
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12.06. Despite the significant socio-cultural variation from 
one region to another, the one common characteristic found in Pakistan's 
rural scene is the lack of formal organization and the virtual vacuum 
created by the non-existence of local institutions as agents of change 
at the village level. The village headman (Numberdar) was an institution 
formally recognized even by the British. This institution was 
utliL d in the 1960's under a new political structure titled Basic 
Democracies. The 1970 countrywide elections wiped out the Basic 
Democracies structure without establishing an alternative political
administrative structure at the village level. Only very recently 
has the Northwest Frontier Government revived the old Numberdari 
system at the village level, but other provinces have not revived or 
proposed a similar system. Despite the vacuum created by the non
existence of an institutional arrangement at the village level, the village 
population still looks to the family of an ex-Numberdar for leadership. 
This recognition is natural, because it is difficult to completely destroy 
an institutional arrangement which has existed for centuries in a period 
of 5-10 years, and because there is a continuing need for local ability 
to handle administrative matters such as inter-and intra-family disputes. 

12.07. As noted elsewhere in the Project Paper, this loan 
aims to more actively engage low-income farmers in the production 
process. An abundance of fertilizer supplies in all regions at all sale 
points, as made possible by this loan, will be of great benefit to the 
small farmers who would not otherwise have ready access to fertilizers. 
Fertilizer scarcities and consequent distributional, bottlenecks, which 
lead to advantageous situations for larger, mor, influencial farmers, 
will tend to be mitigated by this loan. 

12.08. It has been noted elsewhere in the Project Paper that 
the available evidence regarding the use of fertilizer by sm-.all farmers 
suggests that many of them are aware of the increased productivity 
associated with fertilizer usage. For small farmer i, the principal 
bottlenecks to increased production are generally neither the existing 
social values and beliefs nor the social structure. The major limiting 
factors are lack of purchasing power (for fertilizer and seed), in
adequate input distribution mechanisms, and, in somA areas, lack 
of knowledge of the full effects of improved inputs. The abject 
poverty in the more remote rural areas is accentuated by the lack of 
local organization and by fatalistic values and beliefs. Increased 
fertilizer availability as a result of this loan will not change the 
socio-cultural environment, nor will the increased agricultural 
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production lead to social disruption. The increased agricultural 
production associated with higher fertilizer usage may lead to in
creased consumption of non-farm products by rural people and to an 
awareness that development is possible. The lack of local organization 
will not be affected by this loan. 

12.09. Increased fertilizer availability and use will lead to 
greater labor utilization both in applying the fertilizer and harvesting 
the additional yield. If increased fertilizer use is associated with 
increased cropping intensity, even greater utilization of labor will 
occur. This would reduce underemployment and unemployment in 
rural areas and thereby improve income distribution. 

12. 10. The spread effects of fertilizer availability are not 
known with certainty. The loan is not proposed to spread a new 
technology from a specific pilot project area to surrounding areas. 
Although much of the rural population is already aware of the benefits of 
fertilizers, the proposed loan would markedly improve the fertilizer 
availability situation and thereby increase fertilizer consciousness 
and use in remote areas. 
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Table I-i. Production of Principal Crops 

Year Wheat 

-- Million of 

1947-48 3.3 

1950-51 3.9 

1958-59 3.8 

1959-60 3.7 

1964.65 4.5 

1965-66 3.8 

1966-67 4.2 

1967-68 6.3 

196869 6.5 

1969-70 7.1 

1971-72 6.7 

197,-73 7.3 

1973-74 7.5 

1974-75 7.5 

Crop Production 
Rice 

n. tons--

0.68 


0.85 


0.97 


0.97 


1.36 


1.29 


1.31 


1.47 


2.00 


2.30 


2.22 


2.28 


2.40 


2.23 


Cotton(Lint) 

(I.bales) 

1.0 

1.40 


1.50 


1.60 


2.11 


2.30 


2.60 


2.90 


3.00 


3.97 


3.95 


3.70 


3.57 


Sugarcane
 

5.4
 

5.4
 

12.2 

10.4
 

18.3
 

21.9
 

21.6
 

10.3
 

21.6
 

25.9
 

19.6
 

19.6
 

23.5
 

22.0
 

So'urce! Year Book of Agricultural Statistics -1971-72,1973.74. 
Ministry of Food, ligriculture and
Under-Developed Areas(Agriculture Wing)Islair:abad.

Crop in a year refers to kharif then rabi, i.e. 1973-74 refers to 1973 kharif 
and 1973-74 rabi in the data. 
Source for 1974-75 Rabi(Wheat)
 
Final Crop Estir-ate, Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Rural
 
Developm-ent (.Agriculture Wing), Islamabad.
 



Table 11-. Wheat Balance Sheet 

W.,eaL 


1_/
 
Local production 

Seed + losses 10% 

Net availability 

Imports 

opening Stocks 

Closing Stocks 

Net availability 

Per capita availability 
(ozs per day)
 

Year 

1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 
............- 00 0 ri etric ton s 

6, 76Z 7,325 7,500 
Z/ 

67c: 932 750 

6,104 6,393 6,750 

1,464 , 134 1, 250 

74 66 ?O0 

L6 200 200 

7, 723 7,413 5,000 

11.67 10.88 11.42 

I/ 	These wheat production figures are for the previous fiscal years,
 

but represent the new availability for the year indicated.
 

2/ 	 Includes estirT ated flood losses of 200, 000 tons. 

Source: Current Economic Situation and Issues in Pakistan, (1975)-Vol.II 

ReDort No: 65.:-PAK 
Locuti.ent of the International Bank for Reconstruction and 

Develop,- ent 
International Developt. ent iissociation. 



Table 11-3. 	 I"urnber and iirea of Farms Classified According 
to Operational Farm Size in Pakistan, 1972. 

Absolute 7elative (,) 
Farm Size Nutt.ber of Farms Farm Area Number Farm Average 
inAcres (1, 000 Acres) (1, 000 Acres) of Area Farm Size 

1 

Up-to 7.5 

7.5-12.5 

12.5-25.0 

25.0-50.0 

50.0-150.0 

Above 150.0 

2 3 
Farms 
4 5 

inAcres 

1,639.0 5,995 44 12 3.7 

920.0 8,913 24 18 9.6 

793.9 13,067 21 27 16.6 

2(:9.2 9,219 8 19 31.9 

102.6 7,406 3 15 72.? 

16.2. 4,485 + 9 277. 5 

To a : 	 3,761.7 49, 084 100% l005- 13.1
 

+=value less 	than .5 percent
 

Source: Government of Pakistan, 1972 Pakistan Census of Agriculture, 
Ministry of Agriculture (Provisional data) 



Table 11-4. Classification of Farn.s ticcording to Land Tenure 
and uperational Farn_ Size in Pakistan, 1972. 

(;',, ber in percent)
 

TV-pe of Land Tenure
 
Farr, Size in jocre-- UVneT jw:'-,5-cu,:---7'enant I enant Total
 

1 Z 
 3 4 5 

U. -ti.5 54 16 33 100
 

7.%-Z.5 29 
 26 46 100 

12. 5-25.3 31 
 32 37 100
 

2.0-5.0 3& 34 
 21 100 

50 .
 35 16 100
 

hbove 150.0 63 28 9 
 100 

Total Far,. s 
(N,, her 1. "§00 1, 7I'. ',69 ,296F 3,762 

-ccent -':. 24 34 10
 

Source: Governcnent of Pakistal, 1972 Pakistan Census of Agriculture, 
o: -. 1rcuttare (Provisional data) 



Table 1-5. Cropping Itensity "According to uperational 
'Far,. Size in Pakistan 1972-Proviace-'ise 

(I. oercent) 

Farr, Size in .cres Pu njab .'ind NWFP Baluchistan Pakistan 

I Z 3 4 5 6 

Up-t5T. 5 132 t46 146 93 139 

7.5-12.5 117 126 119 ,50 119 

12.5-Z5. 0 111 1.6 105 ".,. Ii 

25.0-50.0 101 i04 1 71 103 

5 0. -050.0 104 93 77 65 97 

",bove 150. 3 132 . 75 55" L 

Jvur -,1l 	 112 11.,. 109 71 l1 

Source: 	 Gove :aicent of Pakistan, 1972 Pakistan Census of. griculture, 
ivinistry of nE.,riculture (Provisional data) 



Tabie 	11-6 Eistribution of I.'ousehold Incor-e in Rural 	e.reas 

Y~o~'o 
Pzrcerita.-ea".ia. ofInco ,. e Group Ico.. 	e Groups in-o', seons(Ruipees) l/ (7:pee( ) each catepor. 

Less tihan 53 Leo than K,0 0.4
 

50-99 
 600-k; .. 3
 

100-149 
 1200-17.: 19. .
 

150-199 
 1LJ-23. 23. 9
 

200-249 
 2400.., 	9,. 16.6 

250-2 3-5 3000-350 11.0
 

300-39" 
 3,600,-k7 1.0430 0,4400-499 	 -3, 70,: ,-? 	 4-34.3

500-74; 6 O0-, c". 3.1
 
750-999 
 9002-1!., '>; 3 *.. 

75000 9, 0 	 1. ' 
10... 
 00.5 

1 .5. 0: 3 0 -1 " 1.'- 0 . i 

2000 & above 24 , 030 & above 0.2 

Source: Household Incor, & E:mndiie S,:vey, 97-7,e 	 StatisticalLh'jsjo.i, iV;. o"'ist:r T'inance, Flanninp ard I-eveIc, ki.xent,
Gove-xi..ent of Th kistan. 

_/Rs. 7 .J0=U.L:. $ 1.0:&; was officially Ps. 4.76=$ 1.0.9 
before May 1072. 



Table 11-7. Acreage, 	 Production and icre Yield of .,Ljor Crcps 

During 1973-74 rctual and 1975-76 TarreL , 

e a >-..duelo-; -:cre--, c' .rea Pr oductio. .cr e-yieid,. 
t ds/acreacres 0&3 _ . tons /.ds/acre-. a-res "o.--sCrop 	 02-

-. 	 !=..heat !5, io-5 7, 50.13. 	 I.-;, :., 

2,7 -Z 17.?-Rice 3,736 2.,	/116 17. 

7 r 3i 13./t3.13Maize 	 1,563 
6. Z 3, 76:.-	 6 .

Jther foodgrains 	 3,774 u55 

1,564 23,533 A;. ,5,C?Sugarcane 


Edible uilseeds 

5, 	 ,400 7.6
Seed Cotton 	 4,559 1,Z97 7.7 

. ,35.3 315 	 6.3
Rape and -ustard 	 1,331 

81 12 	 3.9 :1.1 12 3.9
Sesamur-_-

94 53 13.4 1."5 .S3 16.3
Groundnut 

20 6 10.9N. i. N.,.t...Others 

lz2 70 15.9


Tobacco 115 65 B.3 

-------------- 000 bales --------------- Ou bales 

5, Oi0 4,000 3.9C atton Lint 	 4,559 3,704 3.9 

I/ All fi-ial figures for 1974-75 are not yet available: ligu,.es -)7 lr73-74 have been used instead. 

or .03732 rr-etric tcns.Z/ One"maund" equals 62.236 lbs. 

Source: Annual Plan, 1975-76, Governr- ent of Pakistan, N.i.istry o! Yood & %griculture (Planning Wing) 



Table U-8. 	 Production of Mtajor Crops 1973-74, 1974-75 
and Targets for V)75-76 and l-379-0 

(In thou:and r. etric tons) 

Crcp 1.73-74 
1/ 

"?4-t7 975 -76 [7;0 

W. cat 7.508 7,460 -.,400 12,770 

Rice 2,416 2,277 2,700 3,900 

Maize 755 735 l0 1,050 

ither Foodgrains E55 6L5 900 910 

Total foodgrains II,534 II,157 12, £10 181, 630 

Sugarcane 23,533 2.2,000 25,000 30,450 

EDIBLE OILSEEDS 

Rape a.-w iviustare Z I" 
 2. 3V, 423
 

Sesariun-, 	 12 12 12 
 15
 

Groundnut 	 53 56 63 
 .32
 

Cottonseed 1,2L7 1,24-1, 1,400 2, 170 

Cotton (.Litir) 3,704 3,567 4,030 4, 	2'30 

I_	Some are estimnates for 1974-75. 
Crop-year refers to kharif, then rabi, i.e. 1973-74 refers to 1973
kharif (Summer) and 1973-74 rabi (Winter) in the data. 

Sources: -e-nnual Plan 1975-76 - tgriculture Sector,
Govurnment of Pakistan, Ministry of 	Food & Agric. (Planning Wing) 

Working Papers for the evelopmnent Perspective (1975-80). 

Agriculture and Food Sector,
 
Government of Pakistan, Planning Con.t. ission.
 



Table 11-9. 	 Government Support and Harvest Prices of 
of Whe-t in Pakistan 

/Year Date of Enactn.ent Support Price Harvest Price 
of Svpport Prices (Rs. /n aund) (Rs. /rr aund) 

1960-61 May, 1960 13.50 

1961-62 May, 1961 13.50 14.22 

1962-63 May, 196Z 13.50 13.61 

1963-64 May, 1963 13.50 14.79 

1964-65 May, 1964 13.50 15.00 

1965-66 May, 1965 13.50 15. 7 

1966-67 21st Jan. 1968 14.50 19.06 
may, 1966 14.50 16.00 

1967-6c, ivay, 1967 17.00 16.00 

1968-69 iVay, 1968 to 11th -April'69 17.00 18.33 

1969-70 	 12th April 1969 to 3rd 15.00 16.83 
Oct. 1969 
4th Oct. 1969 17.00 

1970-71 May, 1970 17.00 19.44 

1971-72 May, 1971 17.00 21.25 

1972-73 May, 1972 17.00 23.56 
Sept.,1972 20.00 

1973-74 30th Marc!-, 1973 22.50/ 26.50 
Rabi 1973 33.0 

1974-75 Aipril, 1974 25.50 33.0 

1974-75 17th Sept. 1974 37.00 41.0 

Cont ...... 



Cant. Table U-9. 

Jaeri aund= 82.2:6 pounds or 0.03732 n.etric tons. 

1/ At sowing time, t*-e support price was fixed at -R. 20.00 
per r. aund for the 1'-"73 -74 crop. 

2/tiverage harvest prices of local n arkets at D.I.Khan, 

Lyallpur and Multan. 

Siource: 

Data for Support Prices 

Source:
 

•griculture and Food Section, Planning Division 
Governaient of Pakijtan, Islar.abad. 

Eat. for harvest prices fron. 1960 to 1972-'73 

Source: 

Cento Seri.inar Studies on Fertilizer Use, 10th Jan.1974 

.' a for harvest prices fron. 1973-74 to 1974-75 

Source: Market and Price Bulletins, hgricultural
:&...-ketHi , GOver:i'. ent o,; Pakistan, Pakistan 
Secretariat, Karachi. 



Table II-10 Support Price of Rice in Pakistan 

Varieties 
B3as. ati Karitmi Josh[ IRRI White(Fine Variety) 

55% F.A.O. 
-------- in1960-61 24.00 

rupee, per
16.00 

a - -
15.00 -

1961-62 25.00 16.00 15.00 -

1962-63 26.00 16.00 15.00 -

1963-64 28.00 16.00 15.00 -

1964-65 22.00 16.00 15.00 -

1965-66 28.00 16.00 15.00 -

1966-67 2 i. 00 17.50 17.00 -

1967-68 31.00 20.00 18. 0 -

1968-69 38.00 19.00 l. 50 19.00 
1969-70 35.00 19.00 1..50 19.00 
1970-71 32.00 19.00 18.50 19.00 
1971-72 38.00 19.00 19.50 19.00 
1972-73 4.00 20.00 20.50 19.00 
197! -74 62.00 26.00 26.00 27.00 

1974-75 90.00 39.00 3q. 00 40.00 

I/ At sowing tin-e, the support price was fixed at Rs. 42.00 permaund. One rnaund= 82.286 pounds. 

Source: Agriculture and Food Section, Planning Division, Govt.
of Pakistan, Islarnabad. 



'able 11-l Prices of Major Crops 

Year 
X .,heat I 
X Procurement/ X Harvest I 

Rice Wlasrati) 
Procuren.eut/ I Harvest 

I 
I 

Rice (IRRI) 
!rocurememt/ X Harvest 

X 
X 

iA-aize 
Harvest 

I Seed Cottun 
I Harvest 

I Suarcane 
X Fixed 

I Support price X Price I Support price _ 
-------------------------------------------------

price X SupporL price 1. price I 
-Rs./perrrd---------------------

price X price 
---------

f price 

19bi-b2 13.50 14.22 25.00 47.14 - - 12.37 33.80 2.215 

1962-63 13.50 13.61 26.00 'j7.53 - - 14.27 29.80 2.00 

193-64 14.00 14.79 28.00 43.93 - - 15.43 31.76 2.00 

1964-65 14.00 15.00 28.00 3b.40 - - 14.61 .16.62 2.00 

l965-t 14.00 15.87 28.00 34.41 - - 14.83 36.50 2.00 

1966-67 17.00 1:. Ob 28.00 40.52 - - 15.96 38.25 2.00 

1967-68 17.00 16.00 31.00 28.12 N.A. N.A. 16.33 34.06 2.24 

1"-w 17.00 18.33 38.00 27.53 N. A. N.A. 15.00 35.75 2.75 

1969-70 17.00 18.83 35.00 N.A. 21.00 N.A. 15.29 36.00 2.75 

1970-71 17.00 19.44 32.00 35.18 21.00 23.50 15.97 49.12 2.75 

1971-72 17.00 21.25 38.00 40.51 21.00 24.25 18.41 46.87 2.50 

1972-73 17.00 23.56 46.00 71.62 21.00 44.20 23.70 55.24 3.35 
(From Sept., 1972) 20.00 4.25 
(Wrom April, 1973) 22.50 

Cort. Table 



Cont. Table fl-li 

'Year 
X Wheat 
X Procurement! X Harvest 
I Support price I price 

I 
I 
I 

Rice (Basmati) 
Procurement/ X Harvest 
bupport price X price 

( 
Rice (IRR] 

Procurer-ent/ X 
SSupport price I 

Harvest I 
price 

I 

I 

Maize 
Harvest X 
price 

I 

X 

Seed Cotton 
Harvest 
price 

I 
X 
T 

Sugarcane 
Fixed 
price 

1973-74 22.50 26.50 b2.00 96.29 27.00 45.51 25.50 91.22 4.50 

Rabi 1973 25.50 33.00 

April 1974 25.50 33.00 5.00 

1974-75 90.00 130.00 40.00 45.51 41.42 75.65 

Spring 1975 37.00 40-42 5.75 
5.50-5.90 

Source: (1) Agriculture Statistics (I.i71-72, 1973-74), Viinistry of Food & Agriculture (Planning Unit), Islamabad 
(2) Annual Market and Price Bulletins (19b5-1975). Agricultural Marketing, Government of Pakistan, Block No. 54, Pak Secretariat, Karachi 
(3) CENTO Seminar Studies on Marketing, Distribution and Use of Fertilizer (10th Jan. 1974) 
(4) Crops year: kharLf0 the rabi; i.e. , 1973-74 refers to 1973 kharff (summer) and 1973-74 rabi (winter) in theme data. 



Table 11T-1. Pakistan Nit,.o en fftake: 1.' 6-75 
(1, u t:'ie ,,t T .-.N , s)
 

seal: '.. sea.vn Totai o,- cr o Total for 
Ye ( 9cr. -"L. ) (..c ".O'pt.) year ()ct. - fiscal ,'ear 

_ _-ept. ) I (JulyJurne) 

1(5-6)6 
 .. :7 '5 65 

1966-67 ::2 ?.z H1 

1967-6: 75 113 1.. 17. 

3 132 220 1-,7 

S627 ;-*.. 21 23L. 

17O-701 2-25 2572 ' 

1-71-7Z ,.,;44 333 344 

l;72-73 16? 3 7 3.6 

1973-74 ,'O 3"/ 3 4Z 

107 4-7 5 " .361 

BEST AVAMLABLE COPY
 



Table IIU-%. Pakistan thosphate Jfftake: 1969-75 

1 ',9 Nutrctit Tons) 

Year Winiter'(Jct.-Feh) Summexrivarch--Sept) Total P 2 3 5 

Iu ip Ratio of " 5 Rato df Crop iiscal year 
N to N to year (JulyJune) 

Fz j 5 P2 35 (Jct.-
Sept.) 

1969-70 23 5.5:1 15.1:1 31 34 

1970-71 L 6.3:1 16 11.3:1 34 30 

1971-72 L ..0:1 16 I.8:t 3,1 37 

197Z-73 Z 7.6:a 3. 6.9:I 53 49 

1973-74 36 5.2:1 20 &.5:1 56 5C 

1974-75 37 5.2:1 60 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
 



Table 1-3. - take oi 7:itroan Fertilizer in F-kistai: 
c7Z-76, '- ;... ;,at* 

1, 003 Nutrient Tons) 

t " 7Z-73 1 ':3-;,. o74 "' , , 

July -.. 1 32.. 5 29. 40.4 

. u1ust 23.6 24.6 45.5 

Clepte, L.er 30 .L [..5 15.7 

Jctober 2 3, ic.4 i2.0 

Nove ber Z4. 6 4, 4 2Z'.4 

Decet. bet 32.6 ,Z. t. 44.1 

Januae y 3',. o' <.n0. 7 105 . Z 

Fcbiua. y 37 . 1 j"..5 iO. 6 

ivia r ci, Y. 6 Z3.' 6., 

."Fril 3 (,,. 7 Z.' .. : 13.5 

1vway 27. 6 t7.6 Z5. 5 

June 3:.. 17.3 30. 

Totai 3 :.. . .:, 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
 



Table III-4j- t-:,. ... rti. .t.zer . 
. - r.. %rr: t ii o , a i-t n 

130 Nutrient Tns) 

"k a r 

iv,.nth0 V7Z-.337 1 74-Th 

Jutly 5 7 3 .:37 Z,3 0 .i4 

.- . 3 i7 1L 43 

septet, b , l 5 .'t 

cto';. 3 3 ''1" 

Nove, ,.er ?"73.. 1 i..3,
 

Eecc; her 362 - ;3 522b
 

Jartlary 1134 3' " 1":3..
 

Eel'r L:-- y 3 3.'2,* 31b ' .; 

,viarch : 3'.' ... ..... Z, 

11prii E54.r ,2 40"6 

.vay 7033 

Ju~ae ...j ,;" .- .. "q ' 

Tot a 4.. 730 .. 601" 

AVAILABLE COPY 



FE RTILIZER PRODUCTION. BY PLANTS: EXISTING AND PLANNED 

Rated Capacity P R U -1 U C T I 0 NPLANT Product meric Nutrient A C T U A L PR 0 J E C E D

Tons Tons 1973 -74 
 Rate 1974--75 Rate 
1975 - 76 T97' 7197-78 1978 
- 79 1979 - W 198o -S 

A. Existing Production: I 

1. NFC-DAUDKHEL Amm.Sulph. 90,000 18.70ON 19, 014N 102% 20,491N 110% 19,000N 19,OON 19,00ON 19,OON 19,000N 19,000N
 
(20.8% N)

2. NFC-LYALLPUR & SSP 50, Coo 10.350P 3,960P 38%. 5,973P 58% 5,175P 7,813P 9, 862P 9,862P 9.862P 9,8Z2P
JARANWALA (20. 7%P 2 0 5 ) 

3. NFC-MULTAN CAN 98, 100 26. OOON 16. 492N 63% 15, 312N 59% 17, OOON 17. OON I/
(26. 5% N)

UREA 58. 300 27, OOON IF. 134N 56% 9, 579N 35% 16, OOON 16, 0OON 1/
(46.3% N) 

4. DAWOOD HERCULiES UREA 
 345,000 158. OON 158,416N 100% 173,629N 110% 
165, OOON 165. OON 165, OON 165,OOON 165, 0O0N 165, OON 
5. ESSO UREA 
 173,000 80, OOON 90, 637N 1.13% 94, 259N 118% 93, OOON 93 OOON 
 93.OOON 93, OOON 93,COON 93, OON
SUB-TOTALS: N = 299,693 313,270 310,000 310,000 277,000 277,000 277,000 
 277.000
P = 3.960 5,973 5, 175 7,813 9,862 9,862 9,862 9.862 

B. New And Expanded Production Comin Onstrean: 
1. NFC-LYALLPUR & SSP 40, 000] 8, 250P 4, 125P 6, 1P7P 7,838P 7,838P 7,838P- 7,838PJARANWALA (20.7%P20 5 ) 
2. NFC- (Pak-ARAB)Mulan 2/ 2/ 31i. CAN 450, 001 119,250141 48, 000 88.OOON 106, OOON I14, OOON(26.5%N) 


3/

i i. NP 304,500 70, 035N 21,0001N 49,OOON 61,OOON 66.OOON
(23:23) 70, 035P 21,000P 49,OOOP 61, OOOP 66, OOOP 
iii. UREA 71,94 ,33.308I 121,000O 28,OOON 31. OON 33. OOON3. NFC-MIRPUR MATHELO UREA 556,800 257.798N 77, OOON 180. OOON 225, OOON 

4. NFC-HAZARA COMPLEX 
(a) Chinese Urea Plant UREA 95,897 44, 400N . > 

7, 16ON 17,OOON 21,480N 23, 270N 9(b) Pak. Fert. Ltd. UAP 202, 950 54, 797N 8.840N 21.OOON 26, 520N 28.730N
(27:27:0) 54. 797P 8, 770P 21, OOOP 26, 470P 28, 720P(c) TSP Plant TSP 98,000 45, 080P 7,230P 17, 300P 21, 830P 23, 680P H 

5. FAUJI-AGRICO UREA 
 544,000 250,000N 
 162,SOON 200,OOON
 
SUB-TOTALS: N = 
 - 06,000 280,000 588,500 690,000

P = I 4125 

GRAND TOTAL: N = 


4. 6, 187 44. 838 95, 138 117,148 126.238
 
299,693 313,270 310,000 310,000 383,000 
 557,000 865,500 967,000


P = 3,960 5,973 9,300 
 14, 000 54, 700 105.000 127, 010 136, 100
I Production will stop in 1977-7B bec-se of merging into the new and expanded plant. 2/ Includes the capacity of the old plants.
3/ Assumes commencement 
of commercial production summer of 1977. CDE. Irshad: 



Table 111-6. Expected Domestic Production of Fertilizer 
in Pakistan. 1, 000 Nutrient Tons 

Type Fiscal Year 
1913-7 
(actual) 

197 -75 
(actual) 

1975-76 
(est.) 

1976-77 
(est. ) 

1-z77-7g 
(est.) 

1978 - 79 
(est. 

Nitrogen 

a) annual ,00 313 310 310 383 557 

b) pei month 25 26 26 26 3 .16 

Fz05 

a) annual 6 9 14 55 105 

b) per month .33 .50 . 75 1. 17 4.5 R. 75 



200 

Table III-7. Marginal Frodo'cts of Nitrogen on Wheat, 1973-7 

N Application Marginal Frod,.ct 
(lbs. of wheat/l lb. of N) 

1 lb. /acre 26. 53 

50' 17. 74 

100' 8.99 

150' 0.Z5
 

-8.49
 

A ssumptions,
 

1) Irrigation wat: - constant at 
-.5 cm. 

2) Application 7f P70 5 at 50 lbs. per acre. 

3) Wheat reel-.mi Dwarf variety 

-ource .'.A. . revsbi. N. vi. .'houdl ry, and T.r. Fckert, Water 
and Fertilizer Intcractions in Wheat Pro.luction' , March 1975. 



Tablc; 111-8. MViarginal Products cf Nitrogen and Fhosphatc
 
Combinaticns on Various 
Crops 

N &P Mairinal Froducts (lbs. of crops/lb. of N&P)Combined Whtat F icc I Maize I"aiZe Sugarcane
A lication (Tv exi Pak) (IRFFI-6) 1 (JI) (DC 697) ' _ _ 

I/ 

Z!
L20 - 1. 0 I 

zoo-l 6.5 

230 7.5 7.0 5. 1
 

120- / 

163.9 

A ssumptions.
 

1/60 Ib. of N and 60 Ib. :-.f P205
 

2 / 120 lis. of N and 80 lbs. of F205
 

3 / 150 Ibi.. of N 30 lbs.
and of FZ05 

4/80 lb -;. of N and 1-0 lb n. cf F705 

Voui c. Pakistan Apprai,1 ,f Multan Fertilizer Expansion Project 
(I-RD F vport No. 373 PAV), April 3, 197.: (!Pncx 3.2 pag2s 16-18) 

Etascd on FAC/CC'F 'oil F>r~ility F~ogram !169/71, and other programs. 



Table 111-9. Average Marginal Troducts of Nitrogen on Rice 

N Application Marginal Product (lbs. of Paddy/lb. of N) 
If P=O If P--50 lbs. / If P-100 lbs./ Average F 

acre acre A pplLcaton"6 

0-100 lbs. /acre 53.9 47. 1 55.6 52.5 

101-200 lbs. /acre -9.8 6.3 -7.4 -3.6 

*50 lbs. average per acre 

Assumptions! Applied to IR-6-945 variety 

Source: A. Majid, S. Abmed, and T. Fckert, ' Fertilizer Pesponse and Input 
Interactions on Dwarf Rice in Punjab,' 1975 

Table III-10. Actual Applications of Nitrogen on Major Crops, 1974 

Crops 
AWeat Wheat ice F ice Cotton Sugarcane 

Mexi Fak Local IRRI Local 

N use (lbs. / 
acre) 54.4 34.0 zi0.8 37.8 53.8 75.8 

. r,'covered 79 40 57 7956 80 

Source0 
 Pakistan Nitrogen Demand Forecast Study, Cctober, 1974 
by EFO Pak. Fertilizer Company, I td. Tables 17 to 23. 
(B:ased on EPFCL Survey in 1966-67, updated in 1970/71. 



1bi.e II1-11 Limated .u:.b.r of Fertilizer Retail Agents 
Operating in 1970, 
1974 and 1975
 

Private 
 Public
Province 1970 1974 1975 19)0 
Total 

1q74 1975 
 IQ70 1974 1975
 

Punjab 928 657 670 161 600 556 10891/ 1257 1226 

Sind 403 204 476 53 3593/ 94 456 563 570 
NWFP 101 300 3 / 315 36 1053/ 159 137 405 4544/ 

Baluchistan 11 4 32 / 362/ _15 36 

4/ 

36 

Pakistan 1443 1161 1461 254 1100 845 2408! / 2261 2286 

Source: 1970 data from Fertilizer Marketing & Distribution in West Pakistan,
Chemical Consvitants, Ltd. Lahore August 1970, p. 61. 

1973 data from PIDE monograph number 18, The Price of
Agricultural Capital Inputs in Pakistan, p.12. 

1974 data from The Fertilizer Marketing System in Pakistan,
FAO Working Paper, Changez Shuja.Rome, June 1974, 
pp. 23-25.
 

1975 data collected in June-July 
from:
 
Punjab: Punjab Agricultural Development and Supplies 

Corporation, ESSO, Dawood Hercales.

Siad: 
 Agr~culviral Supplies Organization, ESSO, PNO

NWFP: Agrivultural Development Authority, PNO, Dawood
 
Corporation Limited, National Farm Guide, and 
Sarhad Rural Cooperative Corporation.
 

1/ The 
1973 total of retail agents in Punjab was 1800, with perhaps
another 7J0 subagents. There were 
1089 known retail agents in
Punjab in 1970. The column 
total (of 2408) assumes 1800 in Punjab. 

2/ Data for Baluchistan are 
incomplete. 
 As of November 1973,

36 public 
sector retail outlets had been established.
 



C.ont. Tabl;e III-11 

3/ These estin:ates c.a,.- iot be con'parable with the 1970 data, 
they include what the Sind and IN*WAFPc.s call licensed conmissimn 

agents. ii breakdown of these totals into sub categories of s-;ler 
agents and conmission alents shows: 

Sales h.gents Cor - :issinn Agents Total 

lini Public Sector 2.75 359 

MWY'P -'.ivate Sector 150 150 300 

' ic' F.\AT r'ector _ 5 0 105
 

-a] 259 05 64 

4/ Total .or ."'W'TP eli, icate, (1 oul 1Ie ro'i I n-. of dealler.
"elli,,) fnr Co'e than o'le pri.icipal o- pecial a 'ent. 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY 



Table 111-12 Number of Dealer Outlets in Punjab (1Q74-75) 

Districts 

Car.pbellpttr 

Rawalpindi 

Jhelut-' 

G.ijrat 

Saryodha 

•yallp'ur 

J!:anp1 

MAiaiwali 

Sialkot 

Gujranwala 

Sheikhupura 


Lahore 

Sahiwal 

Multan 

Muzaffargarh 

D.G. Khan 

Bahalpur 
]3ahwalnagar 
Rahin-iyar Khan 
lotat 


P. lic I:ivatc 
DDSC ESO DCI Tot'l Crand 

Private Total 

10 i5 

10 1 1 . 

5 2 2 7 

l , 27 2" 43 

36 37 37 "/3 

4'" 122 

2 *2 ? 

1.9 21 21 40 

35 39 39 74 

27 47 47 74 

23 69 69 92 

36 49 4q ,C 

54 3 64 67 121 

82 25 87 112 19. 

35 1 30 31 66 

20 7 7 27 

22 22 22 44 
22 4 10 14 36 
29 11 6 17 46 

44 626 370 1.226 

Data for No. of Dealer. coll.ecter:, Jline- V..?7 "
 Source: Pakistan .Fricalt.i-al revelop.- e-it Fipplier' Corporation 
ESSO, Dawoori .erecile-. 



Table 111-13 Nur'ber of Dealer Outlets in Find (1974-75) 

vate 

''.c F5c.J .Qi FW Total 'otal Grand 
Districts ",.3 .. ency t yge-nc-PTO ?rivate Total 

Khairpur 9 20 4 15 19 39 48 

Jacobabad 8 15 3 5 23 31 

Sukkur 9 29 5 9 14 43 52 

Nawabshah 3 32 10 37 47 79 F " 

Larkana to 23 5 10 15 3L 43 

Sanghar 9 30 14 24 38 6C. 77 

Tharparkar - 31 21 26 47 7f. 7t: 

Dadu 13 7 5 p 13 20 33 

Hyderabad 13 23 It 29 47 83 

Mirpurkhas 

Badin 6 5 1 4 10 16 

Thatta 4 - - 4 12 

Karachi - 4 - 4 4 

94 223 5,6 167 253 476 570 

rata fol Lo. o f £eale . 
Collected June -Jaly 1975 

Source: Sind Agi icaltural Supplies Jrganization, EFSO, PNO 



Table 111-14 Number of Dealer Outlets in IT. WV.F. 1-. 11974-75) 

Districts Public --------------------- ------ Private-------------------------------------
Principal Agent ----------------------------------- Special Agents -----..............
 

ADA -NCj DCL NFG Total 

Private 

Co-Ops 

rRCC 

Gui & Co G.T.Co. K.F.Corp. F. F. 

Service 

Total 

Special 

Grand 

rotal 

N. W. F. P. Province Agents S v e eca 
1. Ve'hawar 40 15 13 24 45 23 8 1 2 17 122 
2. Hazara 34 8 6 10 20 14 1 1 4 74 
3. %iardan 46 24 9 40 70 22 3 3 11 17 155 
4. M±alakand Dir. 

Ivialakand Distt. 
Swat Diatt. 6 

1 
2 

1 
1 

10 10 
2 
3 6 

2 

2 
2 

2 
2 
2 32 

5. Kohat 4 2 2 1 5 2 1 
1 12 

6. Banu 10 1 5 5 4 
7. D.L Khan 4 1 2 2 4 1 1 1 
8. Dir 3 

6 

9. Arueies 
a. Mobnand 4 
b. 
e. Kurrar.

North Wazirlstan 
3 
4 

5 2 7 4 
d. South Wairhtan 1 10 
e. Khyber 

Tota1/ 159 54 
1 

40 94 

1 

164 78 13 4 11 21 49 

4 
1 

454 

Coat. Table 



Cont. Table M-14 

Data for No. of Dealers collected, June-July 1975. 

lrincipal Agents: 

(1) Agricultural Development Authority 
(2) Pakistan National Oils (Agriculture Section) 
(3)Dawood Corporation Limited 
(4) National Firrnj Guide 
(5) Sarhad Rural Co-operative Corporation 

Special Agents:

(1) Gul and Company, Peshawar 
(2) General Fradin Compauy, Nowshera 
(3)Khyber Fertilizer Corporation, iardan 
(4) People's Farm Services Ltd., Peshawar. 

I/ Total of Private Agents and Grand Total elirr:inates dealers mentioned irore than once in the break-up. 

Sources: iE-icuiwral Development Authority, PNG, OCL, NFG and SRCC. 



Table 111-15. A 	Simplified Schedule of .arketing Icidentals (,iargins)
 
(as of early Sept. 1975)
 

Rs. per metric ton 
A D ADistributor 	 ESOj DCL P A D SC 
(N. l.F. F.)

___________________(Punjab) 

NFC S NEC'SSIH'S NFC'S NFC'S NFC'S NFCIS NFC'S 
SSP AS AN 5SPI roduct 	 Urea Urea Urea Urea AS AN 

DICMENTALS 
2/2/ 3/ 3/ 3/ 3/ 

1. 	 iurganlzatlon & 50.50 9.00 30.00 22.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 

Adm inistratlon 

2. 	 Ierest charged 11-00 11.00 12.50 7.00 7.50 6.50 

3. 	 Dealer Commlssion 22.00 22.00 

62.50 	 62.50 62.504. 	 Transportation, 26.50 46.00 46.00 72.50 62.50 62.50 62.50 


btorage. Handling
 

.5. Other 

j 	 4 4/ 4/ 
72.5099.00 I 87.00 87.00 107.00 79.50 80.50 79.00 72.50 72.50Total 

ESSO's margin includes an allowance for a profit on Uts marketing activities calculated at the rate of 2% of the ex-factory price of Its urea. I hasI/ 
here been arbitrarily lumped with "organization and administration.* 

PADSC does pay Its dealers a salary2/ PADSC is allowed the same marketing incidentals (Rn. 87/ton) on Dawood Hercules' Urea as DCL is allowed. 

"dealer commission" has been added to the costs of "organization and adriaistration".rather than a cmr-mission. Therefore. 

Acteally listed as selling commission rather than us organization and administration.
. 

4/ ADA's marketing incidentals are lower than IADSCIs on NFC's product by the difference of "Interest charges". ADA Is not allowed an incidental 

for interest because most of this fertilizer Is marketed by ADA's prlnc~al agrents and they bear that cost. 



Table 111-16. Salc Price of Different Types of Fertilizer 

Year Urea 
Anin'oniunw 
Sulphate 

Amnoniu 
Nitrate 1 

Ammoniu 
Sulphate 

Single 
Super 

Triple 
Super 

Sulphate 
of 

Af-uriate 
of 

DAR: Nitro-
Yhosphate 

Nitrate Ph 3phate Phosphate Potash Potash 
Hs. per bag of 110 lbs. 

19bl-b2 12.00 7.00 8.00 0.00 

19U2-63 24.00 11.00 14.00 11.00 

July-Dee. G3 24.00 11.00 14.00 11.00 

Jan. -June, 64 14.00 8.00 9.00 7.00 

1964-b5 14.00 8.00 9.00 7.00 

1965-66 
July-Oct. 65 14.00 8.00 9.00 7.00 

OCL 65-June 19ti 15.00 8.50 10.00 7.50 

1966-6? 25.00 11.00 14.00 14.00 9.50 19.00 

1967-68 25.00 11.00 14.00 14.00 9.50 19.00 

July-Aug. 68 25.00 11.00 14.00 14.00 9.50 19.00 
Aug. 68- May 196( 26.00 11.50 11.40 14.50 9.50 20.00 20.00 17.50 28.00 21.00 
May-June, 69 26.00 13.00 13.00 14.50 9.50 20.00 20.00 17.50 28.50 21.00 
1969-70 26.00 13.00 13.00 14.50 9.50 20.00 20.00 17.50 28.50 21.00 

Coat. 



Coat. Table M-16. 

Year Urea 
Ammonium 

Sulphate 
Am monlun. 

Nitrate ./ 

Akrmonluni 

Sulphate 

Nitrate 

Single 

buper 

Phosphate 

Triple 

Super 

Phosphate 

Sulphate 

of 

Potash 

Alurtate 

of 

Potash 

OAF Nitro-

Phosphate 

1970-71 28.50 17.00 17.00 18.00 9.50 20.00 20.00 17.50 28.00 21.00 

1971-72 28.50 17.00 17.00 18.00 9.50 20.00 20.00 17.50 28.00 21.00 

1972-73 28.50 17.00 17.00 18.00 9.50 20.00 20.00 17.50 28.00 21.00 

July-Sept.. 72 
Sopt. 72-Jan. 1973 35.00 17.00 17.00 18.00 9.50 20.00 20.00 17.50 35.00 21.00 

Jan., 1S3-.vsarch, 1973 35.00 17.00 17.00 18.00 9.50 20.00 20.00 17.50 35.00 35.00 

,darch 30, 1U73-June, 73 42.00 20.00 20.00 23.00 11.00 2b.00 25.00 44.00 40.00 

1973-74 
July,73- 10th Au,.,73 

llth Aug.73-19th April,7 

42.00 

55.00 

20.00 

;d5.00 

20.00 

25.00 

23.00 

31.00 

11.00 

15.00 

26.00 

34.00 

25.00 

32.00 

44.00 

57.00 

40.00 

55.00 

20th April, 1974 75.00 34.00 34.00 43.00 22.00 55.00 75.00 b5.00 

1974-75 75.00 34.00 34.00 43.00 22.00 55.00 34.00 75.00 65.00 

Source: Agriculture and Food Section, Planng. Conarisslon, Governr.ent o"Pakistan. 

I/ %Veightof Anm.onium Nitrate bag is 87.5 lbs. 

2/ Fron, Decemtber 20, 19J74- Jan. 31st, 1975 there was a discount of 12-1/2% on all types of fertilizer. 



Table 111-17. Relationships between Procurenment Price of 
Wheat and Sala Price of Fertilizer. 

Year Procuren ent Sale price of Sale price lbs.of wheat 
_price of wheat 
per - d. per lb. 

urea(bag of 110 
,0.5 lbs of N 

lbs) per lb. 
N 

of needed to buy 
I lb. of N 

- -rupees----

1961-62 13.50 0.16 12.00 0.23 1.44 

1962-63 13.50 0.16 24.00 0.47 2.94 

1963-64 13.50 0.16 24.00 9.47 2.94 
(July-Dec. 1963) 

0.16 14.00 0. U 1.75 
(Jan. June 1964) 

1964-65 13.50 0.16 14.00 0.26 1.75 

1965-66 13.50 0.16 15.00 0.29 1.1:1 
(Jct. --Jan. 1966) 

14.50 0.18 15.00 0.29 1.61 

1966-67 14.50 0.1 , 25.00 0.49 2.72 

1967-68 17.00 0.21 26.00 0.51 2.43 

196t;-69 17.00 0.21 26.00 0.51 2.43 

1969-70 15.00 0.18 26.00 0.51 2.03 

17.00 0.21 26.00 0.51 2.43 

1970-71 17.00 0.21 2S.50 0.56 2.67 

1971-72 17.00 0.21 28.50 0.56 2.67 

1972-73 17.00 0.21 2,8. 50 0.56 2.67 
(July -Sept.1972) 

22.50 0.27 35.00 0.69 2.56 
(Sept. 1972 to March, 10,73) 



Cont. Table 111-17. 

Year 	 Procurement 
price of wheat 
per rmd. per lb. 

1973-74 22.50 0.27 

22.50 0,27 


25.50 0.31 


1974-75 37.00 0.45 

Spring'75 37.00 0.45 

Sale price of Sale price lbs. of wheat 
urea(bag of 110 Ibs) per lb. of N needed to buy 
50.6 Ibs of N 1 lb. of N 

3.07 
(July-Aug. 1973) 

42.00 	 0.83 


55.00 	 1.09 4.04
 

(Aug. 1973 to April, 1974) 

75.00 	 1.48 4.77
 
(April, 	 1974 to date) 

75.00 	 1.48 3.29
 

75.00 	 1.48 3.29
 



Table 111-18. Rel-tions,-ic., i.etw-x.n L c Frccur.e. eric Fi-iczs of 
Is.,-I -a .ice V r ict s - i eati 
 Fr ice 

o'L-Pcrti"z 

" 'ocuzeI. cot -t'e prIce 3a!e a-icc Lbs.uf IRMI 
Year ico AI

__i __cc of IR.I ~ 
oof h 

P) of i 11 . o nceded to 
,-e. Fe. 11. . JC. . , of l tuy 1 lb. 

rN of N 

IT."-I .jicc 
1969-73 Z1.00 0.26 26.00 	 0.51 1.96 

1970-71 Zl. OC 0.26 z:0 0.56 2.15 

1971.72 1.%0 0.Z6 Z .50 0.56 Z.15 

1972-73 Zl. 00 0.26 2 .50 0.56 2.15 
(July-Gept. 72)
 

35.00 
 0.69 2.65
 

0.26 	(Sept.'72 to iv::arch, 1973)
 

1973-74 27.00 
 0.33 4Z.00
 
(July-iugust, 173) 	 0.C3 2.52 

0.33 	 55. 0 
(Aug. '73 to Iv'arch, 1974) 1.09 3.30 

0.33 	 75.00 
(hpri[k, '37-1 tod ate) l.4 4. 43 

1974.75 40.00 0.4; ';5.30 1.4U 3.02 

1961-62Z .,, 0.30 12. -. 23 0.77 

1962.63 6. ,3 0.32 ", .4. 1.47."1 


1963-64 ZL.CO 0.3,- ?..0 .0.47 1.38 
(July-T. cc., '63) 

0.34 .l".10 	 1).Z;- 0.. 1 

(Jan. , -Junc, 1;64) 

MUST AVAt.ABLE COPY 



Cont. 	 Table 111-18. 

Procurer: ent Sale price
Year price of Basinati of urea (bag of 110 

Per n d. Fer lb. Is)5. lb. N 

1964-65 Z6.00 0.34 14.00 

1965-66 ZU'.00 0.34 14.00 
(July-Oct., 1965) 

3.34 15.00 

(Oct. -June, 1966) 

1966-67 2.00 0.34 25.00 

1967-68 31.00 0.38 Z5.00 

(July-,:ug., 1967) 

0.38 	 26.00 

(Sept., 67 June, 1-)6')
1968-69 31.00 0.46 26.00 

1969-70 35.00 0.43 26.00 

1970-71 32.00 0.39 ZL.50 

1971-72 38.00 0.46 Z8. 50 

1972-73 46.00 0.56 2L. 50 

0.56 35.00 

0.56 4Z.00 
(March-June, 1973) 

1973-74 62.00 0.75 42.00 

o.75 55.00 

0.75 75.00 

1974-75 90.00 1.09 75.00 

Sale price 
of l lb. of 

N 

Lbs. of IRRI 
needed to 
to buy I 
lE. of N 

0.28 0.82 

0.28 0.62 

0.29 0.85 

0.49 

0.49 

1.44 

1.Z9 

0.51 

0.51 

0.51 

0.56 

0.56 

0.56 

3.69 

0.83 

1.34 

1.11 

1.19 

1.44 

1.22 

1.00 

1.23 

1.48 

0.83 

1.09 

1.48 

1.48 

1.11 

1.45 

1.97 

1.36 



Table III-19.Relationships between the Harvest Price of 
iv.aize and Sale Price of Fertilizer. 

'Year Average harvestL/ i.rce I_-raI ic Lbs. of r.: aizz 
price 

per e 
o. , aize 
d. per lb. 

(ba 5 of 110 lb.) 
50.6 1hs. of 11 

oF I lb. of 
N 

needed to buy 
I lb. of N 

...rupc.s -

!362-.63 14. 2; '.17 .'!. 0?.*:!7 2.76 

..3-4 ... 3, S.V 2,. . "7 2.75 
(, y- L - ------6 

V,. t.9 (,,an.
Ju. . .6! 

to 
0.2. 1.7 

1964-65 14.61 0.I1 14.00 0.28 1.55 
" .-'..2 .716 

19656 14. 331 O.kc 4 .00(July-Iee.,(J l-1u .673. O.28 1.55 . 

17*~65) 
5.OO(Jct. -June 1066) 0.29 1.61 

1966-67 15. ,. 0.19 2r..OO 0 4 2."8 

l;:6'-6& 16.33 0.20 25,.30 

26. 2 
(J;ept. 67 to june 66) 0.51 2.55 

196L-6; 1"5.O0 0.1i 26..30 O,51 2,33 
1969-70 15.2, 0.19 26.00 0.51. 

1970-71 15. ,7 ).1', 2,:.53 0.56 29 

167 5-6 14.. 3 0.2 ?• . -0c 
(July-,.u. , 7) 

0.56 2.56 
1972-73 

1,)6L6. 
23.70 

,I . i0 

0.29 
0 

2L.50 
|i )-j0 

0.56 
5 

1,.3 

23.70 0.29 25.00 0.69 2.38 

(Sept. '7Z-.varch'73) 
1973-74 25.503 0.0 .3 .6G 

1970-71UE~ 15.LA-COPY30.62.9 

C11.t .. . 



Co't. Table 111-19. 

Year 	 ,ivcrafe harvest Zale price urea Sale price lbs.of r, aize 
price of t; aizc (bag o.t110 lb.) of lb. of needed to buy 
per rn d. per lb. 50.6 lbs. of N N I lb. of N 

31 55.00 1.09 3.52 
(hun. '73-April'74) 

0.31 	 75.00 1.46 4.77 
(Aprii, '74 to date) 

1974-75 	 41.42 0.51 75.00 1.4 2.90 

_/ 	 Average harvest prices of r aize for Multan, Lyallpar,
 
and Mardan Markets.
 



Table 11-20. 	 Official Components of Retail Sales Prices for Domestically
Produced and Imported Fertilizer 

Product and Source 
Component Dawood Hercules ESSO National Fertilizer Corporation Imports

Urea Urea Urea AS AN SS- Urea DA P
1/------------------------------------ -- Rs./Froduct Ton --------------------Ex-Factory cosF" 	 786 856 951 694 591 952 -------------- -2228- 2228
 

iiarketlg
incidentas _J/ 	 87- 99 107 80 80 79 345__ 	 __93__b 345 .
 

sub-total: 873 955 1058 774 671 1031 2573 2573 
4/ / 4/ 4/Development surcharge (+) +627 +545 +442 -94 + 189 -591 -1073 -1073 

or subsidy (-) 

Retail sales price 1500 1500 1500 680 8O 440 1500 1500 

_/ These are "official" ex-factory costs of production and marketing incidentals, and not necessarily actual costs of producing and distributing fertilizer. 
These are the incklentals that were in effect in Sept. 1975. 

2/ Equals U25/ton C&-F. 

3/ Midpoint of range from Rs. 320 to Ra. 370/metric ton. 

4/ ts not known how NFC surpluses or deficits on sales of Individual products are handled. ItIs probably not correct to label the surpluses as 
developn eat surcharges. 



Thbe E 11-21. ar.:zja:& Dzf-'C 

Fer',!....er: 1975-76 

n Doni 

and 1,76-77. 

'a*y P=-,-nd 

Dawood Hercules 

ESSO urea 

NFC :rea 

NFC AS 

NFC AN 

NFC ssi: 

urea 

_____________ 

I.3.'. 

1.C0-:',C'.:___. 
to... 

165 N 2 5 9 

03 N 202 

16 N 35 

19 N 91 

17 N 64 

9 P2'5 45 

-- _ ____ 

. 

-Zj 
.":-:.O 

Lo'n 

,K' 

+5'5 

-9 

+189 

-591 

__ 

-

. 
tot, 1 

-

+113 

15 

-9 

+ 12 

- 27 

_ _ 

1,C-
tc::z 

165 N 

92 N 

. N 

19 N 

17 N 

14 P 2 0 5 

... 

. 1,023 pr'cd. 
tons 

359 

202 

35 

91 

64 

68 

197,3-7:' 

m./prcJ. 
ton 

-5-7 

+1 5 

'442 

-94 

+189 

-591 

1/ 
Surp!.r -

R,. fiYion 
tc i.a! 

+ZZ= 

+-10 

4 Is 

- 9 

+ 12 

-40 

Total: 310 N 

9 P 
796 +326 (net) 310 N 

14 205 
819 +.13 (act) 

j/The "srplus" is 
XFC surpluses 

taken from DEwood Hercules and ESSO as a 
(+) and deficits (-) are haixiled. 

development surcharge. It is not known how 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY 



1/

Table M-22 Subsidies (Deficits) on Imported Fertilizer: 1975-7b and 1976-77
 

1 975-7*, 
 1976-77

Total Domestic Deficit (apparent imports) Total Total Domestic Deficits (apparent Imrports) Total
Offtake P-roduction 1,000 1,000 Prod. Subsidy Offtake Prod. 1,000 Nut. 1,000 krod. Subsidy 3jFertilizer Type 1,000 1,000 Nut. Nut. Toais ibris Rs. 3/ 1,000 1,000 Tons Tons Re.Aillioa 
Nut. Tons Tons Million- Nut. Tons Nut. Tous 

2/
Nitrogen 445 310 135 215 221 2/ 540 310 230 

2/ 
401 4302/ 

Phosphate (P2 0 5 ) 100 9 91 198 203 130 14 116 252 270 

rotal 545 319 22t, 413 424 670 324 34k, ,53 700 

1/ Imports are derived here on a straight-forward der and less domestic production basis. BeginninL,, and end stocks are ignored. Therefore"apparent" imrports shown in this table differ fron actual import flows shown elsewhere in the Project Paper. This simplification does not,
however, distort the general picture of actual subsidies involved over a 2-year period. 

2/ The Urca requiremrents are derived after deducting the N provided In the DAP. 

Re. 1,73/prciuct ton subsidies. 



Table 111-23 benefit/Cost Calculationt for Farmer: I Use of Fertilizer 

Fertilizer Assumptiont Repon,,e Benefit/Co, t RatioCrop application (lbs. grain/ At procurer ent At 
(lbs./acre) lbs.of or support harve-

Fert.) price Ft 
price 

Wheat 1/ 50N, 50P HYV, irrigated 18 5.5:1 6.1:1 

Wheat 1/ 100N, 50P HYV, irrigated 9 2.7:1 3. 0:1 

Wheat 1/ 50N, 9P HYV, irrigated 4.5 2.2:1 2.5:1 

Wheat 2/ 12N, 8P Barani conditions 25 9.1:1 10.2:1 

Wheat 2/ 70N, 50 P Barani conditions 9.4 3.41 3.8:1 

Wheat 3/ Unspecified Unspecified 7 2.6:1 2.8:1 

Rice 4/ 100N, 1OOP IRRI-6, irrigated 50(paddy) 8.4:1 9.5:1 

Rice 5/ 120N, 80P IRPI-6, irrigated ,. 5(rice) 2.0:1 2.3-1 

Sugarcane 5/ 80N, 40P Irrigated 16 4(cane)  9. 3:1 

Sugarcane 3/ Unspecified Unspecified 100(cane)  5.7:1 

Maize 2/ 70N, 50P Barani conditions 10 4.11 

Maize 3/ Unspecified Unspecified 7 - 2.31I 

Basic assuniptions: 
1. Urea=Rs. 75/110 lb. bag;DAP=Rs.75/lI0 lb. bag. Therefore,

N costs farn-er Rs. 1,43/lb., P ( P 2 05) costs Re. 0.91/lb., 
and N and P combination cost Rs. 1.23/lb. 

Cont...... 



Cint. 	Table 111-23 

2. 	 Procurement or support price of wheat= Re. 37/tnaund (Re. 0.45/Ib)
and harvest price= Rs. 41/naund (Re. 0.50/lb.). 

3. 	 Procuren.ent or support price of course (IRRI) rice=Ra.40/maund
(Re. 0.49/Ib) and harvest price= Rs. 4 5.50/n-aund (Rs.0. 55).
B/C ratios calculated on basis of farmer receiving 1/2 the price
of rice for paddy he sells; i.e. Re. 20/niaund (Re. 0. 25/lb.)
case of procurernrent price and Re. ZZ.75/maund (Re. 

in 
0.28/lb.)

in case of harvest price. One lb. paddy= .65 lbs. rice. 

4. 	 Price of sugarcane= Re. 5. 75/maund nf cane (Re. 0.07/lb.) 

5. 	 Price of n aize= Rs. 41/maund (Rs. 0.50/lb.) 

Footnotes 

I/ -.ureshi, Chaudhry, and Eckert, "Water and Fertilizer
Interactions in Wheat Production, " Prepared for CENTO meeting at 
Lyallpur, Pakistan, March 1975. 
The first wheat trial shows the rr.arginal product (MP) of N 
at 50 N and 50 P; the second trial shows the MP of N at 100 N
and 50 P ; the third trial shows the MP of P at 50 N and 9 P.

2/ 	 USAID sponsored Barani demonstration results. The results
 
are average 
marginal products over the range from 0 fertilizer 
to the levels indicated. 

3/ Government of Pakistan Planning Comrrission assumptions.

4/ Majid, Ahmed, and Eckert, "Fertilizer Response and Input


Interactions 
of Dwarf Rice in Punjab, " Unpublished Paper, 1975. 
This response represents the average n:arginal product of N 
over the range from 0 to 100 N, with P held at 100 lbs. /acre.5/ 	 Based on FAO/GOP Soil Fertility Trials cited in IBRD Report
373- PAK, Multan Fertilizer Factor . There rerponre o are to 
con bined N and P applicaions. In t e care of rice, the 6.5:1 
response cited is very sir. ilar to tFe GOP Planning Commi: sion 
assur±.ption of 7:1. 



Table 111-24 Low EBtirrates of Fertilizer Offtake 

(1, 000 nut. tons) 

V e-" (Pabi) i'er(K:arif)a'. 

(Oct -Feb. ) (Marcew.ept.) 

Nitooe 

1974-75 194;-


1975-76 
 225 
 220 


1976-77 
 280 
 260 


1977-78 
 325 
 305 


P2 05
 

1974-75 
 37 1/ --/30


1975-76 
 55 
 45 


1976-77 
 70 
 60 


1977-7.1 015 75 


N plus P205
 
1974-75 
 231 
 215 


1975-76 
 280 
 2.5 


1976-77 
 350 
 320 


1977-78 
 410 
 3P0 
I/ Actuia 
2_/ E-sth. ate 

CorTbine' Vinter 
and S'u: er 

(fOct. -Sept. 

379
 

44c 

540
 

630
 

67
 

100
 

130
 

160
 

446
 

545
 

670
 

790
 



Table II.-25 High Estir. ates of Fertilizer Offtake 

( 1, 000 nut. tons) 

Wi er (Rabi) Su,. c- er(Kharif) 

(Oct.-Feb.) (March-Sept.) 

Nitrogen 

1974-75 194- 185 

1975-76 250 
 285 


1976-77 300 
 310 


1977-78 325
 

P 0 
2 5
 

1974-75 37-1 30 2/ 


1975-76 70 45 


1976-77 85 
 60 


1977-78? 100
 

N plus P 0
 
2 5*
 

197.4-75 231 L/ 215 


1975-76 320 
 330 


1976-77 385 
 370 


1977-78 425
 

1. Aci,,al
 
2 ' Estir. ate
 

Corr bined Winter 
and E'm, er 

(Oct. -sept.) 

379
 

535
 

610
 

67
 

115
 

145
 

446
 

650
 

755
 



Table 111-26. Fertilizer Imports in FY 1974-75 

Type Source 

CAN W. Germany 

Augustl 

Urea Norway 
CAN Holland 
NP W. Europe 
NP W. Germany 

Sub-total 

1 /September 

Urea Holland 
Urea Italy 
Urea Japan 
NP Holland 

Sub-total 

October-i 

Urea Italy 
Urea Japan 
Urea Japan 
Urea Holland 
Urea Holland 
DAP U.S.A. 

Sub-total 

November-/ 

Urea Japan 

Cont. 

Product tons 
'(I, 000) 

..... 

10.9 

1.2 
12.8 
8. 7 
0.7 

23.4 

16.7 
20.0 
9.0 
6. , 

52.1 

11. 0 
5.8 
3. 7 
9. 3 
1. 1 

10.5 

41.4 

6.5 

C&F cost! 
product, ton 

.(u. S.$) 

.152 

207 
162 
237 
-

217 
212 
186 
227 

262 
186 
186 
217 
243 
455(375 
FOB) 

186 

Finan- Nutrient tons 
cing N P205;

(1,0ooo) _(l,0oooi 

Credit 2. 8 

U.S. Aid 
Cash 
Cash 
Gift 

6.0 2.2. 

Cash 
Cash 
Cash 
Cash 

22.5 1.5 

Cash 
Cash 
Credit 
Cash 
Credit 
U. S. Aid 

Loan 
16.1 4.8 

Credit 2. 9 



Cont. Table 111-26. 

Type Source 

December/ 

Urea Holland 
Urea Japan 

Urea USSR 


NP(23:23) Norway 

NP(Z6:14) Norway 


Sub-total 

January-l
 

TSP U.K. 
Urea Kuwait 
Urea Japan 
Urea USSR 

Sub-total 
l/ 

Februa ry-

Urea USSR 
Urea Japan 

NP(Z4:24) France 
NPK(15:15:15) W. Germany 

Sub-total 

Marc1l 

Urea USSR 

A .il
/ 

MAP Canada 
Urea USSR 

1/ 

Urea Japan 
Urea Romania 

NP(20:20) FAO Ass. 

Sub-total 

Cont. 

Product tons 
(1,000) 

10.4 
18.0 
0. 1 
0.3 
8.9 

28.7 

11.0 
9.0 
9.0 
3.7 

32. 7 

3.6 
8.0 

10.0 
5.0 

Z6.6 

10.8 

8.7 

5.8 

6.0 
0.5 

14.0 

20.5 

C&F cost 
product. ton 

(U. S. $) 

243 
350 
410 

385 
401 
350 
Barter 

410 
350 
378 
-

410 

461 

461 

373 
410 
-

Finan-
cing 

Nutrient 
N 

(1,000) 

tons 
P2 0 5 

(1,000) 

Credit 
U.S. Aid 
Barter 
Grant 
Grant 

15.5 1. 3 

Cash 
Cash 
U.S. Aid 

10.0 5.0 

Barter 
U.E. Aid 
Cash 
Gift 

8.5 3.2 

Barter 4.9 

Credit 
Barter 3.6 4.1 

Credit 
Barter 
Grant 

5.8 2.8 



Cont. Table 111-26
 

Type 
 Source Product ton C&F cost/ Finan- Nutrient tons 
(1, 000) product, ton cing N P 2 05ITT.$ _(1,000)_ (1,000)

/
June-

Urea Polland 13.7 418 BarterUrea Japan 6.7 373 CreditUrea Romania 9.5 410 BarterMA P(11:48) Canada II.0 461 Credit
,ub-total 40.9 

14.9 5.2 

Total nutrient tons: 
113.5 30.1 

Total product tons (1, 000)
 

Urea 
 199.1
 
CAN 
 23.7
 
DA P 
 10.5
 
NP 
 = 48.8:" 
TSP - 11.0 
MAP 20.0 
NPK = 5.0
 
All types 
 = 318. 1 

I/Already arrived as of May 31, 1975.2 /On basis of information available July 21, 1975 from FDAS. 



Table 111-27. Fertilizer Imports Received or Arranged 
for FY 1975-76 

Type Source Froduct C&F cost/ Financing Nutrient Tons 
tons 
(1000) 

production 
ton(US$) 

N 
(1. 000) 

P 2 05 
(1 000) 

July 1975 

Urea Poland 
Urea DRP Korea 
Urea USSp 
NP(24:24) France 

Sub-Total: 

August 1975 

NP(11:25) West Germany 

Sept. 1975
 

Urea FAO- / 


Oct. -Dec. , 1975 

10.2 418 Barter 
4.0 360 Barter 
2.0 - Barter 

10.0 405 Credit 
26.2 9.8 2.4 

2. 0 - Grant 0. 2 1.04 

o.06 Gi ft 0.46 

Urea USSR 25.0 155 
C&F 

Bagged 
Barter IL 5 

Nov. -Dec. 1975 

DAP Canada 35.0 214 CIDA 

L oan 

6.3 16.1 

Nov. -Dec. 1975 

NP(23:23) Norwegian 20.0 200 Grant 4. 6 4.6 

Jan. -Feb. 1976 

DAP Dutch 10.0 200 Credit L8 4.6 

Jan. -Feb. 1976 
NP(23:23) 3 / French 20.0 200 Credit 4.6 
I/ Had not yet arrived on September 18. 2/ From 30 to 35, depending

shipping costs, 3/ May actually arrive as early as November. 
on 

4.6 



Table III-28. Low Estimates of Nitrog.n Fertilizer Offtake, 
Domestic Supplies and Imports 

1974-75 1975-76 1975-76 1976-77 1976-77 1977-78 
Summer Winter Zummer Winter Summer Winter 

(Mar. - (Oct'75- (March. - (Oct.'76- (Mar. - (Cct. '77
Eept:75) Feb.'76) Sept'76 Feb!77) Sept. '77) Feb. '78) 

Beginning Stocks 
 223 260 193 230 156 
 261
 

Production avail
able for this
 
season 130 78- 1 3 0 Lb/ 78.830 ./ 96 l 

Total available 353 338 323 
 308 286 357 

Offtake 185 225 220 280 260 325
 

Remaining within 
distribution system 168 113 103 28- 26- 32L / 

Production this 
period that is avail
able for following id/ c /
season!/ 52 52 521d_/ 5 2 1c/ 5zld/ 

Imports this period 
for following season 

a) already scheduled 40 28  _
b) additional required 



- _ 75 76 183 

End Ztocks 3 /260 193 230 156 
 261
 

la / October-December production. lb_/ March-July production.
ic/ January-February production. ld/ Augus t-September production. 

2/ Assumes 10% more than each season's requirement must be available,
due to inability to totally clear stocks from each segmont of the 
distribution system. 

3/ Estimates. 



Table 111-29, High Estimates of Nitrogen Fertilizer Cfftake, Domestic 
Supplies, and Imports 

1974-75 1975-76 1975-76 1976-77
Summer Winter 

1976-77 1977-78
Summer Winter Summer Winter(Mar.  (Cct. 17 5 -(Mar. - (Oct. 76- (Mar. -- 76- (Oct. '77-Sept. 75) Feb. '76) Sept. I76) Feb. '77) Sept. '77) Feb. '78) 

Beginning stock 223 
 260 183 
 252 
 211 261
 

Production available

fQr this seasonal/ 130 k/ - -_
-781k-/_- - -l301b 78la/..s1 10lb / 97. 30--
Total available 
 353 
 338 313 
 330 
 341 357
 
Offtake 185 3. 250 285 300 310 325 

Remaining within
 
distribution system 168 
 88 281/ 302/ 31P 322/
 

Production this period
 
that is available for

following season 5 2 l/ 521c / 5 2 Id / 5 2Il/ 521l/
 

Import this period for
following season
 

a) already scheduled 40b) additional required 28 

- 15 172 129 178 
End Stocks 2603/ 183 252 211 261 

la / October-December production. lb / March-July productionIc/January-February production. Id/August-September production. 

2 /Assumes 10% more than each season's requirement must be availabledue to inability to totally clear stocks from each segment of the
distribution system. 

3/ Estimates.
 



Table 111-30. Low Estimates of Phosphate Fertilizer Offtake,
 
Domestic Supplies, and Imports
 

1974-75 !975-.76 1975-76 1976-77 1976-77 1977-78 
Summer vrinter Sun mer Winter Summer Winter 
(Mar-
Sept'75) 

(Oct'75-
Feb'76) 

(Mar-
Sept'76) 

(Oct. 76 
Feb'77) 

(Mar-
Sept'77) 

(Oct'77
Feb,78) 

Beginning stocks 70 l6 3 / 52 84 68 102 

Production available LI la/ 
for this season. I  4 la/ 

Total available 71 66 54 84 72 102 

Offtake 30 3/ 55 45 70 60 85 

Remaining with in 2/ 2/ 14 2 .7 
distribution systen 41 11- 9 14 12 17 

Production this 
period that is 
available for lc/ lb/ lc/ lb/ lc/
follving season 2 4- 3- 6- 5 

Imports this period 
for following season 

a) already scheduled 15 30  _
b) additional required 8_deficit) 7 



72 48 85 

End Stocks 66-/ 52 84 62 102 

la/ March-May production. lb/ October-February production 
lc / June-September production 
2/ ssumes 20% more than each season's requirernent must be available, 

due to inability to totally clear stocks fron each segn ent of the 
distribution systerr.. 

3/ Estimate. 
4/ Required, if winter target to be met without stocks being und'ly 

depleted. 



Table I1-31 	 High Estinates of Phosphate Fertilizer Offtake, 
Domestic Supplies, and Imports 

1974-75 1975-76 1975-76 1976-77 1976-77 1977-78 
Summer Winter Summer Winter Summer Winter 
(Mar. - (Oct'75- (Mar- (Oct. 76- (Mar. - (Oct'77 

Sept'75) Feb'76) Sept'76) Feb'77) Sept'77) Feb'78) 

Beginning stocks 70 C4- 52 102 68 120 

Production avail
able for this la/ La 
season I/ 1 1- 2 a/ - 4- -

Total available 71 84 54 102 72 120 
3, 

Offtake 	 30 - 70 45 35 60 100 

Remaining within 
distribution 2/ 2/ 2/ Z/ 0_ 
systen. 41 14 9 12 2017 

Production this 
period that is 
available for lc/ lb/ lc/ lc/ 
following season 2 4 b 3 - 6 5 

Import this period 
for following season 

a) already scheduled 15 30 - 

b) additional required ideficit) 4 90 4 103
45 

End Stocks 	 84.L 52 102 68 120 

la! March-May production. lb/ October-Fe.. ruary production 
Ic! June-Septen ber producLion 
2/ Assumes 20% more than each season' - requirer. ent r, ust be 

available, due to inability to totally clear -tock- fro. eaclh .f;e-.ent 
of the distribution ,ysten-.
 

3/ Estin.ate.
 
47 Required, if winter tapet to be n et and ron e rtockr to be left wit'in
 

distribution systerm. 



Table 111-32 Low Eti'*ate" o Co t of Additional Required Importr 

Fertilizer 

Product 
ton-

(1, 000) 

Nutrient Ton, 
N P 05 
(1, 000) (1, 000) 

Cot/ 
product 

ton,($) 

Total Cot 
($ million) 

Sept. 1975 (deficit) 

Urea 
DAP 
Sub-total 

17 
17 

-

3 
3 

-

8 
8 

-

225 
-

3.8 
3.8 

Oct. 1975-Feb. 1976 

Urea 
DAP 
Sub-total 

15 
15 

-

3 
3 

-

7 
7 

-

225 
-

3.4 
3.4 

March 1976-Sept. 1976 

Urea 
DAP 
Sub-total 

134 
156 
290 

62 
13 
75 

-
72 
72 

225 
225 

30.0 
35.0 
65.0 

Oct. 1976-Feb.1977 

Urea 
DAP 

I,-.b-total 

124 
104 
228 

57 
19 
76 

-
4 
4, 

225 
225 

28.0 
23.0 
F. 0 

March 1977-Sept. 1977 

Urea 
DAP 
c,-total 

326 
185 
511 

150 
33 

153 

-
85 
3. 

225 
225 

73.0 
42.0 

115.0 

Sub-totals : 

Urea 
DAP 
Grand total: 

131.0 
107.0 
23C.2 



Table 111-33 High 

Fertilizer 

Sept. I" (deficit) 

U 'ea 

DAP 

Su'-total 

Oct. 1975-Feb. 1976 

Urea 

DAP 

Sub-total 

March 19 7 6 -Sept. 1976
 

Urea 


DAP 

Sub-total 

Oct. 1976-Feb. 1977 

Urea 


DAP 

Sub-total 

March 197 7 -Sept. 1977
 
Urea 

DAP 
Sub-total 

Sub-totals: 
Urea
 

DAP 
Grand total: 

Estio'ater of CO'-tF of Additional 

Product Nutrient Ton-
Tonr N P2 05 
(1, 000) (1, 000) (1, 000) 

56 10 
 26 


56 10 26 


28 13 

9 2 
 4 


37 15 
 4 


298 137 .
 

196 
 35 90 


494 172 
 90 


241 111 

98 _.. 45 


339 129 45 


300 136 
224 
 40 103 

524 17: 
 103 


Recuired Import-

Cost Total Co-t 
Product ($ million) 
ton($) 

225 12
 

12
 

225 
 6
 

225 
 2
 

8
 

225 
 67
 

225 
 44
 

Ill 

225 
 54
 

225 
 22
 

76
 

225 
 67
 
225 
 50
 

117
 

130
 
324
 



________________ 

Fi:gure I 

Marketing Channels for Fertilizer 
in Punjab Province 

1. Imported fertilizers 44% of the urea pro- Approx. 14% of th 
2. Products of govt. plants duced by Dawood urea produced by 
3. 	 44% of urea produced Hercules plant ESSO plant J 

by Dawood Hercules H 

Wholesal__ 	 Wholesale Wholesal 

Punjab Agricultural ESSO- located only 
Development & Supplies Dawood Corporation, in major mandi and 

Corp. Ltd, non-mandi towns 

__________________Retail 

Bulk depots (75) Private dealers Private dealers 
(Self operated) (626) (4.) 

Retail 

Sales shops (556) 
(Self operated) 

Cooperatives (2000)
 
labi 73 sold estimated
 

3% of all fertilizer
 

Inte. Rural Dev. Programs
 
(19)(but No. fertilizer out

lets unknown)
 

Source: The Fertilizer Marketing System in Pakistan, FAO Working Paper 
Changez Shuja, Rome, June 1974, with revisions based upon data 

collected by USAID in June-July 1975. 



Figure 2 

Marketing Channels for Fertilizer 
in Find Province 

Sind share of imported fertili- Approx. 86% of the urea 
zer presently 22. 5%. Imported produced by ESSO plant
 
fertilizers marketed by SASO
 
and PNO in Sind
 

Whole sale Wholesale 

Sind Agricultural Supplies ESSO
 
Organization
 

Retail Retail 

PNO Private dealers (223)tail outlets 86 main Located only in major 

agents mandi and non-mahdi 
i towns 

IF DP16
 
No. of fert. outlets s 167
 

unknown
 

Cooperatives;No. of
 
fertilizer outlets
 

unknown
 

Sugar mills 

Source: 	 The Fertilizer Marketing System in Pakistan, FAO Working Paper,
Changez Shuja, Row=., June 1974, with revisions based upon USAID 
data collected in June-July 1975. 



Figure 3 

1Marketing Channels for Fertilizer 
in North West Frontier Frovince 

f~rtiizer12%0mpored of Urea producedIImported fertilizer 
 by DH plant

Products of govt.

plants.. 

Govt.
 
Agricultural Development
 

Authority 

Wholesale DCL. 

Four private " Govt. Sale 
marketing Depots Retail 

COM1 .. I-- - I /-o Private dealers 

,0
 

PORetail Retail 

Private Four Dealers
 
pecial 159


dealers 
5 Agents 

SSarhad Rural -- [

Cooperative Private dealers
 
Corporation j 13
 

Private do.alers - General Trading
- 7R Co. 

Natioaal ~Privatedelr 

IPrivate dealers Fhyer Fertilizer Corpoation 
941 

'- DC~Private dealers11
DC 

P Farm Sevi es L d. 

dealers 211_Private 

Cont ...... 



Cont. 	 Fig. 3 

I/ Many 	Principal Agents have un-licinsed sub-dealers;
 
total nu-iber unknown.
 

S6urce: Th, 	 F:rtilizer 1arketing System in Fakistan, FAO 
Workinig Paper, Changez Thuja, Rome, June 1974,
with rnajcr revi3 ions based iUpon UATD data collecte) 
in *une-'uly 	1975. 
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Annex B 

Fertilizer Useby Farrm Sie and Tenurial Status 

Information on fcctilizer use by farm size and tenurial status 
of farmers is available in several studies conducted since 1970.
 
Estimates of per acre rates of fertilizer consumption made on the
 
basis of one survey conducted in 1972 indicated that:
 

1. 	C-n the average, farmers holding less than 5 acres spent slightly 
more for fertili:er per irrigated acre than large farmers 
(more than 50 acres), and farmers in intermediate size 
groups (5-15 acres, 15-25 acres, and 25-50 acres) used less 
fertilizer per acre than large farmers. 

2. 	 '"'ithin each tenurial class, this relationship held true. Small 
farmers used fertilizer most intensively, closely followed by 
large farmers. The various intermediate (size of farm) groups 
all used fertili'er less intensively, although there was no con
sistent pattern of relative intensity among these three inter
mediate (size of farm) groups. 

3. 	 Data on expenditure rates by tenurial ctass showed that owner
operators spent ove- twice as much per irrigated acre for 
fertilizer as did tenants. Cwner-cum-tenants fell between, 
consuming about 20% less fertilizer per acre than did owner
operators. (For details of these patterns, Tablessee 1,2, and 
3). 

4. The data suggest that owner-operators spent 49% of the total 
spent but operated less than 40Yo of the irrigated acreage, whereas 
tenants spent less than one-fifth of the total but operated one
third of the country's irrigated acreage (Table 2 and 3). The 
data dz not indicate the percentage of farmers in different size 
groups or incom. groups using fertilik.er. The study showed 
almost no fertilizer is used on unirrigated lands. 

In contrast to the above survey, evidence from several more 
limited surveys done approximately at the same time, but confined to 
between one and three districts in P'unjab Province, produced ,uite 
different results. In these otudies, large farmers used inore nutrient 
pounds of nitrogen per acre than did small farmers. One of these 
studies concluded that owner-cum-tenants had higher application rates 



than either owner-operators tenants.or 

Three additional sources of information on fe:tili4.er use by
class of farmer in l-akistan have just become 
available in the lastfew months. One is a Ph. E. dissertation completed at the Universityof Hawaii in .ay 1975, which was based on a farm survey conductedin the fall of 19!3. A second consists of preliminary results of the1972 Agricultural Census. And, the most recent source is a study
being conducted at the University of Islamabad. 
 Preliminary resultsof the University of Islamabad study, based upon a field survey conducted in the winter of 1974-75, are now partially available.
 

I/
The University of Hawaii dissertation-was based upon datacollected from 192 farmers in two Districts located in irrigated
areas of the Punjab. The incidence of fertilizer use was fairly high
in all farm size categories, 
 and did not vary consistently by farm size(Table 4). However, Salam's data on fertilizer application levelsindicate that farmers with holdings smaller than 12. 5 acres used morefertilizer per acre on each of the major crops than did farmers withholdings larger than 12. 5 acres (Tables 5 and 6). 

Preliminary data obtained from the Agricultural Census show
that the highest percentage of fertilizer users

2 5 in 19 ?2 was in the 12. 5 -acre category, with the size categories just above and below thatrunning close behind (Table 7). In other words, farmers with holdingsbetween 7. 5 and 50 acres weire more likely to usa fertilizer than either very small or very large farmers. The percentage of cropped areafertilized varied hardly at all by farm size in 1972, except in the caseof farms exceeding 150 acres in size; 49% of the cropped area held inthese very large holdings was fertilized, compared to the overall 
average of 43% (Table 8). 

A 1974-75 survey by economists at the University of Islamabad
covered nearly 800 farmers in Punjab, Sind, and NWFF. Only farmerswho used some fertilizer in 1974-75 were included in the survey.Farmers in the largest size category (30-39 acres) used the mostfertilizer (as measured in bags per acre) in 8 out of 13 crop and region 

I/ Abdul Salam, "Economic Analysis of Fertilizer Application in
Punjab-Pakistan, " Ph. D. Dissertation, University of Hawaii, May
1975. 
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cases (Table 9). Farmers in the 0-9-acre category used the most
fertilizer in three cases. Fertilizer use per acre generally declined
with decreasing farm site in Punjab, but showed a less consistent 
pattern in Sind and NV.:FP. It should be born in mind that the Uni
versity of Islamabad data, as currently available, do not indicate rates
of use in terms of nutrients. The farm size rankings by applications
of fertilizer nutrients per acre could conceivably be different than the 
rankings by applications of fertilizer bags per acre. 

The evidence from thuse various studies is -uite mixed with
regard to the question of whether "'smallI" or "large" farmers use 
more fertilizer. Although the data on incidence of use indicate a
fairly widespread awareness of fertilizer benefits, overall levels of 
use are disappointingly low in all size categories. Aeasons for these
low levels of fertilizer use will be examined in AID supported research,
described elsewhere in this Loan Paper, as part of the Project. 
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Table 1. Average Fertilizer Usage by Size and Tenurial Class 
of F .rmer (1972 Survey) 

Size of 
Holding 

All 
Farms 

(in Nutrient Pounds per Irrigated Acre)
Owner- Owner-curn 
Operator Tenant Tenant 

0-5 
5-15 

15-25 
25-50 
50+ 

56.25 
32.49 
30.64 
36.45 
54.26 

60.08 
44.40 
43.50 
50.72 
55.75 

60.08 
34.40 
34.96 
33.18 
57.03 

47.90 
23.88 
18.20 
19.41 
35.74 

Average1. 38.58 50,19 39.93 23.68 

1/Weighted average
One bag of urea = 50.6 nutrient pounds of nitrogen. 

Note: The relative magnitude of these figures is more important than their 
absolute values because of necessary assumptions employed to make 
the computations. These assumptions include: 

(a) 	 Rupee value of fertilizer purchases have been converted 
to nutrient pounds by assuming that all fertilizer purchases 
were in the form of urea. As urea is most concentrated 
form of fertilizer available, this overstates that actual 
average.
 

(b) 	 These figures are not actual average use rates; rather they 
are average usage rates across the entire class, and there
fore, the presence of non-users tends to understate the 
actual consumption rate. The average has been computed as: 

Total 	Fertilizer Purchases by given class of farmers 

Total 	Cultivated Irrigated Acreage by given class of farmers 

Note that only irrigated acreage is used; the assumption is justified by evidence
that suggests that negligible amounts of fertilizer were used in the barani areas 
at the time of the survey. 

Because the cropping intensity on irrigated lands is greater than 1. 0, the total 
acreage of irrigated land is less than total cultivated irrigated acreage.
effect of this will be to overstate the average per cropped acre 

The 
fertilizer 

utilization rate. 
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Table 2. Access to Fertilizer Supplies by Tenurial Class: 
Irrigated Acreage Cultivated Vs Fertilizer Supplies
Commanded (1972 Survey) 

Tenurial Class 

% of Total
Irrigated 

Acreage Cultivated 

% of Annual 
Fertilizer Supply 
Consumed 

Owner-operator 39.5% 49.0% 

Owner-cum-tenant 27.2% 26.8% 

Tenant 33.3% 19.5% 

Owner -non-operator 4.7% 

TOTAL: 100.0% 100.0% 
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Table 3. Fertilizer Consumption by Size of Farm and Tenurial Status (1972 Survey) 

size or 
holding 
(Acres) 

All Farms 
%of irrigated % of fertilizer 
lands by size used by size 
of holding of holding 

Owner Operator 
% of irrigated lands %of fcrtilizer 
by size of holding used by size of 

holding 

Owacr;cun,-Tenant 
% of irri- %of fertilizer 

gated lands used by size of 
by size of holding 

Tenaats 
%of irrigated % of fertilizer 
lands by size used by size of 
of holding holding 

holding 

0-5 5.0 7.2 6.6 7.9 2.9 4.3 4.7 9.4 

5-15 37.2 31.3 27.9 24.6 34.0 29.0 50.9 51.3 

15-25 19.6 15.6 14.6 12.6 21.5 18.8 24.0 18.4 

25-50 17.1 16.2 17.7 18.0 19.4 16.1 14.6 12.0 

s0+ 21.1 29.7 33.2 36.9 22.2 31.8 5.8 8.9 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Table 4. Percentage of Fertilizer Users Under Various Farm Categories 

Crop 
Small Farms 
(up to 12.5 acres) 

Medium Farms 
(12.6 to 25.0 acres) 

Large Farms 
(Z5.l to 50.0 acres) 

(Percentage of Nitrogenous Fertilizer Users) 

Wheat (Mexican) 87 94 91 

Basmati rice 76 68 51 

Cotton 79 88 

Sugarcane 91 94 

Table 5. Fertilizer Use Per Acre on Selected Food Grain Crops 

Small Farms Medium Farms Large FarmsCrop (up to 12.5 acres) (12.6 to 25.0 acres) (25.1 to 50.0 acres) 
(Pounds of Nitrogen) 

Mexican wheat 54 48 50
 

Basmati rice 67 46 60
 

(Pounds of Phosphorus) 

Mexican wheat 48 39 38 

Basmati rice 63 
 45 .39 

Source for Tables 4 and 5 : Abdul Salam, "Economic Analysis of Fertilizer
Application in Punjab-Pakistan, "Ph. D. Dissertation, University of Hawaii, 
May 1975. 
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Table 6 .Fertilizer Use Per Acre on Selected Cash Crops 

bmall Farms
Crop (up to 12. 5 acres) Farms 12. 6 to 50 acres 

(Pounds of Nitrogen ' 
Cotton 56 51 
Sugarcane 73 65 

(Pounds of Phosphorus) 

Cotton 46 39 

Source: Abdul Salam, "Economic Analysis of Fertilizer Application in Punjab-Pakistan, " Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Hawaii, May 1975. 
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Table 7. Percentage of Farms Using Fertilizer 
in Pakistan: 1972, Province-wise 

Farms Size 
Baluchin Acres Punab Sind NWFP istanaPakistan 

43 5._7 ______Up -to 7.5 46 40 42 3 44 

7.5 -12. 5 57 62 41 7 55 
12.5 -25.0 61 65 33 13 58
25.0 - 50.0 59 66 19 8 53 

50.0 -150.0 54 67 10 6 45
Above 150.0 54 74 9 3 39 

Overall 55 60 39 7 s 50 

Source: Government of Pakistan, 1972 Pakistan Census of Agriculture,Ministry of Agriculture (ProNiiaonal data) 
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Table 8.Cropped Area. Fertilized According to Operational
Farm Size in Pakistan: 1972, Province-wise 

Farm Pize S (Cropped area in percent)Baluch
in Acres 

1 I 
PuNab Sind 

33= 
NWFP 

4 
'istan 

5 
Pakistan 

Up-to 7.5 43 39 43 5 40 

7.5 -12.5 43 47 41 9 43 

12.5 -25.0 43 49 32 16 43 

25.0 - 50.0 42 53 19 11 41 

50.0 - 150.0 43 60 11 8 41 

Above 150.0 55 72 13 4 ' 49 

Overall 43 49 33 10 

Source: Government of Pakistan, 1972 Pakistan Census of Agriculture,
Ministry of Agriculture (Provisi6nal data) 

43 



Table 9. 	 Bags of Fertilizer Used per Acre in 
NWFP, Sind, and Punjab: 1974-75 

Total Bags of Fertilizer Applied / Acre
(Rank according to use indicated by asterisks. Y)Province (Acres) iugarcane Mheat Cotton 'Rice Maiz...e 

NWFP
 
0- 9 3.1** 2.9* IU.1/ 
 IU 2.9* 

10-19 2.7*** 2.4** IU NS 3 / 2.3**
 
20-29 4.O* 
 2.2*** IU 
 1.0 1.9*** 

30-39 2.6**** 1.8**** IU 	 1.0 1.5**** 

SIND 
-	 0- 9 1.3**** 1.1**** 1.5*** 2.2* 0.5**** 

10-19 2.3** I.5*** 1.7* 
 2.1** 0.7***
 

20-29 1.6*** 1.6** 1.4**** 1.3**** 1.1*
 

30-39 2.8* 1.7* 
 1.7* 1.6*** 1.0**
 

PUNJAB
 

0- 9 1.6**** 1.3**** 
1.4** 1.2**** 0.9**** 

10-19 I.8** 1.5*** I.4** l.3*** 1. 0** 
20-29 1.8** 1.7** 1.4** 1.9** 1.0** 

30-39 2.3* 2.0* 1. 8* 2.1* 1.2* 

1/ *= farm size category using most bags per acre
**= 2nd *** 3rd ** 4th 

2/IU = Information unavailable 

3/NS = No sample observations in this category. 

Source: Unpublished data from study in process on "The Use of Fertilizers on Major 	Agricultural Crops in Pakistan, " by Department of Economics,
University of Islamabad. 



Annex C 

The Role of Credit in Facilitating Farmers' 
Access to Fertilizer 

1. 	 Introduction 

Drawing on a wide variety of sources, this paper addresses 
the role of credit in facilitating farmers' access to fertilizer supplies.
The availability, sources, and terms of fertilizer credit are analyzed
in terms of distinct farm groups. We conclude that the quantity and 
quality of fertilizer credit is a function of both size of farm and tenurial 
class. 

a. 	 Most fertilizer is purchased with farmers' own 
resources (86. 5 %). However, large farmers and 
owner-operators are less dependent on credit to 
finance their fertilizer purchases than are small 
and medium-sized farmers and tenants. 

b. 	 Lack of cash resources and limited access to 
credit are principal reasons for not using ferti
lizer or using lens fertilizer than farmers deem 
desirable. 

c. 	 Numerous sources of fertilizer credit exist, both 
institutional and nor.-institutional. The terms of 
credit from these sources vary considerably, 
but generally the terms of institutional credit are 
much mor "-,'c",v- h:!-e terms of non
institutional credit. 

d. 	 Farmers' access to inatitutionaL credit varies by 
size of farm and tenurial class. Small farmers 
and tenants are forced to rely more heavily on 
relatively expensive non-institutional credit, while 
large farmers and owner-operators capture the 
lion's share of "cheap" institutional credit. 

e. 	 The supply of institutional fertilizer credit has
 
incrhased rapidly "n the last 5 
 years 	because of 
the dramatic expansion of ADBP lending and the 
entry of commercial banks into the market on a 
large scale for the first time. 



f. 	 The absolute amount and relative importance of 
institutional fertilizer credit appears to be in
creasing.
 

g. 	 Four years ago relatively few farmers obtained 
any fertilizer credit. The number of farmers and 
the amount of fertilizer credit they obtain from all 
sources today is not known, but we believe the 
fertilizer credit situation has improved somewhat. 

2. 	 Importance of farm credit in financing fertilizer purchases 

Although credit is important in increasing farmers' access to
and use of fertilizer, evidence from a 1971 survey suggests that 
most fertilizer purchases are financed with farmers' own resources.
All sources of credit (institutional and non-institutional) accounted for 
only 13. 5% of all fertilizer purchased by the farmers surveyed.
Disaggregating the farmers surveyed shows: (a) tenants are twice 
as dependent on credit as other tenurial classes and (b) large farmers 
are least dependent on fertilizer credit, whereas farmers with 15 to 25 
acres are most dependent on credit to finance ferliliz3r purciases.
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the relative importance of fertilizer credit 
to various tenurial classes and different size holdings. 

Table I - Percent of Fertilizer Purchases on Credit and 
Cash by Tenurial Class 

Fertilizer Fertilizer 
purchase." on purchased with 
credit as % of iarmers' own 

Tenurial status 
of farmers 

total fertilizer 
purchases 

resources as % 
of total fertilizer Total 
purchases 

Owner-operator 10.4% 89.6% 1000 
Owner-cum-tenant 12.5% 87.5% 100% 
Tenant 22.7% 77.3% 100% 
Owner-non-operator 
All farms (average) 

8.8% 
13.5% 

91. 2% 
86.5% 

100% 
100% 
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Table Z - Percent of Fertilizer Purchased on Credit and 
Cash By Size of Farm 

Size of Farm (Acres) 

0-5 13.2% 86.8%16 100% 
5-15 15.0% 85,0% 10010 

15-25 17.3% 8Z. 7% 100% 
z5-50 13.4% 86.6% 100% 
50+ 10.0% 90.0% 100% 

3. Evidence of credit as a constraint 

The relatively small amount of credit usedto finance fertili .r 
purchases should not be misinterpreted as evidence of the unimport
ance of credit. In a survey in three districts of the Punjab in 1970, 
three-fourths of the farmers not using fertilizer (13. 4% of the sample
farmers were using no fertilizer ) cited lack of funds as the reason. 
In the same study, three-fourths of those farmers using fertilizer 
cited non-availability of funds as a primary difficulty which limited 
their use of fertilizer. A separate study during the same period
in a different part of the Punjab corraborated these conclusions. As 
Table 3 shows, small farmers experienced significantly greater 
difficulties than large farmers in financing their fertilizer purchases. 

Table 3 - Non-Availability of Funds as a Constraint in 
Limiting Fertilizer Use by Size of Farm 

Size of holding % of farmers reporting non-availability 
(Acres) of funds as reason why efertilizer was 

'not easily available" 

2.5- 7.5 c 1. 6% 
7.5-12.5 77.6% 

12.5-25.0 79.2% 
25.0-5'0.0 47.4% 
50. 	0 and over 40.0% 
All sizes 75.0% 

The most conclusive evidence that credit availability limits 
fertilizer use is found in farmers' responses when asked how much 
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fertilizer credit they wanted for the coming year. Countrywide,
farmers, renters, and others declared they needed 183% more ferti
lizer credit for 1972 than they received in 1971, Sharp differences 
are evident between tenurial classes. Tenants' perceptions of their 
incremental fertil.zer credit needs were significantly lower than other 
people's. (Perhaps tenants' aspirations are limited by their perception 
of what is possible.) 

Table 	4 - Perceived incremental fertilizer credit needs 

%increase in perceived fertilizer 
credit needs for 1972 compared to 

Tenurial status actual credit obtained in 1971 

Owner-operator Z47% 
Owner-cum-tenant 13 9% 
Tenant 
 73%
 
Owner-non-operator 604% 
Average (weighted by Rs. value) 118% 

4. 	 Relative importance of sources of fertilizer credit 

Considerable information is available theon existence and 
relative importance of sources of rural credit, but not on the 
relative importance of various sources of fertilizer credit. We do 
know that in a recent year (1971): 

a. 	 Approximately 99% of fertilizer credit from all 
sources was extended on a short-term basis (re
payment period 13 months or less); 

b. 	 Almost '2% of all short-term was from non-institutional 
sources. (For details see Table 5). 

c. 	 We estimate that less than 20% of all of the available 
fertilizer credit was supplied by institutional sources, 
based on the following conclusions: 

Estimated ADBP credit Rs. 11 million 
(CY 1971) 
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'Ostimated Cooperative 
Societies & Taccavi 
credit 

Rs. 9 million 

RS. ZOmillion 

.stimated Max.
 
possible institutional
 
fertilizer credit Rs. 20 million = 20%
 
Total fertilizer credit Rs.102. 8 million
 
(CY 1971) 

Table 	5 - Relative importance of sources of short-term credit 

Institutional Sources 3. 31%6 

Cooperative Societies 1. 04% 
Cooperative Societies .27 
ADBP 1.05 
Commercial Banks 5.09 
Taccavi Loans .40 
Other .41 

Non-institutional Sources 91.6C% 

Friends and Relatives 68.92% 
Professional Moneylenders 3. 2. 
Landowners 5.36 
Commission Agents and 

Merchants 9.60 
Mill Owners .38 
Other 3. 35 

d. 	 The absolute value of ADBP credit for fertilizer appears 
to be rising up to 1973-74K see Table 6 below), but the 
relative importance of all institutional and non-institutional 
sources remains unknown. 
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Table 6 - Value of fertilizer credit extended annually -ADBP 

Credit Deflated 

Fiscal Year A DBP 
Fertilizer 
Price Index 

by fertilizer 
Price Index 

1368-69 
1969-70 
1970-71 
1971-72 
1972-73 
1973-74 
1974-75 

10,000,000 
16,000,000 
9,500,000 

12,500,000 
41,00p,'0OO 
112,850,000 
69,791,000 

1.00 
1.00 
1.01 
1.01 
1.37 
2.22 
2.63 

10,000,000 
16,000,000 
9,406,000 

12,376,000 
29,927,000 
50,833,000 
26,537,000 

The dramatic rise in the institutional supply of credit forfertilizer in 1972-73 and 1973-74 reflects two GOP decisions.December 1972, the State Bank, 
In 

at the direction of the Ministry ofFinance, instructed the commercial banks to increase credit availabilities for the agricultural sector. The Agricultural CreditAdvisory Commission, a subcommittee of the National Credit Consultative Council (NCCC), advises its parent body how much agricultural credit should be made available by source and function (i. e.,fertilizer, seed, tractors, tubewells, etc.). The NCCC uses theserecommendations in making sectoral allocations, all within a "safeceiling" limit on overall credit expansion. (The safe ceiling isincorporated in the State Bank's IMF standby letter of intent). During1972-73 and 1973-74, the NCCC significantly increased the agriculturalsector's share of the total private sector allocation. This action wasmade more effective by also increasing commercial banks' participationin the financing of the agricultural sector, and by increasing theamount of credit to be made available for short-term credit purposes,
especially fertilizer. 

The second GOP decision was part, of the response to thedisastrous flood of August and September 1973. To keep food productionfrom being drastically reduced, the GOP mounted a special agriculturalcredit campaign for rabi 1973-74. Between November 1, 1973 andFebruary 28, 1974, institutional sources advanced a total of Ra 24. 24crore, of which Rs 14. 60 crore (about 60%) was for fertilizer. It isimportant to note the reasons for this "healthy" increase in institutionally furnished fertilizer credit. Firstly, the 1973-74 rabi creditcampaign was in response to a catastroghe. Secondly, the NCCC'sdecision to expand fertilizer credit wasLpolicy decision which reflected 



the 	priorities of the GOP and not a change in demand for fertilizer
 
credit. Thus, the NCCC could well reallocate this expanded credit
 
to other sectors of the economy as new priorities emerge.
 

Although institutional credit has expanded vigorously, we do
 
not know what has happened to the overall fertilizer credit situation.
 
(1) Farmers may have substituted more attractive institutional credit
 
for credit formerly obtained from non-institutional sources. (2) Credit
 
is fungible and farmers may be buying the same quantity of fertilizer
 
with more institutional credit and diverting cash resources formerly
 
used for fertilizer to other purchases formerly made on less attractive
 
credit terms.
 

While it is true that the total amount of institutional fertilizer
 
credit has expanded rapidly, the rising cost of fertilizer in the last
 
3-1/2 years (from Rs 28.50 to Rs 75 per bag of urea) has absorbed much
 
of the fertilizer purchasing power of the incremental credit from the
 
ADBP and other sources. (See Table 6.) Thus, in real terms, fertilizer
 
credit supplied by ADBP and other institutional sources expanded less
 
than 6-fold, rather than over l-fold.
 

With respect to the dramatic rise in institutional credit (primarily
 
the ADBP and commercial banks), it appears safe to conclude:
 

a. 	The ADBP and commercial banks have significantly expanded
 
the absolute amount of fertilizer credit advance during
 
the last few years.
 

b. 	The percentage of total fertilizer sales financed by the
 
ADBP increased from roughly 2-1/2% in calendar 1971 to
 
11.3% in FY 74.
 

c. 	The relative importance of credit in financing fertilizer
 
purchases evidently is increasing. In calendar year 1971,
 
only 13.5% of fertilizer purchases were made on credit from
 
all sources, whereas by FY 1974 the ADBP alone was financing
 
11.3% of all fertilizer saies. It is not likely that the
 
increase in ADBP financing was all just substitution for
 
other credit sources. It is reasonable to conclude that the
 
relative importance of credit fertilizer sales is increasing.
 



5. 	 Terms and availability of institutional sources of
 
fertilizer credit.
 

Farmers of different sizes and tenurial classes rely on different 
sources for fertilizer, and these sources offer different terms and 
credit, Table 7 summarizes the terms and the most important 
features of ADBP credit. Commercial banks' agricultural credit 
practices are similar to the ADBP's. These two sources account for 
most of the institutional fertilizer credit in Pakistan today. Salient 
features of terms of credit from these banks include: 

a. Fertilizer credit is available in the form of surety 
(co-signer), security, and hypothecation (product) 
loans. 

b. 	 Tne majority of ADBP's fertilizer credit is extended 
on short-term (18 months maximum), surety loans. 
Loans of Rs 5O to 2, 500 may be taken on surety. 
Because of these limits, it seems safe to conclude 
that this is the most important source of institutional 
fertilizer credit for small and medium farmers. At 
Rs 75 1bar., the average size surety loan in 1973/74 
would buy about 14 bags of fertilizer, enough for between 
14 and 17 acres at average utilization rates in Pakistan 
today (Table 8). 

c. Surety loans are secured by a third party guarantor's 
land, either through the mechanism of the guarantor's 
passbook or on a surety bond. These loans provide 
landless tenants with their only access to bank credit. 
Anyone is eligible to borrow on surety, but the Rs Z,500 
ceiling on the size of loans and the requirement 
of a third party guarantor makes such Loans unattractive 
to large farmers. 

d. 	 Security loans taken by land owning farmers are subject 
only to the constraint that the value of the loan cannot 
exceed the value of the fixed assets against which the loan 
is secured. Security loans are either issued against the 
borrower's passbook or as an 'old fashioned" mortgage 
loan.! 

1/ 	 The value of land in the passbook formerly was determed at 
a flat rate of Rs 25 per Produce Index Unit (PIU). It has now 
been raised to Ps 40 per PIU. 
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Table 7 - ADBP Lendina Terms and Policy 
Annual Rate Limits on I Given to Fin- Do Relationship 

Type of of Interest Size rf Security Arrange- ance the Pur- Repayment commercial to Special
 
Loan Loan ment chase of: Period. Bank give Programs.
 

Similar 
Loan. 

Surety 	 If% on Min. Must be guaran- 2.Majority of All short Yes Spot loans 
loans upto Rs 50 teed by third Fertilizer iterm,Max. presently 
Rs 50r19 party,either: CreditAlso 18 months, made only on 
11% on loans Max a)Against pass- 2'Seeds length de- surety. S8% 3 
over Rs5000 Rs 2500 book 3.Pesticides termined surety loans rrade
Commercial b)Surety bond 4.Eeasonal by type of during spot lending 
banks are Both backed by inpucs. crop for campaign 
charcin- 2- 'land. iwhich in- 1973-74. 
i inte2est put was

_Ifinanced. 
Security: 	Same No ja)Against pass- ,3.Tractor3 Medium l.None given 

limits book :2.Tubewells !Terms: Yes during spot 
other !b)Mortgage Loans 3.Land Imn -.- 18 months lending.
'uhan those;Both against provement :to 5 2.57% all of 
set by se- !fixed assets: :4,D-r-uTht years secured 
curity re-,:. Land Animals. ,Long Term: loans se
qwirements 2. Buildings .5.Other farm 5eto 20 cured by 

3. Tractors,upto equipment years. passbooks
1 50% of Trac- 6.Otherdeve- 1973-74. 

tor value. lopment equip
ment
 

7.Fertilizer.1
 

Hypohe- Same Determined Loan secured by: Given only to Short term Yes No hypotheca
cation by securi- a)Sugarcane ifinance in- Repayable tion loans 

ty required mill,or puts for cot- when crop given under 
ments b)Cotton ginning iton and . is harves- spot lending
 

factory. sugarcane. ted but no or passport
 
exceeding programs.
 

o yd8 months.
 
Otte: ]) Security or surety loans bo the Department ol Revenue.In
e collectea-gy 

case of commercial banks,the State Bank will compensate them for 50% of the losses they 
incur on agricultural loans i.e.,if both the banks and the Board of Revenue fail to collect 
the loan from the farmer. i) Des iter ost secused loans beingsecured by land,the ADBP has 
never toreclosed on a mortgage ang ciaimed the deuault s and.
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Type of Loan 

Table 8 - Lending by ADBP 
By typ,- of loan, 1973-74 

Total 
No. of Loans Million Rs. Value 

Average 
Rs. /Loan 

Surety loans 119, 851 127.45 1,063.40 

Security loans 3Z, 296 	 251.71 7,793.84 

Hypothecated loans 423 	 36.41 86,075.65 

Spot lending 	 112.60!/ 

Passbook 	 144.02- /
 

Fertilizer loans 
all kinds 92,567 	 IZ. 85-1/ 1, 219.07 3/ 

Because of poor recovery, the ADBP discontinued its spot
lending program in FY 1974-75 (Table 9). The bank branches are, 
however, continuing to extend short-term production loans valuing 
between Rs 50 and Ps 2,500 against personal sureties. The loans so 
sanctioned are disbursed in kind, for which a coupon, instead of a 
supply order, is issued. The loance can talh.2 the coupon to the nearest 
supply depot and collect the fertilizer. The supply order has been 
replaced by the coupon because forgeries were becoming common. The 
use of supply orders was causing unnecessary delays. 

Recent floods in Sind Province have again necessitated the re
activation of the spot-lending program. The ADBP has agreed to open 

1/ 	 All spot lending is on surety; thus 88% of surety loans were in 
the spot loan campaign. 

2/ 	 ADBP financed 11. 3 76 of all fertilizer sales in FY 74. 
(Rs 112, 850,000) 
(Rs 997,406,900) 

3/ At Rs 75/bag, the average fertilizer loan would finance 
enough fertilizer to cover between 16 and 22 acres. (The national 
Pakistan average fertilizer utilization rate is between 3/4 
and 1 bag per acre. ) 

4/ 	 All passbook loans are security loans; thus 57% of secured 
loans were made against passbooks. 
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up 52 centers in the interior of the Sind Province, and a tonal sum of 
Rs 34 million will b.! disbursed thi-ouga the spot-loaning method. A 
major component of this loan would b3 for f.ertilizer. However, there 
is a conspicuous change even in the snot-loaning program. All thie 
spot loans will now be secured loans and a charge will be created in 
the passbooks of the loanee farmers. Only in Fachi Lareas will the 
guarantee of responsible government officials be accepted as sanction
ing the sure;ty loans. 

Table ) - Landing by ADBP by Type of Loan, Recent Years 

1973/74 19.4/?5 76 ChangE 
---Million of Rupees ---

Surety 	 127.45 ?3.91 -42.076
 

Security 	 251.71 297. 1 -11. 1%
 

H ypothecated 36.41 10.01 -'12.5% 

Total 	 415.57 331.10 -3. 3% 

Spot.iJ 	 112.60 0.00
 

Passbook 	 144.0Z Z31.35 +60.6%
 

Fertilizer Loans, 112.85 6 . 79 -33. 2 
ALl Xincs 

1/ All spot lending is on a sureLy basis.
 
Source: 197 3-7"4 Annual Report of ADBP.
 

Unpublighed working paper of ADBP for 1Q74-75 data.
 

1/ 	 Riverine beds -- known as ''sailaba" lands in Punjab Province and 
as "Kachi" lands in Sind Province. 
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In FY 1974, a passbook system,- was introduced which was intendedto simplify lending procedures by minimizing tiue amount of documentation required. 
 The pa sbook, which is issued by the Tehsildar,certifies the title and value of the passbook holder's lands. Once issued,the passbook may be presented to either the ADBP or commercialbanks, who will issue a secured loan against the certified value ofthe farmer's land; the transaction is much the same aswith a making a depositsavings passbook. Although the passbook was intended to guaranteeall landed farmers access to bank credit while reducing the cost andred tape of obtaining a secured loan, the impact of the program in itsfirst year was limited to a relatively small number of farmers. By theend of May 1974 only about 20, 000 passbooks had been issued in thePunjab. Despite the small number of passbook holders, the ADBPissued Rs 144 million (35 percent of its total credit in FYon 74) of creditthe passboos. Evidently, the average size of passbook loans wasrelatively large. Also, there are widespread reports of irregularfees being charged to farmers who apply for passbooks and loanson passbooks. Taken together, the evidence suggests that the passbook system has 
not been reaching small farmers and it has noteffectively reduced the real cost of secured 
loans for large farrhers.
Some efforts have been made to improve tha situation, and itis
reported that by June 1975, there were more than 100, 000 passbooks
with farmers in Punjab Province. The Agricultural Enquiry Committeerecommended that issuance of passboolks be accelerated such that allfarmers will have passbooks in 4 years' time. 

6. Terms and availability of non-institutional sources of credit 

Little can be said iLbou t 'W.ns of non-institutional-. credit.In the only known study done on the subject (1?71) the average ratesof interest charged by non-institutional sources were foUnd to be20% from family and friends, 32% from 11on-.y lenders and 46% frommerchants. From these figures we cannnt -roceed to conclude whatrate of interest farmers pay for non-institutional fertilizer credit 
because:
 

a. These are average rates of interest for all types offarmers; interest rates may vary for farmers of
different size holdings and tenurial classes. 

b. 
 These findings may not be representative of areas
 
outside the sample area. 
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co Inflationary pressures are much stronger today thanthey were at the time of the study; non-institutional
lenders may well have raised their interest rates tomaintain their real earnings at 1971 levels. 

d. 	 The terms of non-institutional interest may vary byfunction of loan as well as source. Thus, the termsof fertilizer credit may be significantly different
from the averages for all types of loans. 

Even 	less is known about the other terms of non-institutionalsecurity requirements 	 credit-and payment periods. Conventional wisdom holdsthat commission agents, who may
dealers, 	

or may not be licensed fertilizerare a 	major non-institutional source of fertilizer credit.cally, they sell fertilizer on credit and secure 	
Typi

the loan against the cropfor which the fertilizer was procured. The farmer is required to repaythe loan at harvest time, usuaily in the form of a specific quantity ofproduce. Thus, interest on this kind of loan becomes hidden in the lumpsum value of the produce surrendered. Often the crop is valued atthe time the loan is made at a rate well below what will prevail in themarket at harvest time, thus inflating theably. 	 real rate of interest consider-Commission agents who are able to store these loans repaid inkind, and sell the produce when commodity prices rise, earn an attractive bonus on their interest. 

7. 	 Differential class 	access to fertilizer credit 

Sections "5' and "6" focused onstitutional and 	
the terms and availability of innon-institutional credit. The available evidence suggeststhat the bulk of institutional fertilizer credit (ADBP) does not reach thevery small farmers: (a) The average size fertilizer loan will financeenough fertilizer to cover 16 to 22 acres at current rates of application.(b) Surety loans which provide small farmers with virtually their onlyaccess to institutional fertilizer credit average

cover 	 Rs 1, 063. 40, enough to14 to 	17 acres. (c) Most 	secured loans issued against either "oldfashioned, land mortgages or the newly introduced passbooks channel

credit to the larger farmers.
 

From the evidence we have examined, we conclude that it is withrespect to the terms of credit and not the availability that very smallfarmers face serious disadvantages vis-a-vis larger farmers.Small Farmers Credit program launched by the NBP is 
The 

thereforewelcome development. 	 aIts coverage is presently limited to 24, 000 smallsized farmers. However, the terms of these loans and the operationalingredients of this program have genuinely been tailored to affect thesmall farmers. 
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8. Elass access to fertilizer credit 

Throughout this paper we have discussed the relative credit

position of various classes of farmers in terms of dependence on credit

and access to credit. By 'dependence' we have 
meant the degree to
 
which farmers' cash resources are not sufficient to finance their ferti
lizer purchases. The index of dependence we have used is the percent

of a farmer's total fertilizer purchases which he buys on credit. Recall
 
that larger farmers were found to 
be the least dependent on credit,

buying only 10% of their total fertilizer supplies on credit. With the
 
terms "access to credit" we 
have meant the total amount of fertilizer
credit a farmer is capable of obtaining relative to his noeds. The index
of "access to credit" that we have used is the amount of rupees obtained
 
per irrigated cultivated acre. A 
 farmer's overall fertilizer requirements 
are certainly dictated by the amount of acreage he cultivates and as
 
virtually all fertilizer is applied to irrigated acreage 
we have narrowed
the definition to exclude cultivatable barani lands. Applying this index,we found that smaller farmers (less than 5 acres) enjoy the greatest

access to credit. The concepts behind these terms 
are quite distinct;

the former is a measure of financial self sufficiency and the latter is
 
a measure of credit availability.
 

Table 10 - Summarizes the amount of fertilizer credit avail
able to farmers by size of farm and tenurial class.
 

Table 10 - Access to fortilizer credit by size of farm and tenurial class 

(Mean value -f total money lent
 
(Rs. /acre* and Rs. /household)
 

Size of
 
Holding All Farm!-, 
 Cwners C-peratc.s C\wer-cum-Tcnant Tenant
 
(Acres) 1Rs/acre Rs/HH Rs/acre Rs/RH Rs/acre Rs/RH 
 Rs/acre Rs/HI-I 

0-5 4.17 7.40 2.81 3.-19 5.42 1.1. 03 5.86 14.39 
5-15 2.74 19.06 2.39 13.32 2.45 17.34 3.13 25.65

15-25 2.98 37.94 3.62 38.67 2.46 31.17 2.90 43.02

25-50 2.76 49. 38 3.04 50.52 3. 00 53. 34 2.08 42.42
50- 3.06 139.16 3.05 143.40 3.19 145.40 2.75 101.22
Ave. 2.93 2.9326.38 22.83 2.81 30.57 3.03 28.55 
"Calculated as an average across the entire class, and thus includes all
 
farmers who did 
not use any fertilizer credit:
 

Total Fertilizer Credit
 ithclass offarmers
 

Total Cultivated Irrigated Acreage itth
 class of farmers 
Note: Only irrigated acreage is used in this calculation; the assumption

is justified by evidence that suggests that negligible amounts of
fertilizer were used in the 6 arani areas at the time of the survey. 



Examining the table, one is struck by the very low values of 
the means, both per acre and per household for all categories of 
farmers. At Rs 23. 50/bag, which prvail.ed at the time of the survey, 
the averago size loan taken by farmers with less than 15 acres 
would not have been enough to finance even (-,te bag of fertilizer! 
Clearly, -manyand perhaps most farmers *.. each category were not 
using any fertilizer credit, although the data does not permit us to 
exclude non-credit users and determine the average size fertilizer 
loan per acre and per household among actual borrowers for each 
class. Consequently, the average values of rupees per acre borrowed 
tend to cluster over a fairly narrow range, obscuring differences 
among the various classes of farmers that might otherwise emerge. 
A much different pattern might emerge if the averages were calculated 
only for those farmers using some credit. 

The pattern that does emerge from te data is rather remarkable. 
Tenants and owner-curm-tenants easily enjoy the greatest access to 
fertilizer credit. We hypothesize that landlords are the main source 
bf this credit, and they are more liberal in extending credit to their 
tenants than are other credit sources to their resoective clients. This 
is logical b..cAuse under theatjrms of traditional. "batai' tenancy (share
cropping), iandlor.ds shareifixed portion of the crop (usually 50 percent). 
By extending credit to his tenants, the landiord is able to earn more 
"rent I from his Ian') by capturing a fixed portion of the incremental 
income, arisini from- the use of fertilizer. 

Among own.,r-operators, the patt.,:rn of access to credit 
approxirnat~s more closely our apriori expectations. Small ownur
operators (0 to 13 acr.,) v,ra, Ls credi p, r acre than do medium 
and large farmers. I.Sstitutional cr,:dit alt;-.ost ,:rtainly is readily 
available to only r-.ediurn or larger i'armars, while landlord credit io 
simply excludie6 by !.-finition. Conseque1ntly, s Tall owner-operators 
do not fare as well. 

There is one other inter estinr, feature of the data. Tenants' 
access to fertilizer credit is an inverse function of size of farm -
except for large teants (over 50 acres). The traditional landlord 
tenant relationship provides a ready explanation for this paradox. It 
is highly unlikely that tenants who hold 50 or more acres of irrigated 
land are really 'batai' tenants. They almost certainly are large 
commercial farmers who hav taken the land on lease. This hypothesis 
is corroborated by supportive evidence from the dependence index; 
large tenants are only half as dependent on credit to finance their 
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fertilizer purchases as are the other size tenants and their dependency
is of the same magnitude as farmers in th3 other tenurial categories. 

9. Conclusions 

The observations that we have been able to make have been
fairly limited. Our most important data source is a field investigation
concluded in 1912. This serves as a benchmark of the fertilizer 
credit situation thjn, rather than as a description of things as they 
are today. This siiould not be discouraging; with the wealth of 
benchmark data now at our disposal, follow-on surveys will permit
a much needed analysis of the fertilizer credit market as it performs
today. Data with commercial banks and the ADBP can serve as 
important sources of information about institutional credit. Given 
both th-- importance of the issues and the availability of th- information,
the topic of fertilizer credit is certainly deserving of further research. 
The study which AID and the National Fertilizer Corporation plans
to carry out on fertilizer distribution should provide valuable evidence 
on the role of credit in determining fartilizer use. 
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s 
Increased agricultural production and Production of major crops reaches |increased farm incores ndices of awricultiral productionthe following levels by 1979-80 : 1. Number of low-income farmcrs and landava~lable fro.q Pakistan central and available to them are significant

Wheat- I I -1 Rice million tons Provincial Igvurnuents.3.9 million tons proportions of total farm.rs on.,d totalSugarcane 3.4 million tons cultivatable lan. 
2. Increased and better balan--,l ts, ,fI . 0 million tonsaizen ( i 6.0 million provided inputs by low-inctns sme farmners 

will increase their productivity.Cotton P(int) 6.0 million bales 3. Increased productivity will lend t( 

increased total oroduction, I.c.. 
farmers ,vill n,.t decrease area 

Conditions that will ind;co p rpo, t: bhon cultivated as productivity incrrea... 
r a 

Project Purpose: 

Cnt. 
Increased and be tter balanced achieved: End of proiect status.use of mptions for chiev.ng purpose:1. Time series data of fertilizer,fertilizer and other agricultural productcn improved seed, 

I. Combined reprrts from producers, Farmers will realize the potentialand other agri-inputs by all farmers, holesale distributors, and GOespecially low- increases in r it pctir alr-income farmers. cultural inputs :,sdsales. gnisagencies. know how2. a)Sample surveys to use the inputs. 

Crop Years: 2. Farmers will be motivatedb) Rrports from extension services, to use 
1975/76 1976/7 

IRD available inputs by a reasonable ratiocadres, and institutional lenders, between prices of their pr-oduct &ndl
Fertlier(100Fl00 product5.11 ." price of inputs.
tons): 3.Agricultural inputs provided after13.6 16.7 l,-aving

the distribution syste,1 will be apllie~l. 

Outputs* Cont. Cont.Wgrnetude of Oatput: 
I. Network of retail sales points 

Assumptions for achieving outputs:for 1. At least one fertilizer sales point toagricultural production inputs 
I. a) Government registration dataserve every sizeable geographic 1. Given adequate wholesale supplie, an,!through-out country. b) Information

grouping from wholesale distributo adequateof farmers: sales margins, retailers willSASO, PADSC, DCL, ESSO, comeetc. forward in sufficient numbers.a) One sales point for every 2500 c) Sample .urveys of distributionfarmers by 1977/78. systemb) One sales point for every 2000 d)Information fro:n extension agents -nd
farmers by 1979/80 IRD cadres.Cont. 

Cont. 
Cant. 

Implementation Torg (Type and Quantity)J. Up to 270, 000 nutrient tons over 2- Assumptions for providing inputs:I. Funding of phosphate imports , ~upin o rvdn nusyear period, within limits of over-al loan fu~nding. 1. (1, 3) Certain purchasesall loan made by GOJPtbe'forefuni.n.i-nt loan signature will be eligible for r,.t.-1 ,arsunder the loan wien , -rtaln Gc,.-
Cont. 

inputs, specitied in the 

Cont. 

19)ot ,4e,,er,,. -;&re%'crifiedas having taktn plat-. 

Cont. 
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AID I0os.MI.,7z 	 PROJ ECT DESIGN SUMMARY LS.Fof Proect: 

LOGICAL (RAUE-ORK pY -ro.19h to F : 
Total U. S. Fumn i g on, ., 

Dar* P erov:
Project Title & Number. Pakistan Agricultural Inputs Loan 391-4041 

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS MEANS OF VERIFICATION IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS
 
PrIe. or Sector Goal: The bro der objective to Measures of Goal Achievement: Assumptions Far achieving goal telles:
 
which tis project contributes:
 

4. 	 Satisfactory weather. inibiding 

adequate rainfall.S. Irrigation supplies aru ad-qIate. 

Project Purpoe: Conditio.s that will indicate purpose has been Assumptions for achieving purpose: 
achieved: End of project status. 

Urea salce 

Crop Years: 
1975/76 1976/77 4. Institutional or other credit facilitlv 

will exist in adequate number to providv 
(100, 000 nutri- credit needed by farrr,, rs for agricultural 

ent tons): 4.45 5.4 inputs. 
5. Credit provided farmers ffor in.,st will 

Phosphate sales be used for that purppse. 
(100. 000 nutri

ent tons): 1.0 1.3 

Cont. 
twpse 
.upp,. of phosphatic and nitrogen 

fertilizer and HYV seeds available at 
each respective retail-sales point ade-
quate to meet all effective demand at 
that sales point (i. e., no excess 
demand at reasonable prices). 

Maoi%A of Outputs:
2. IQutities ade,,uate to keep retail pric 

prices within I o of national 
average .t t-ach sales point, 

2. a) Sampling from published price data . 
b) Information from wholesale 

distributors, 
c) Sample survey of distribution system. 
d) Information from extension agents and 

IRD cadres. 

Assumptions for ochieving outists: 
Trasportation warehuin. ...... 
handling system in the country is 
adequate to handle large quantitirs of 
inputs and move t,'rr. to ri-tail points. 

c)Sample surveys of farmers to 
determine if supplies available, and 
at what prices. 

Inputs: 
USAMD USAI 

Implementation Target (Type and Quantity) Assumptions for providing inputs: 
2.(1, 2, 3) U.S. G. r.:g'tlatiuni%in force at 

2. Funding of nitrogen imports 2. Up to 500, 000 nutrient tons over 2- I 1 tdine .o.G. r,:n.a in rrratof proco-er*.ot.-.iil pr:rtrxt tir.,,Iy 

3. Funding of H1V seed imports 

year period, subject to Pakistan's 
needs and to overall limits within 
available loan fundinv. 

3. li. 1100 tons of wheat sced. Amounts 

I purchase-s 'a inp,m "ah.-n n,-,-dd. 
3.(3) H. Y. V. seeds -sill be eligible for 

financing, or waiver-. ,,f i... (. r'.gulht
ions, if rnuired, ",7i ".. 

and kinds of othr s.cs- . be jointly 
determined, within limits .,t overall 

Cont. loan funding. 
Cont. 
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AID ,oI2011,72 	 PROJ ECT DESIGN Si.,;AMARY Life of Project: 
LOGICAL FRAMEWORK 	 From FY I7f. to FY 1978 

Total U.S. Funding 4,r, ,,,0il , 
Date Prepared: 11.s,7 

Prolect Title & Number: Pakistan Agricultural inputs Loan 391-4041 

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS MEANS OF VERiFICATION IMPOPTANT ASSUMPTIONS
 

Prorm or Sector Goal: The broader objective to Measures of Goal Achievement: Assumptions for achieving goal targets:
 
whlchdei sproject contributes: 

Project Purpose: Cod,otions that will indicate purpose has been Assumptions for achieving purpose: 
achieed: End of project status. 

2. Increased use by low-income farmers. 
('!argets to be set after availability 
of baseline data. Baseline surveys 
now Leing designed to be implemented 
in winter of 1975-76.) 

Outputs:
3. Adequate farmgate prices for farm 

Magnituda of Outputs:
J. Not nore than x pounds of output are 3. a) Exa.inati,n of market price data 

Assumptions for achieving outputs:
3. a) Sustained demand for farm jutputs 

products. no-did to buy one pound of N at 
prevailing market prices. 

b) 
c) 

Government purchase rec,,rds 
Sampl: survcy of farmers b) 

exists. 
Collusion between dealers to fix pric, s 

Wheat : 2.8 
d) Information from extension agents,

IRD cLdres, and institutional 
(either for agricultural inn.utn or 
agricultural outputs) is prevr-nted. 

Rice (Basmati) : 1.5 lenders. c) At least one commission agent and/or 
(I.RII) : 3.0 governmental purchaie ag#-nt is 

Maize : 3.0 accessible to each villag-. 

Implementation Target (Type and Quantity) Assumptions for providing inputs: 

4. Funding of other agricultural imports. 4. Not m.ire than $50, oo of small 
scale equipment, specifications and 
amounts to be jointly determined 

4.(4) Desired quantities ,f Ahur A,put% 
jwill be available from eliwible %,

within the limits of loan. 
5. Technical staff for 6 below 5. Up to 12 man months 5.(5) U.S. technical staff inputs will be 

provided from grant or adrn.inistrativ'
funds, including pr ject preparati onr-

Cfunds. 
Cont. Cont. Cont. 
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PROJ ECT DESIGN SUMMARY 

Life of Prje-.LOGICAL FRAMEWORK Fron FY .,1. t FT '17H
Total U. S. Fundiag S.10 ...llion 

Project Title & Nwmbr: Pakistan Agricultural Inputs Loan 391-4041 Tatl PUsa :. I a 1 l u7 5kARRA.TIVE SAkRY I. OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS -)ME- S OF VERIFICATION IMPORTANT A.SUM TKOG 
Inpults: ImPlemantation Target (Type onal uxmtivy)

Joint USAID-GOP 
Assumptions For pro -i"3 '-,S6. Field Sampl Survey of barriers to 6. Surveys now being designed. Thesef-rtilizer use by farmers will also serve as baseline surveys

a) Farmer Survey 6. (6) GOP will ----.-..- tn.-.tu forfor "Purpose" OVIs and output veri-
b) Credit Survey studies thr'r gr. ,-., ab.. .. ffications. Implt.rntatian of initidl cOHpr ii.g P''',I'lanning
c) Dealer Survey surveys in w--inter of 1-75-76. Com is .)Q-,n,
S ,
utilizing T,. - : ".. f.,tjr-jgh 

7GOP PL 480 se .t:-.. "''Changes in administrative,practice -• n m . 
(7) GOP wi i ys 1s. 

imp .i -. :..-', s tr n 
governing marketing of fertilizers: 
a) Phosphates being made available to 7. a) Phosphates - alable at all pints. iMple5ent t d-.. red inall wholesale marketing elements. b) .ar'i:- ,!j t.".. ! (ctober 1975.y
b) Margins l 1,an . -,.".;pli,.ti,,n f,rlegally allowed dealers were 

this loan, A;.- -.::,."'.-.vire,
increased to provide incentive for c) Frcedo:n, for privat dsaler-- about food .-
t' 

,."
aggressive marketing of fertilizr, wishing t, ell fertilizer at retail

to ments of . .-. . .. ITh.19t.,b5-.btain lic.., 5s (subject .,rly toc) Automatic licensing of retailers public order re-gulations). Wide
advertised, spread announc-:,aent of new 

pr.actices wa- sdv in S;'pt,'nsber 

d) Announcemtents in.., i,l
 
Octbe r Iq7S.
 

d) Territorial restrictions on fertilizer
 
marketing removed.
 

8. upport prices for agricultural 9-8.production GOP can set art-,.. ?.iisslacceptable far-- . i...._. giv nat a level that maintains a ratio between giw~n

prices of agricultural inputs and farm 
outputs sufficient to prompt farmers inflation, urban ::e • -r. pro.sures, andto us. the implied raa- - trnsfers. 
package of improved technology and inputs.' 

a) Determination of adequate support pricc4 a) Regular, semi-annual reviews ofmarket prices for outputs and priceb) Timely and wide annnuncemnent of of fertilizer, and their ratios as a) Incentive pnri.-.ss foro-%'.-. outputs in
Pakistan remain .ally efficientsupport prices, specified in output targets. arc held. given the costs -.. -. 

b) Ann .sncen .'nts will be wile at least b) Timely dec.._i -. . .,d anda mss-th before nodal planting timiec) Avoidance of practices that convert existing r.edi,; * :'..-ss- to,mask.and publicized rt.-n,.tedly on radio an them widely kn-support price into a ceiling price for through press stasm,-nts at sninistrialIfarmers. levels (central an,! irovincial) to pires" Adequat. st- e shnl an d 
c) No forced procur -s nt. ,and restric-.tP oteruat '.S.1,.""" rch seat 

harvest season or ,tla.rwise will be 
tions on interdist: t, i'ssvements a! other GaP di-'. ,..-. . r. y.. purshIased atheld to a minimum, a politically ans ....price as.,sptableor can an a,'ceptallew,i. 

real cost. 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Ago tonfaea PROJ ECT U.-lIGN UMMARY Life 4 Project: 

LOGICAL FAME#ORK From FY iq7& to FY 
Total U. S. Funding SlO0 
Dote Prepavo r.& 

IQ 7-g 

-Mlli"'I 
It i4:5c 

Project Title & Numgber Pakistan Aaricultural Inputs Loan 91 - 4041 

NARRATIVE SUMMARY [ OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS T MEANS OF VERIFICATION IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS 

9. A system to implement support prices sothat these become real prices offered to 9. Commission agent. Food Dept.. or 9. a) Commission agents and others will not 
farmers for their output othr agent of government available Dealer surveys, and records of discount support price. 

or accessible to each village for dealers ( wholesale and retail). b) Government purchasing points are orprle, can be sufficiently ubiquitous.output purchase at support price. c) Budget or credit (money creation) ceil
ings will permit government purchases 
for price support when and if needed. 

10. Aggressive and increased marketing. 10. Every vitlate .rould have either a 
particularly wholesale marketing of inputs, 10. E 'r s hav e a trative 

by government agencies. rivate or pu!ixc wholesaler within .1) edidnistrativ ca it. ,
,t, .ydi,-0ri s.expansion 	 of k,th prixatv , !.::ll. i.1,11Opening of additional distribution and 	 marketing exist. 

wholesale points by PADSC, NFC, etc., 
as needed.
 

1 1. Import funding of additional inputs as 	 I1. a) GOP can find the requi r.d f,,reigit
needed to maintain in-country pipeline and 1 . (Projections frnm body of P. P.) exchang,, e-ither from it- own ,-. rnings 
meet effective demand, or from other donors.

b) World fertfliz,.r situ.atii usill ct,,12. Allocations of credit for agricultural 	 restrict ship:: 'nts in timing or quantity.
purposes. IZ. 	 Monetary poli-ies of GOP permit 

liquidity needed for farm credit. 



Annex E
 

Study of Fertilizer Distribution and Credit
 

AID and the National Fertilizer Corporation (NFC) are nowlaying the ground work for a study of fertilizer distribution and credit.The objective of this study is to develop policy recommendations forfurther strengthening of rural fertilizer distribution and credit systemsin Pakistan. Field survey research in Punjab, Sind, and NWFPprovinces will include interviews with farmers, fertilizer dealers,suppliers of agricultural credit. 
and 

This survey work is planned for1975-76. A schedule for farmer interviews has, in fact, already undergone substantial pretesting. A market "structure-conduct-performance"
approach will be used to assess the efficacy of the separate but relatedsystems of frtiliz r distribution and credit in rural Pakistan. Samplecomponents of this analytic framework or model as applied to fertilizer
distribution and credit are shown below: 

Sample Components of Market Structure - Conduct - Performance
Model for Study of Fertilizer Distribution 

Structure Conduct Performance 

No. of distribution Pricing policies of Level of fertilizer use
points distributors by: 

Location of distribution Delivery policies of Sit.e of farm 
points distributors 

Storage facilities of Barani, irrigatedPromotion of fertilizer
distributors use (ani advice on Tenurial class 

ferLiliz.- uL ) 

Type and number of Geographic locationTerms of credit (in relation to mandicredit sources 
towns, etc) of far-

Requirements for mersSize of distributors rnakinp credit avail
(volume of saloes) able
 

Hours of operation of 
distributors 

Types of fertilizer avail
able from different 
types of distributors 

"ther services provided 
by fertili er distributors 

('uantity and timing of 
supplies offered 
(available)foc sale 



Annex F, Part I 

Loan Application Letter 

From: GCVERNMENT CF PA.KISTAN 
AFTAB AHiMAD 1'dHAN, MINIST..AY CF FINANCE, PLANNING 

SEC AETARY AND DEVELOPMENT 
(-CCNOMIC AFFAIRS DIVISICN) 

Islamabad the Ist April, 1975 

SUEJECT: LCPN APPLICATION,. - AGIICULTURAI INPUTS LOAN 

Dear Mr. Wheeler, 

The Government of Pakistan has determined to embark upon a 
programm2! that will increase its agricultural output substantially over 
the next few years. For the next crop year, it has set a target for the 
wheat crop to be harvested in the spring of 19 76 of 9 million tons of food
grain. It is the Government's intentior to increase this target by another 
rniliorn tons th.c follovxinp year. Similar increased production targets 
are being set for other foodgrains and agricultural proJucts. 

2. To make the fulfilrrent of these targets possible, the Govern
ment will oc has already taken a number of steps. Crop and production 
input price relationship:s are bein- reviewed regularly and adjustments
made as necessa,-y to ir'ure that use of production increasing inputs such 
as fertilizer, irriprove; -eed, and pesticides ic increased at sufficient 
rates, to meet crop tarr-ct.. Mcasures are being taken to expand the amount 
and efficiency in ue ot irrigation water. Already the Government has 
taken steps to assu-e that excess fertili-er stocks that existed at the end 
of 1974 at privatc, secto.- are being cleared at an adequate rate. The 
Government will makz r.ho_.phate and potash fertilizer available along with 
nitrogenous fertilizer at all points. To enable new organizations, construct
in-7 new fertilizer plant: to develop marketing experience in advance of 
their plants coming into production, the Government intends to make 
imported fertilizer available to them on at least the same basis as to other 
distributors. The Government is rcview ing its procedures for allocating
fertilizer among the provinces so as to avoid simultaneous shortages or 
surpluses among the different geographic regions of the country. It is 
expanding the credit availability for purchase of fertilizer and other pro
duction increasing inputs. 
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3. In support of these p'dicies the Government requests that USAID
provide assistance for a period of two 
years in meeting the foreign
exchange costs of agricultural inputs renuired, 
 in the form of a loanin the amount of $100 million. We request the loan terms providethe loan be repaid ov-2r a period of forty years, including 10 yearsgrace periol on repayment of principal with interest at the rate of
2% during the grace period, and 3% thereafter.
 

4. In accord with past policies the Federal Government will arrangefor procurement and shipping of fertilizer under tbis loan. Procurement
of pesticides under the loan will be restricted to: 

a) procurement for private distributors for their private
distribution in Pakistan; 

b) 	 procurement by the Centre of pesticides required for
aerial spraying of rice and 
sugarcane. An evaluation ofthe efficacy of the aerial spraying programmes for these 
crops is planned for this season; 

c) 	 public procuremenc of pesticides for experimental purpoesin association w,.h defined research programmes. 

Seed financed under the loan will be procured on the basis of equalaccess of both public and private importers. Procurement of otheragricultural inputs eligible for procurement with the proceeds of theloan will be on the basis of such Government of Pakistan policies and

regulations 
as are applicable thereto. 

5. To insure that the inputs financed by the loan will make the fullestpossible contribution to the Government's production targets,Government plans to 
the

continue the policies and p rogrammes outlined aboveduring the period of utilization of commodities financed by this loan. 

Th, 	 Gcvernment as a policy ngage upon a periodicai review of(1) the adequacy of public and pri '3te sector distribution of fertilizerand other essential agri'altural :.,puts, and particularly the adequacyof access of farmers in all parts of the country; (2) the adequacy offarmer's access to credit for fertilizer; (3) the relationships betweenthe prices for the farmer's crops and those of agricultural inputs,particularly fertilizer, and 	incentives to use fertilizer and other inputsin sufficient quantities to meet the national production targets; (4) theadequacy of incidentals allowed to private sector distributors of agricultural inputs for transportation, storage and marketing of fertilizer;(5) other plans to assure that excess stocks of domestically producedfertilizers are 	not accumulated in future years. The Government will 
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share the results of these reviews with USAID. 

6. We will hold periodical mectings with USAID officials to reviewdomestic productioi,, stocks, scheduled arrivals and demand in orderto develop schedule of procurement for the inputs financed under loan. 

Yours sincerely, 

Sd l

(AFTAB AHMAD KHAN) 

Mr. Joseph C. Wheelrv 
Director, USAID Mission in Pakistan 
Islamabad. 
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Annex F, Part 2 

M. I. ;.halil 1(15)US-V/75
Joint 'ecretary GOVEzNIVENT OF PAKISTAN 

MINISTqY CF FINANCE, PLANNING 
AND DEVELCPhNFNT 

(ECONCI."IC AFFAIR.S DIVISICN) 

Islamabad, the 14th NMay, 1975. 

SUBJECT: LOAN APPLICATION - AGICULTURAL INPUTS LOAN 

Dear Er. Wolffer, 

The Government of Pakistan sent to you on April 1, 19 75 a requestfor USAID assistance for a period of two years in meeting the foreignexchange costs of agricultural inputs. The Government requested a loanin the amount of $100 million, to be repaid over a period of 40 years,including 10 years grace period on repayment of principal, with interestat the rate of 2% during the grace period and 31/o thereafter. 

In order that some of the required agricultural inputs may bepurchased in time for usc on crops to be pla.',ted in 1975 and that procuremont of other inputs may be carried out in a timely fashion, werequest that items eligible unter the loan and purchased subsequent to
the date of this letter be reimbursable. 
 The Government understands,of course, that procurement of those items would have to conform toUSAID regulations pertaining thereto, 
We will wish to 

if they are to be eligible for reimbursement. confer with USAID officials before schedul
ing such imports. 

Yours sincerely, 

Sd/-
M. I. K. Khalil 

Dr. 1'illiam A. Wolffer 
Acting Director 
USAID Mission to -akistan, 
Is lamabad. 



Annex G. 

D P AFT 

A. I. D. Loan No. 

CAPITAL ASSISTANCE LOAN AUTHORIZATION 

Provided from.: Development Loan Funds 

Pakistan: Agricultural Inputs Project 

Pur ,:uant to tbe autthority ve ted in rr.e aF Adrinmintrator of the
 
Agency for International Developn ent ("A. I. D. ") 
 by the Foreign
.Assistance Act of 1961, arended,as ("the Act") and delegations
 
of authority issued thereunder, I hereby authorize 
a Loan to the

Islamic Republic of Pakistan ("Borrower") in an amount of Forty
 
Million United States Dollars 
($ 40, 000, 000) pursuant to Part I,

Chapter I, Section 103 - Food 
and Nutrition and Part 1, Chapter II,
Title I (Development Loan Fund) of the Act, to assist in financing 
the foreign exchange costs of agricultural inputs such as fertilizer, 
seeds, and srral-scale farn- equiprr ent. 

This Loan shall be subject to the following conditions: 

1. Interest Rate and Terms of Repayment 

T'e Loan s all be repaid by the Borrower within Forty
(40) years after the date of the first disbursement under the Loan,
including a grace period of nct to exceed ten (10) years from such 
date. Interest on the outstanding balance of the disburseurents 
under the loan and on any due and unpaid interest shall be at the 
rate of two percent (2%) per a:.nur- during the grace period and 
at the rate of three percent (3-) per annum thereafter. 

2. Currency of Repavrient 

Repa;,: eit of funds due under the Loan and payment 
of interest thereon sball be in United States Dollars. 
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3. Jther Terms and Conditions
 

a. Unless AID otherwise approves in writing, and except for
 
fertilizer procurement which shall be limited to the United States,
 
procurement of goods and services financed under the Loan shall be from
 
Code 941 countries.
 

h. Unless AID otherwise approves in writing, the Loan Agreement
 
will include appropriate covenants requiring the borrower to undertake the
 
following: The borrower shall carry out appropriate policies and programs-
in such areas as distribution and marketing of fertilizer and other
 
essential inputs, agricultural credit, crop-to-inputs price relationships,
 
availability and management of irrigation water, and guidance (i.e.,
 
extension) services--designed to assure achievement of the purpose of
 
this project, which is the increased availability and better balanced use
 
of agricultural inputs throughout Pakistan by all farmers, particularly
 
low-income farmers.
 

c. Unless AID otherwise approves in writing, the Loan Agreement
 
shall provide that, prior to first disbursement, documentation shall be
 
submitted to AID covering the following requirements: (1) To inform AID
 
as 
to how the policies and programs referred to in the covenants noted
 
above are being carried out, and (2) to assure AID that borrower is under
taking appropriate reviews with respect to certain policy areas 
on a
 
periodic basis and is sharing results of such reviews with AID in a timely
 
manner.
 

d. Such other terms and conditions as AID may deem advisable.
 

Administrator
 

Date
 



Annex H. 

PAKISTAN - AGRICULTURAL INPUTS PROJECTCERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO SECTION 6 11(.) OFTHE FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1961, AS AMENDED 

I, Joseph C. Wheeler, principal officer of the Agency for
 
International Development in Pakistan, 
 having taken into account 
among other things the maintenance and utilization of projects in 
Pakistan previously financed or assisted by the United States and 
the commitment of the Government of Pakistan to carry out 

effectively the Agricultural Inputs Project, do hereby certify 
that in my judgment Pakistan has the financial and human resources 

capability to implement, maintain and utilize effectively the subject 

project. 

/ h .Wheeler, Director 

SUSAID/Pakistan 

0CT 9 975 

Date 



Annex I 

PROPOSED FY 76 & 77 AGRICULTURAL 
INPUT LOAN FOR PAKISTAN: 

$ 100 Million 

CHECKLIST OF STATUTORY CRITERIA 

The following abbreviations are used: 

FAA - Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended 

FAA, 1973 - Foreign Assistance Act of 1973. 

App. - Foreign Assistance and Related Programs 
Appropriation Act, 1974. 

MMA - Merchant i"arine Act of 1936, as amended. 

BASIC AUTHORITY 

1. 	 FAA § 103; § 104; § 105; 
§ 106; § 107. Is loan being made 
a. for agriculture, rural 	development Yes, for agriculture.
 

or nutrition;
 

b. for population planning or health; No. 

c. for education, public administration, No
 
or human resources development;
 

d. to 	solve economic and social No.
development problems in fields such
 
as transportation, 
 power, industry,

urban development, 
 and export
 
development;
 

e. in support of the general economy Yes.
of the 	recipient country or for develop
ment programs conducted by private 
or 
international organizations. 
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COUNTRY PERFORMANCE 

Progress Towards Country Goals 

Z. FAA §201 (b) (5), (7) & (8); § 208 

A. Describe extent to which country is: 

(1) Making appropriate efforts to Pakistan has long recognized the
increase food production and improve need to increase food production.
means for food storage and distribu- On April 30, 1974, Pakistan entered
tion. into a major loan for an Agricultural 

Research Project. Additionally,
Pakistan is, at present, increasing 
its domestic fertilizer production 
as evidenced by the Multan expan
sion project, the Fauji plant,and 
two or three others. Domestic 
nutrient ton production is forecast 
to increase from 304, 000 to 
1, 400, 000 by 1980. Use of ferti
lizer increased by 16% in FY 1973. 
Pakistan is also making significant 
efforts to increase it3 production of 
seeds, pesticides and farm equip
ment. 

(2) Creating a favorable climate The nationalization of domestically
for foreign and domestic private owned banks and a number of local
enterprise and investment, industries, in fulfillment of certain 

election pledges of the current 
government has created uncertain
ties, and retarded new investment 
in large scale industry. However, 
investment in small and medium 
industry continues, and the govern
ment continues to provide new 
positive inducements and concessions 
to private investment. While there 
may be some further nationalization, 
Pakistan's leaders have recognized 
and public'-- affirmed that a subs
tantial degree of domestic and 
foreign private investment is 
esrential to Pakistan's economic 
development. 
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(3) Increasing the public's role in The present government describesthe developmental process, itself as a "People's Government". 
During the summer of 1973 a new 
constitution establishing a parlia
mentary form of government was 
put into effect in Pakistan. At the
lower level, the fledgling Peoples 
VWorks and Integrated Rural Develop
ment Programs contemplate more 
active participation in development 
at the village level. 

(4) (a) Allocating available budge- Development expenditures aretary resources to development, budgeted to increase from Rs. 10,773 
million in FY 75 to Re. 13, 697 
million in FY 76, a significant 27% 
increase. Respective GNP in these 
years are 100, 158 and a forecasted 
1Z5, 197 million rupees each, so that 
government expenditures for 
development purposes will be over 
11% of GNP. 

(b) Diverting such resources for The budget for defense expendit .re 
unnecessary military expenditure in FY 76 has increased by only 12%,(See also Item No.20) and inter- less than half the increase in
vention in affairs of other free development expenditures, andand independent nations.) (See about half the increase in the whole
also Item No. 11). sale price index. In FY 75 

Rs. 6, 214 million was spent on 
defens ,nd the budget now calls for
Rs. 7, 027 million in FY 76. The 
recognition of Bangladesh, and the
Delhi agreement between Pakistan, 
Bangladesh and Indi; w-ill have a 
moderating influence on defense 
spending. At this point in time,
it is difficult to judge the effect of 
(a) India's detonation of a nuclear 
device, (b) continued strains in 
Afghan-Pakistan relations, or (c) 
the recent lifting of the U.S. 
embargo on sales of lethal defense 
items to Pakistan, on Pakistan's 
future defense budgets. 
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(5) Making economic, social, and The Bhutto Government has pro
political reforms such as tax collec- mulgated a quick succession of land,
tion improvements and changes in land banking,labor, education, health 
tenure artangernents, and making pro- and law reforms which, if imple
gress toward respect for the rule of irented may enable it to achieve
law, freedom of expression and of the development objectives. The rule 
press, and recognizing the importance of law i6 publicly endorsed. Not
of individual freedom, initiative, and withstanding occasional actions 
private enterprise, against certain elements freedoms 

are greater than under the previous 
regime. 

(6) Willing to contribute funds to Agricultural imports are financed 
the project or program. by cash, grant, barter, and 

various types of credit arrangements.
The GOP, therefore, does contri
bute to the agricultural import 
program. 

(7) Otherwise responding to the As the responses above suggest,
vital economic, political, and the recipient government has
social concerns of its people, and committed itself to meeting the
demonstrating a clear determination vital economic political and social 
to take effective self-help measures, concerns of its people. Since coming 

to power, the self-help measures 
the government has taken include 
the rupee devaluation of May 1972 
and import liberalization program,
increases in tax revenues and other 
stabilization measures, steps to 
increase subsidies on farm inputs, 
and substantial flood relief recovery
aild rehabilitation efforts. It has 
lifted or relaxed internal restric
tions on the transport and sale of
wheat, and increased the government 
procurement price substantially, 
measures that will give significant 
increased incentive to agricultural 
production. 

B. Are above factors taken into account YeC. 
in the furnishing of the subject assistance? 
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Treatment of U.S. Citizens and Firms. 
3. 	 FAA § 620 (c). If assistance is No.to government, is the government

liable as debtor or unconditional 
guarantor on any debt to a U.S.citizen for goods or services 
furnished or ordered where (a) such
citizen has exhausted availablelegal 	remedies and (b) debt is not 
denied or contested by such 
government?
 

4. 	 FAA § 620 (e)(1). If assistance isto a government, 	 The March 1972 Life Insurancehas it (including Nationalization affectedgovernment agencies 	 an Americanor sub-divisions) Company,taken any action which has the effect 
which negotiated a satis

of nationalizing, factory settlement, and receivedexpropriating, or compensation in 1973.otherwise seizing ownership or 	 In addition,controlof property of U.S. 	 the nationalization of schoolscitizens or 	 potentially affectsentities beneficially owned by them 	 one American 
without taking steps 	

church organization which ownsto discharge itsobligations toward such citizens 	
substantial property in Pakistan.or

entities ? 
At the present time neither party is
pressing the issue. 

5. FAA§ 620 (o); Fishermen's Protective 
Act 5. If country has seized, or
imposed any penalty or sanction againstany U.S. fishing vessel on account ofits fishing activities in international 

Not Applicable. 

water, 

a. has any deduction requiLed by
Fishermen's Protective Act been made? 

Not Applicable. 

b. has complete denial of assistance 
been considered by A. I. D. Administrator? 

Not Applicable. 
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Relations with U.S. Government and Other 
Nations 

6. 	 FAA § 620 (a). Does recipient country
furnish assistance to Cuba or fail to
take appropriate steps to prevent
ships or aircraft under its flag from
carrying cargoes to or 	from Cuba? 

7. 	 FAA § 620 (b). If assistance is to a 

government, 
 has the Secretary of State 
determined that it is not controlled 
by the International Communist Move-
ment? 

8. 	 FAA § 620 (d). If assistance is for 
any productive enterprise which will
compete in the United States with
United State enterprise, is there an 
agreement by the recipient country to 
prevent export to the United States of 
more than 20% of the enterprise's
annual production during the life of 
the loan. 

9. 	 FAA § 6Z0 (f). Is recipient country a 

Communist country?
 

10. 	 FAA § 620 (i). Is recipient country in 
any way invoved in (a) subversion of,or military aggression against, the
United States or any country receiving
U.S. 	 assistance, or (b) the planning of
such subversion or aggression? 

11. 	 FAA § 62O (j). Has the country permitted,
or aied to take adequate measures to 
prevent, the damage or destruction, by
mob action, of U.S. property? 

Annex I 

Pakistan does not furnish assistance 
to Cuba. However, during October 
1973, 4,000 tons of barley were 
shipped to Cuba by a private 
exporter. There had never been any
previous barley exports from Pakistan
Pakistan to Cuba. The GOP was
 
unaware 
of the transaction because
there was no procedure for licensing 
or controlling shipments of barley.
Controls have now been instituted
 
and the GOP has assured the U.S.
 
that no further exports will be made.
 
The Secretary of State has deter
mined that Pakistan is not controlled
 
by the International Communist
 
Movement.
 

Not Applicable. 

No. 

No. 

No. 
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12. FAA § 620 1). If the country has 
failed to institute the investment 
guaranty program for the specific
risks of expropriation, in converti-
bility or confiscation, has the
A. I. D. administration within the 
past year considered denying assis
tance to such government for this 
reason?
 

13. FAA § 620 (n). Does recipient 
country furnish goods to North 
Viet-Nam or permit ships or air
craft under its flag to carry cargoes 
to or from North Viet-Nam? 

14. FAA § 620 Is. the government of
the recipient country in default on 
interest or principal of any A. I. D.
loan to the country? 

15. FAA § 620 (t . Has the country sevcred 
omatic relations with the United 

States. If so, have they been resumed 
and have new bilateral assistance agree
ments been negotiated and entered into
since such resumption? 

16. FAA § 620 (u). What is the payment
status of the country's U.N. obligations? 
If the country is in arrears, were such 
arrearages taken into account by the
A. I. D. Administrator in determining
the current A. I.D. Operational Year 
Budget? 

17. FAA § 481. Has the government of 
recipient country failed to take adequate
steps to prevent narcotics drugs and
other controlled substances (as defined 

Pakistan has instituted the invest
ment guaranty program for the
specific risks of expropriation,
inconvertibility and war risk. 

No 

No. Pakistan's default under a 
debt moratorium in May 1971 was
 
relieved by 
a Debt Rescheduling

Agreement dated September 20,
 
1972. A longer term rescheduling
 
has been negotiated by members 
ofthe Aid to Pakistan consortium )nParis, and bilateral discussions of
 
its implementation are 
now going on. 
Diplomatic relations with the United 
States have never been severed. 

Pakistan is not delinquent in any
obligations to the United Nations. 

No. 
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by the Comprehensive Drug Abuse 
Prevention and Control Act of 1970)
produced or processed, in whole or
in part, in such country, or trans
ported through such country, from 
being sold illegally withia the juris
diction of such country to U.S. 
Government personnel or their 
dependents, or from entering the 
U. S. unlawfully? 

18. 	 FAA 659. If (a) military base is 
located in recipient country, and 
was constructed or is being maintained 
or operated with funds furnished by
U.S., and (b) U.S. personnel carry out 
military operations from such base,
has the President determined that the 
government of recipient country has 
authorized regular access to U.S. 
correspondents to such base? 

Military Expenditures 

19. 	 FAA § 620 (s). What percentage of 
country budget is for military
expenditures? How much of foreign
exchange resources spent on military
equipment? How much spent for the 
purchase of sophisticated weapons
systems? (Consideration of these 
points is to be coordinated with the 
Bureau for I-rogram and Policy
Coordination, Regional Coordinators 
and Military Assistance Staff (PPC/RC).) 

Annex I 

Not Applicable. 

During fiscal year 1975, Pakistan's 
known defense expenditures were 
about 	Rs. 6, 294 million, or about 
21% of the GOP federal budget.
This fiscal year Rs. 7, 0Z7 million,
about the same percentage is for 
defense. Both years expenditure 
was or will be about 6% of GNP. 
We have no precise estimate of 
foreign exchange resources utilized 
to acquire military hardware 
and other equipment, but believe 
these 	are over $100 million annually,
largely to replace obsolescent 
equipment supplied by the U.S. as 
military aid during the 1950's and 
early 1960's. Pakistan has pur
chased sophisticated weapon systems
from abroad including Mirage jet
fighters from France, armored 
personnel carriers from the U.S. 
and tanks and jet fighters from 
China. 
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Conditions of The 
Loan 

General Soundness 

20. FAA § 201 d). Information and The funds will be lent inconclusion complianceon reasonableness and
legality (under laws 

with the laws of the United Statesof country and and of Pakistan. The lending terms,the United States) of lending and
relending terms 40 years including a 10 years graceof the loan. period, 2% interest during the grace 

period and 3% thereafter, are con
sidered reasonable. The rate of
interest is less than Pakistan's 
discount rate. 

Zl. FAA §201 (b) (2); 201 1-)information and conclusion on act.vityls A thorough analysiseconomic of agriculturaland technical soundness. 
loan is not made pursuant to 

If input requirement is included in thea multi-
lateral plan, PP. The program aa proposed isand the amount c, the considered economically sound.loan exceeds $100, 000, has countrysubmitted to A. I.D. an application for A joint USAID/GOP committee hassuch funds together with assurances developedto indicate that funds will be used in 

the loan paper. A loan
application has been received froman economically and technicall.y sound the GOP.
 

manner?
 

The loan agreement will include 
requirements for judicious use of 
the funds.

22. FAA §201 (b) (Z. Information and 
coclusion on capacity of the country 

(See Section X of the loan paper)
Pakistan's foreign exchange incometo repay the loan, including reason- is continuingableness to grow and its overallpf repayment prospects, repayment capacity is also growing. 
This loan will directly contribute to 
this capacity by increasing the
country's productive capacity. The 
repayment prospects for this loan 
are reasonable.Z3. FAA §201 (b) (1). Information and In

conclusion addition to importing agriculturalon availability of financing inputs from U.S.from other free-world sources, sources using 
includi.ng private 

A.I.D. funds, Pakistan has also beensources within the
United States, importing fertilizer using its own

foreign exchange and barter or other 
financial arrangements to the extent
such arrangements could be effected.Lately, OPEC has been a source of
substantial financial assistance
Pakistan in agriculture related as

to 

well as other areas. The proposed
U.S. loan will provide a significant 
amount in narrowing G:P'e resource 
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24. 	 FAA § 611 (a) (1). Prior to signing a) Financial and other plans neces
of loan vill there ":e ',V g,.ary s- to carry out the assistance 
financial, and other parsrnecessary are completed. 
to carry out th-2 r ssistance and (b) a 
reasonably firn esti:-nite of the cost (b) The cost of the assistance to the 
to the Un~tcd S.atoLe of the ,jistnace ? United State.s is limited to the 

amount of the loan. 

Z25. 	 FAA § 611 (W1. :' fu'-thei lrgis- No legislative action is required. 
lative a.ction is recuired w:."'j' r. ci
pie-t cour.tc'-,, ".v-'. jq tl'he !)asis for 
reasonable exy ouc':'x'dcon th iuch action 
will be ccmrilecd *n timre to permit 
orderly aeco-.:p!ish-c'nt of purpose 
of Icaj.? 

26 	 FAA § 0'.11 ._.L i. t'- loan ". for Yc-. See Annex of Project Paper. 
ss.....a n .,ar.d all U.S. 

a,,li...L,..-> t- Drr C.'cn*OW c:'cee cl 
$1 rI.,, _..... ha / A"cr. Drect- r 

ct ... ...., cci... . .. :a '. 1 .''ty 
cff- 2ti,,c ,* tO nI .'it b1A;. a,: utiize 

the pxuiicct ? 

Loaxi's Rc!ation,-,ihin to A: -'vr, ent of Ccuntry 
and R'-Jonj- : 

27. FAA § 7"-; 1 13 
Extc::t:o v'hich a'. L- (b The -P azing continuous 

r t:' i . .'. ' efforts to raise food production with 
on: ja' encourzir,,. d.,velo-., m--imum ,elf-help measures. How
molnt of ,.n -..., conmi, ever, external assistance to allow 

'.. ,..itic :..or. importation of agricultural inpuit is 
(hi se -he -r"--,:t.w t. presently imperative to sustain 
country's food n. <c)im- agricultiral production until the 
proving avai:lbi':ty ,5 rai':ed domestic r'oduction capability is im
manpowmc in ti~o cuc'.::y; -)prcved. 
programn 3eiign . , ,e, th'" (Note: (a), (c), id), (e) and (f) not 
countly': .. .althnce-: ;'" other ar.plicable. 
important are'is of vccnornic, Foli
tical, and social dcvolTpmnt, in
cluding i-icb:stry, fr: c labor unions, 
coo~pcratives:. and Volun tla" Agencies; 

BEST AVAJLABLE COPY
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transportation and communications; 
planning and public administration; 
urban development, and modernization 
of existing laws; or (f) integrating 
women into the recipient country's 
national economy. 

28. 	 FAA § 209. Is project susceptible 
of execution as part of regional 
project? If so why is project not 
so executed? 

29. 	 FAA §201-(b) (4). Information and 
conclusion on activity's relation-
ship to, and consistency with, 
other 	development activities, and 
its contribution to realizable long-
range 	objectives. 

30. 	 FAA § 21 (b) (9). Information and 
conclusion on whether or not the 
activity to be financed will con
tribute to the achievement of 
self-sustaining growth. 

31. 	 FAA§ 209. Information and 
conclusion whether assistance 
will encourage regional develop
ment programs. 

32. 	 FAA § 111. Discuss the extent to 
which the loan will strengthen the 
participation of urban and rural 
poor 	in their country's development, 
and will assist in the development 
of cooperatives which will enable 
and encourage greater numbers of 
poor people to help themselves to-
word a better life. 

No. 

The import of agricultural inputs is a 
comparatively short term yet signi
ficant activity supportive of the Govern
ment's long-range objective of in
creasing the agricultural growth rate
 
to attain self-sufficiency at the
 
earliest possible time. (Refer to 
Chapter II of the Project Paper.) 

Please see Item 29 above. 

Not Applicable. 

The use of fertilizer and other agri
cultural inputs to be financed under 
this loans will result in an increase of 
agricultural productivity, which will 
have 	a direct impact on the qualitative 
improvement of the lives of people,
and their chances for participation 
in development. 
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33. FAA § 201 (f). If this is a project Increased agricultural production isloan, describe how such project essential to Pakistan's economicwill promote the country's economic developrr.ent. In order to increasedevelopment taking into account the production and grain-yield per acre,country's human and material re- increased quantities and timely availsources requirements and relation- abilities of agricultural inputs
ship between ultimate objectives of as fertilizer are required. 

such 

the project and overall economic 
development. 

34. FAA § 281 (a). Describe extent to The loan will contribute to anwhich the loan will contribute to the agricultural development program
objective of assuring maximum parti- which reaches all segments of the
cipation in the task of economic develop- population. 
ment on the part of the people of the 
country, through the encouragement 
of democratic, private and local 
governmental institutions. 

35. FAA § 281 (b). Describe extent to The loan recognizes the needs of thewhich program recognizes the parti- rural population and the desire for
cular needs, desires, and capacities increased food production and inof the people of the country; utilizes comes for producers, and theirthe country's intellectual resources to capacity to effectively utilize these encourage institutional development; inputs to achieve production and inand supports civic education and train- come goals. There is directno effecting in skills required for effective on the use of the country's intellectual
participation in governmental and poli- resources or on civic education andtical processes essential to self-govern- training in skills needed for increased 
ment. civic participation. 

36. FAA § 1 (b) (3). In what ways does The activity has a direct effect onthe activity give reasonable promise of agricultural production which increasescontributing to the development of econo- proportionately with the inputs of fertimic resources, or to the increase of lizer, and other needed inputs proposedproductive capacities? for financing under the loan. 

37. FAA § 601 (a). Information and (a) The loan will have little lasting
conclusions whether loan will en- effect on international trade courage efforts of the country other than to finance needed irto: (a) increase the flow of pore for the period of the prointernational trade; (b) foster gram.
private initiative and competi- (b) No effect on private initiative
tion; (c) encourage development and competition. 
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and use of cooperatives, credit (c) Have effect on cooperatives,
unions, and savings and loan credit unions and savings and
associations; (d) discourage loan associations. 
monopolistic practices; (e) (d) No effect on monopolistic
improve technical efficiency practices.

of industry, agriculture and 
 (e) Will increase agricultural output.
commerce; and (f) strengthen (f) No effect on labor unions. 
free labor unions. 

38. 	 FAA § 61. If assistance is for newly Not Applicable.
 
independent country, is it furnished
 
through multilateral -ganizations or
 
plans to the maximum .xtent appropriate?
 

Loan's Effect on U.S. 	 and A.I.D. Program 

39. 	 FAA § 201 (b) (6). Information and The loan will be administered in line
conclusion on possible effect of loan with existing U.S. G. regulations. All 
on U.S. economy, with special reference fertilizer will be purchased from U.S.;
to areas of substantial labor surplus, Therefore, the majority of the loan 
extent to which U.S. commodities and funds 	will benefit the US economy.
assistance are furnished in a manner No direct effect in areas of labor sur
consistent with improving the U.S. plus is expected.
 
balance of payment position.
 

40. 	 FAA §202 (a). Total amount of money Importation under the loan will 
under loan with is going directly to be done by public sector. Pur
private enterprise, is going to inter- chases will be made from private
mediate credit institutions or other sector suppliers for distribution. 
borzowers for use by private enter
prise, is being used to finance imports 
from private sources, or is other
wise being used to finance procure
ments from private sources. 

41. 	 FAA § 601 (b). Information and con- This loan is not expected to directly
clusion on how the loan will encourage foster U.S. investment abroad. How-
U.S. 	 private trade and investment ever, purchase of the agricultural inabroad and how it will encourage pri- puts from the U.S. will provide ade
vate U.S. participation in foreign quate opportunities for participation
assistance programs (including use by private U.S. enterprise.

of private trade channels and the ser
vices 	of U.S. private enterprise). 
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42. 	 FAA § 601 (d). If a capital project, are Engineering and Professional serengineering and professiona services vices will not be required under this
of U.S. firms and their affiliates used loan. 
to the maximum extent consistent with 
the national interest") 

43. 	 FAA § 602. Information and conclusion Yes, U.S. small business will
whether U.S. small business will parti- have opportunity of equitable partS-"cipate equitably in the furnishing of goods cipation to supply the agriculturaland services financed by the loan. inputs to be financed under this 

loan. 

44, 	 FAA § 620 (h). Will the loan promote No.
 
or 
assist the foreign aid projects or
 
activities of the Communist-Bloc countries?
 

45. 	 FAA § 621. 	 If Technical Assistance is Not Applicable.
 
financed by the loan, 
 information and
 
conclusion whether such 
assistance will
 
be furnished 
to the fullest extent practic
able as goods and professional and other
 
services from private enterprise on a
 
contract basis. If the facilities of other
 
FederalAgencies 
will be utilizei, infor
mation and conclusion on whether they are
 
particularly suitable, 
 are not competitive
 
with private enterprise, and 
can be made
 
available without undue interference with
 
domestic programs.
 

Loan's Compliance with Specific 
Requirements 

46. 	 FAA §110(a); § 208 (e. In what The loan agreement shall provide
manner has or will the recipient that the Government of Pakistancountry provide assurances that will provide at least 25% of theit will provide at least 25% of the cost of the entire activity. 
cost of the program, project, or 
activity with respect to which the 
Loan is to be made ? 

47. 	 FAA § 660. Will loan be used to No. 
finance police training or related 
program in recipient country? 
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48. 	 FAA § 114. Will loan be used to pay 

for performance of abortions 
or to 
motivate or coerce persone to 
practice abortions ? 

49. 	 FAA § 201 (b). Is the country among 

the 20 countries in which development
 
loan funds may be used to make loans in 
this fiscal year? 

50. 	 FAA § 201 (d). Is interest rate of loan 
at least 2% per annum during grace period
and at least 3% per a inum thereafter ? 

51. 	 FAA § 20' (f). If this is a project loan, 

what provisions have been made for 

appropriate participation by the reci-
pient country's private enterprise ? 

52. 	 FAA § 6 04 (a). Will all commodity 

procurement financed under the loan 

be from the United States except as 
otherwise determined by the 
President ? 

53. 	 FAA § 604 (b). What provision i9 
made to prevent financing commocity 
procurement in bulk at prices higher than 
adjusted U.S. market price? 

54. 	 FAA §604 (d). If the cooperating 
country discriminates against U.S. 
marine insurance companies, will 
loan agreement require that marine 
insurance be placed in the United 
States on commodities financed
 
by the loan?
 

55. 	 FAA §604 (e). If offshore procure-
ment of agricultural commodity or 
product is to be financed, is there 
provision against such procurement 
when the domestic price of such com
modity is less than parity? 

Annex I 

No. 

Yes. 

Yes. 

Pakistan's private enterprise 
retailers will be eligible to 
purchase and distribute the 
fertilizer. 

Procurement source for fertilizer 
which constitutes the main item of 
import will be U.S. Code 941 
sources will be eligible for other 
commodities. 

All bids will undergo review by 
AID/W before an award is made for 
ascertaining comparable prices. 
Imp. Letters will specify the pro
cedures. 

An appropriate provision will be 
included in the loan agreement. 

All prices for agricultural inputs 
will be reviewed by the AID 
Commodity Management Division 
prior to bid award. 
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56. 	 FAA S 6)4 (f). If loan finances a 
commodity import program, will 
arrangements be made for supplier 
certification to A. I. D. and A. I. D. 
approval of commodity as eligible 
and suitable ? 

57. 	 FAA § 608 (a). Information on 
measures to be taken to utilize 
U.S. Government excess personal 
property in lieu of the procurement 
of new items. 

58. 	 FAA § 611 (b); App § 101. If loan 
finances water or water-related land 

resource construction project or 
program, is there a benefit-cost 
computation made, insofar as 
practicable, in accordance with the 
procedures set forth in the Memoran
dum of the President dated May 15, 1962 ? 

59. 	 FAA § 611 (c). If contracts for 

construction are to be financed
 
what provision will be made that 
they be let on a competitive basis 

to maximum extent practicable? 

60. 	 FAA § 61Z (b); § 636 (h). Describe 
steps taken to assure that, to che 
maximum extent possible, the country 

is contributing local currencies to 
meet the cost of contractual and other 

services, ;nd foreign currencies owned 

by the United States are utilized to meet 
the cost of contractual and other services. 

61. 	 Section 30 and 31 of PL 93-189
 
(FAA of 1973).
 
Will any part of the loan be used to 


finance directly or indirectly military
 
or paramilitary operations by the U.S.
 

or by foreign forces in or over Laos,
 

Combodia, North Vietnam, South
 
Vietnam, or Thailand?
 

Annex 1 

Yes. 

Not Applicable. 

Not Applicable. 

Not Applicable. 

The Government of Pakistan will 
pay for all local currency expenses 
of the project. All of the loan 
proceeds will be expended on 
foreign exchange procurement. 

No. 
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62. 	 Section 37 of PL 93-189 (FAA of 
1973); App. § 11. Will any part 
of this loan be used to aid or assist 
generally or in the reconstruction 
of North Vietnam? 

63. 	 FAA § 612 (d). Does the United'States 
own excess foreign currency and, if so, 
what arrangements have been made for 
its release? 

64. 	 FAA § 620 (g). What provision is there 
against use of subject assistance to 
compensate owners for expropriated 
or nationalized property? 

65. 	 FAA § 620 (k). If loan is for construction 
of productive enterprise, will aggregate 
value of assistance to be furnished by 
the United States exceed $100 million? 

66. 	 FAA § 636 (i). Will any loan funds be 
used to finance purchase, long-term 
lease, or exchanguof motor vehicle 
manufactured outside the United States 
or any guaranty of such transaction? 

67. 	 App. § 103. Will any loan funds be 
used to pay pe" etc. , for 
military personnel ? 

68. 	 App. § 105. If loan is for capital 
project, is there provision for 
A. I. D. approval of all contractors 
and contract terms ? 

69. 	 App. §107. Will any loan funds be 
used to pay UN assessments ? 

Annex I 

No. 

The U.S. owns excess Pakistani 
rupees. This loan will meet only 
foreign exchange costs. U.S. 
owned rupees are programmed 

for use in several othei- projects 
but not this one. 

Loan proceeds disbursement 
procedures as will be included in 
the loan agreement will prevent 
use of the funds for purposes
 

other than intended.
 

Not Applicable. 

No. 

No. 

There will be a provision in the 
loan agreement providing that 
procurement contract terms 
and conditions are subject to 

AID approval. 

No. 
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70. 	 App. § 108. Compliance with regula- Not Applicable.
 
tions on employment of U.S. and local
 
personnel. (A.I.D. Regulation No.7)
 

71. 	 App. § 110. Will any of loan funds be No.
 
used to carry out p:ovisions of
 
FAA § 209 (d)?
 

72. 	 App. § I12. Will any of the funds No. 
appropriated or local currencies
 
generated 
as a result of AID assistance 
be used for support of police or prison

construction and administration in South
 
Vietnam or for support of police training
 
of South Vietnam? 

73. 	 App. § 113. Describe how the Committee The loan proposal has been 
on Appropriations of the Senate and House included in the Congressional
have been or will be notified concerning Presentation for FY 1976. 
the activity, program, project, country, 
or other operation to be financed by the Loan. 

74. 	 App. § 601. Will any loan funds be No. 
used for publicity or propaganda
 
purposes within the United States
 
not authorized by Congress ?
 

75. 	 A . § 604. Will any of the funds No. 
appropriated for this project be used 
to furnish petroleum fuels produced in 
the continental United States to South
east Asia for use by n.n-U. S. nationals?
 

76. 	 MMA § 901. b; FAA j 640 C. 
(a) 	Compliance with requirement (a) Provisions will be included in
that at least 50 per centum of the the loan agreement for corn
gross tonnage of commodities (computed plying with this Section. 
separately for dry bulk carriers, dry 
cargo liners, and tankers) financed with
 
funds made available under this loan shall be
 
transported on privately owned U.S. flag commer
cial vessels to the extent that such vessels are
 
available at fair and reasonable rates.
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(b) will grant be nade to loan No.
recipient to pay .li or any portion
of such differen..al as may exist 
between U.S. and foreign-flag 
vessel rates ? 



DEPA RTM ENT F STATE 

AGENCY FC' INTERNATI NAL DEVELOPMENT 
WASHINGTON C. 20523 

A.I.D. Loan No. 391-T-166
 

LOAN AUTHORIZATION
 

Provided from: Food and Nutrition
 
(Pakistan: Agricultural Inputs)
 

Pursuant to the authority vested in the Administrator, Agen'cy for
 
International Development ("A.I.D."), by the Foreign Assistance Act
 
of 1961, as amended, (the "Act") and the delegations of authority
issued thereunder, I hereby authorize the establishment of a loan 
("The Loan") pursuant to Part I, Chapter 1, Section 103 and Chapter 2,
Title I, the Development Loan Fund, of said Act, to the Covernnent of 
Pakistan ("Borrower") of not to exceed Forty illion United States 
Dollars ($40,000,000) to assist in financing the foreign exchange costs
 
of agricultural inputs such as fertilizer, seeIs, small--scale
and farm 
equipment. The Loan is subject to the foilow.,ing terms and conditions: 

1. Interest Rate rnd Terms of Repayment 

The Borrower shall repay the loan to A.I.D. in United States 
dollars within foity (40) years after date of firstthe dislbnisement 
under the loan, including a grace period of not to exceed ten (10) 
years. The Borrower shall pay to A.I.D. in United Statcs dollars 
interest from the date of first disburseuent at the rate of (a) two 
percent (2%) pe annum during the grace period, and (b) three percent
(3%) per annum thereafter, on the outstanding disbursed balance of
 
the loan and on any due and unpaid interest accrued thereon.
 

2. Other Terms and Conditions 

A. Unless A.I.D. otherwise agrees in writing: 

(a) With the exception of the procurement of fertilizer,
 
goods and services financed under the loan shall have
 
their source and origin in countries included in A.I.D.
 
Geographic Code 941. Fertilizer procurement shall be
 
restricted to United States source and origin.
 

(b) The loan agreement shall provide that, prior to the
 
first disbursement, documentation shall be submitted to
 
A.I.D. covering the following requirements:
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(1) To inform A.I.D. as to how the policies andprogr'
tms referred to in the covenants contained
 
under (c) below are being carried out.
 

(2) To assure A.I.D. that the Borrower is undertaking

appropriate reviews with respect to certain policy

areas referred to under (c) below on a periodic
basis and is sharing results of such reviews with

A.I.D. in a timely manner.
 

(c) The loan agreement shall include appropriate covenants
requiring the Borrower to undertake the following:
 

(1) The Borrower shall carry out appropriate policies
and programs- in such areas as distribution andmarketing of fertilizer and other essential inputs,
agricultural credit, crop to inputs price relation
ships, availability and management of irrigationwater, and extension services 
- designed to assure
achievement of the purpose of this project, whichis the increased availability and better balanced use of agricultural inputs throughout Pakistan byall farmers, particularly low-income farmers. 

B. The loan agreement shall include othersuch terms and conditions 
as A.I.D. may deem advisable.
 

y.,:Administrator 

Date
 

AA/Asia:Arthur Z. Gardiner, Jr.. 
 Date ,! %,SER/FM:Thomas R. Blacka - Date _
PPC/DPRE:Arthur Handly -// -" Date !L/) 7,/GC:Charles L. Gladson 
 Date

GC/Asia:Herbert E. Morris 
 Date ,Asia/SA:George McCloskey 
 Date

Asia/DP:Willian Lefes Date i'-! 
SER/COM:Robert W. Wiley "Date_,,L, If
Asia/CCD:Frank Collins, Jr. 
 Date______Asia/CCD:Richard B. Perry -*
 

GC/Asia:PB ,gm:hp:12/18/75 




